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Welcome to the June 2016 Inroads. Advancing 
computing education can be an adventurous 

journey over many peaks and valleys, as this edi-
tion’s cover image suggests. With the word “road” 
embedded in our title, it is not surprising to find 
references to journeys, hill-climbing, and adventure 
among the original opinion pieces, articles, reprints 
and various news items found in this issue. As J.R.R. 
Tolkien expressed poetically [1]:

The Road goes ever on and on
Out from the door where it began.
Now far ahead the Road has gone.
Let others follow, if they can!
Let them a journey new begin. 

As we trek together through the magazine, we 
hope you enjoy the many points of interest, and 
perhaps be inspired on your own journey in com-
puting education. 

As announced in our March letter, two new 
columns debut in this issue. Amanda Lattimore’s 
column on high school computing describes her 
journey to becoming a high school computer 
science teacher. Also, Inside the NSF presents the 
organization of the National Science Foundation and 
the programs they support. We hope you will find 
this historical perspective as interesting as we did.

Continuing our series on development environ-
ments for teaching programming, we hear about 
Turing’s Craft CodeLab. This tool offers a web-based 
interactive practice-environment aimed primarily 
at assisting students master programming skills in 
introductory courses.

In keeping with our mission, Inroads may include 
reprints of articles particularly relevant to computing 
education. This month we include two such reprints, 
the first being Communication’s April 2016 “Cerf’s 
Up” piece on the enrollment boom’s effect on diver-
sity. The second reprint is the SIGCSE 2016 Technical 
Symposium’s best paper—“A Multi-institutional Study 
of Peer Instruction in Introductory Computing.”

Looking ahead, we have several “Special Sections” 
in the works. Special sections consist of several 

articles dedicated to a particular topic organized by 
a guest editor and allow us to offer broader coverage 
of one topic within a single issue of Inroads. We 
would love to hear from you regarding topics you 
would like to see or, even better, if you would like to 
guest edit a Special Section yourself!

Don’t forget the Back Page. If we have been suc-
cessful, you turned to it before reading our message 
(or the other articles in the magazine). This edition’s 
Back Page programmatically plays with musical  
notation. Please submit ideas for submissions to 
Back Page through the Inroads editorial system 
(https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/inroads). Our 
Back Page Editor, John Barr, will give your submis-
sions careful consideration. 

Our Editorial Advisory Board (EAB) continues 
to expand, and we welcome Carol Browning (Drury 
University), Andrew Luxton-Reilly (University of 
Auckland), David Naugler (Southeast Missouri 
State University), and Jacqui Whalley (Auckland 
University of Technology). We look forward to their 
contributions, advice, and guidance.

Finally, we are pleased to welcome a new Associ-
ate Editor, Jian Zhang (Texas Woman’s University). 
Originally from China, Jian brings an international 
perspective to her interest in computer science edu-
cation in both K-12 and higher education. Her passion 
for increasing STEM awareness in youth shows in her 
track record that includes participating in the TWU 
middle/high school girls-oriented Edible Car Contest, 
coordinating a CyberCamp for high school students, 
and serving as a College Board AP CS reader. Her 
research interests include information security and 
computational intelligence in interactive arts. We look 
forward to her contributions to Inroads.  

Mark Bailey and Laurie Smith King
Editors-in-Chief

References
 1.  Tolkien, JRR, The Return of the King. (New York, NY: Ballantine 

Books, Inc., 1965): 329.

DOI: 10.1145/2927023          Copyright held by authors.
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News from the SIGs

NEWS

Welcome once again to reports highlighting trends within the 
computing education community. In this issue, we have information 
from the chairs of SIGCSE, SIGITE and SIGMIS. First, Susan Rodger of 

SIGCSE updates us on the ITiCSE conference, elections, awards, and upcoming 
events. Next, Steve Zilora of SIGITE discusses a new framework for Information 
Technology curricula and the increased involvement of a new “generation” of 
active members in the SIGITE community. Finally, George Kasper of SIGMIS 
highlights the best IS Doctoral Dissertations of 2015.

by Ellen Walker
Hiram College

From our SIGCSE reporter and 
SIGCSE chair, Susan Rodger.

I’d like to begin by writing about 
a decision involving the future of 

SIGCSE’s conference ITiCSE. Since 
the first ITiCSE was held in Barce-
lona, Spain in 1996, twenty ITiCSE 
conferences have been held in or 
near Europe. Locations include Spain 
twice, Sweden twice, Ireland, Poland, 
Finland, United Kingdom (England) 
three times, Scotland, Denmark, 
Greece, Portugal, Italy, France, Turkey, 
Israel, and most recently, Lithuania. 
But in 2016, ITiCSE will be in Peru, 
which is not near Europe at all! This 
came about because several years 
ago, the SIGCSE Board was asked by 
ACM to consider holding ITiCSE far-
ther away from Europe than our prior 
most adventurous locations, Turkey 
and Israel. By moving to other re-
gions, it was argued, we could create 
new collaborations in computer sci-
ence education in those regions. We 
found a site in South America, and we 
are grateful for Ernesto Cuardros-Var-
gas and Alison Clear for volunteering 
to host ITiCSE 2016 in Arequipa, 
Peru. However, we have learned that 
ITiCSE’s twenty-year longevity in Eu-

rope has established an expectation 
from many that ITiCSE will always be 
in Europe. In fact, many know ITiCSE 
as the “European version” of the 
SIGCSE Symposium, and ITiCSE has 
done very well in Europe. Therefore, 
the SIGCSE Board has declared that 
ITiCSE will return to locations in or 
near Europe for the next five years 
(2017-2021). Even so, having a SIGCSE 
conference in Peru is exciting. Some 
of our international SIGCSE members 
have noted the openness to new 
locations and have shown interest in 
bringing SIGCSE conferences to their 
own countries. Therefore, the SIGCSE 
Board is considering options for 
having SIGCSE conferences in more 
locations around the world.

On another note, it is a SIGCSE 
election year! I want to thank all of 
those volunteers who are running 
for a SIGCSE Board position. These 
volunteers are committing to three 
years of service to the computer 
science education community. The 
slate for the election was created 
to guarantee that there will be both 
new and returning members on the 
SIGCSE Board. Specifically, the Trea-
surer and all three at-large members 
will be new board members, and the 
Past Chair, Chair, and Secretary will 
be returning board members. Addi-
tionally, the Vice-Chair will be a voice 
from outside the U.S. Depending on 

the results, it is also possible that the 
Secretary and a member-at-large 
will provide a non-U.S. perspec-
tive.  As SIGCSE is an international 
organization, we encourage more 
candidates from outside the U.S to 
consider running for a position in 
the next election. SIGCSE is run by 
many volunteers’ efforts. If you are 
interested in volunteering then con-
sider filling out the volunteer form at 
sigcse.org.

Here is a list of those running for 
positions. Amber Settle from DePaul 
University and Paul Tymann from 
Rochester Institute of Technology, 
both current board members with lots 
of SIGCSE experience, are running 
for SIGCSE Chair. Judy Sheard from 
Monash University and Ian Utting 
from the University of Kent are run-
ning for Vice Chair. Alison Clear from 
the Eastern Institute of Technology 
and Sue Fitzgerald from Metropolitan 
State University are running for Secre-
tary. Adrienne Decker from Rochester 
Institute of Technology and John P. 
Dougherty from Haverford College are 
running for Treasurer. Ten people are 
running for three at-large positions: 
Liz (Elizabeth) Adams, who is retired, 
Dennis Bouvier from Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville, Michele Craig 
from the University of Toronto, Cecily 
Heiner from Southern Utah Univer-
sity, Shelly (Rachelle) Heller from 
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George Washington University, Jeffrey 
Miller from the University of Southern 
California, Briana B. Morrison from 
Kennesaw State University, RoxAnn 
Stalvey from the College of Charles-
ton, Mark Allen Weiss from Florida 
International University, and Timothy 
Yuen from the University of Texas at 
San Antonio. 

Please consider nominating 
SIGCSE Members for Awards and for 
ACM Member grades. I’ll focus on two 
of the ACM Member grades here. The 
ACM Senior Member grade recogniz-
es those ACM members with at least 
ten years of professional experience 
and five years of continuous profes-
sional membership who have demon-
strated performance that sets them 
apart from their peers. This grade can 
be self-nominating and requires three 
letters from others.  Applications are 
reviewed several times a year. Many 
of our members should be qualified 
for this level, especially those who are 
associate professors or higher. Dis-
tinguished Member is the next higher 
grade, and has three categories, of 
which one is Distinguished Educator, 
which seems tailor-made for SIGCSE 
members. One must be distinguished 
through significant accomplishments 
or impact in the computing field as 
an educator. Only two such awards 
were given last year, both to SIGCSE 
members. My guess is the low num-
ber is because of the low number 
of nominees. It is difficult to win an 
award if you are not nominated. In 
previous years there have been six to 
ten awardees. I believe that if we had 
more nominees, we would have more 
awards. Please read the requirements 
page and the advice page at [1] and 
consider nominating some of our 
more accomplished SIGCSE mem-
bers. Now is the time to put together 
a nomination, as the deadline is 
August 3, 2016. 

Finally, it’s not too late to make 
your travel arrangements for attend-
ing ITiCSE in Arequipa, Peru, July 11-13, 
2016 or ICER in Melbourne, Australia 
September 9-11, 2016. It is also time to 
think about submitting a paper, panel, 
special session, or workshop to the 
SIGCSE 2017 Symposium, which will 
be held in Seattle, Washington.

From Steve Zilora,  
our SIGITE reporter.

Time flies when you’re having fun! 
As difficult as it is to believe, in the 

next few years several information 
technology degree (IT) programs will 
be celebrating their 25th year of op-
eration. During that time IT education 
has rapidly matured into a thoughtful, 
forward-looking, and fundamental 
field. One of the major milestones for 
the field was the development of the 
2008 Model Curriculum. Pioneers of IT 
education set the stage and built the 
scrims so that others could present the 
work within a recommended setting, 
but open to their own interpretations. 
This framework has been remarkably 
successful for nearly a decade.

But as visionary as those pioneers 
were, not everything can be anticipat-
ed. New technologies, as well as new 

ways of designing, implementing, 
and teaching the curriculum, have 
continued to emerge. This fact led to 
the formation of the ACM/IEEE 2017 
Information Technology Task Group 
on IT Curricula two years ago. Their 
mission is to develop a new frame-
work for IT education that would last 
another decade. 

There are two important aspects 
of this effort. The first is the shift in 
focus from knowledge to compe-
tency when defining the curriculum. 
This focus is rooted in the task force’s 
official mission statement which is 
found in the task group’s most recent 
report [2, p. 7]:

Knowledge alone is not suffi-
cient to be productive in the 
changing information tech-
nology world. Therefore, since 
competency encompasses 
knowledge, ability and skill, the 
mission of the IT2017 project is 
to produce a globally accept-
ed document of information 
technology competencies 
appropriate for undergraduate 
degree programs that meets 
the growing demands of the 
changing technological world 
and that is useful for both 
industry and academia.

The notion of competency-based 
education (CBE) often conjures up 
all sorts of institution-crumbling 

It’s not too late to make your  
travel arrangements for attending 

ITiCSE in Arequipa, Peru,  
July 11-13, 2016 or ICER in 

Melbourne, Australia  
September 9-11, 2016.
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For more information on these SIGs, see the 
following websites

SIGCSE: www.sigcse.org

SIGITE: www.sigite.org

SIGMIS: www.sigmis.org
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on Information Systems (ICIS) to 
the best Information Systems (IS) 
dissertation completed during the 
previous academic year. Each IS 
doctoral program is invited to submit 
one dissertation for consideration. 

In December 2015, the SIGMIS/
ICIS IS Doctoral Dissertation Award 
was given to Roman Lukyanenko of 
Memorial University of Newfound-
land, Canada, for the dissertation 
titled “An Information Modeling 
Approach To Improve The Quality 
Of User-Generated Content.” The 
dissertation supervisor was Jeff 
Parsons also of Memorial University 
of Newfoundland.

Dr. Lukyanenko is currently 
Assistant Professor, Department of 
Information Systems and Business 
Analytics, College of Business at 
Florida International University, Boca 
Raton, Florida, USA. Dr. Parsons is 
Professor of Information Systems, 
University Research Professor, Faculty 
of Business Administration, Memorial 
University of Newfoundland,  
Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada.

Congratulations to both  
Drs. Lukyanenko and Parsons.  

scenarios, but an examination of the 
literature reveals that CBE, while a dis-
ruptive change, is about an evolution 
of the academic educational process. 
Leveraging the ideas of CBE allows 
educators to better prepare and evalu-
ate their students and also address the 
effective learning environments for the 
21st century student. The IT2017 task 
group, like their IT2008 predecessor, is 
showing a bold vision, one that should 
certainly carry us forward.

This boldness is due, in part, to the 
second point I wish to highlight—we 
have new and broad participation 
in IT2017. In the last issue of ACM 
Inroads I wrote about the incredible 
activity level and involvement in the 
SIGITE community [3]. The IT2017 
task group is just one more example 
of that. While there is some overlap 
with the membership of the IT2008 
task group, most members represent 
the ‘new guard.’ Those pioneers from 
the early days of the SIGITE are not 
absent by accident or omission. Rath-
er, there is a passing of the torch to 
the next generation of SIGITE leaders. 
This is incredibly important and a de-
velopment that I am pleased to see. 

If you wish to be part of the next 
generation of SIGITE, I encourage you 
to review the draft reports as they 
are made available and offer your 
comments.

From George M. Kasper,  
our SIGMIS reporter.

BEST IS DOCTORAL DISSERTATION 
OF 2015

For 20 years, SIGMIS has sponsored 
the annual ICIS MIS Doctoral 

Dissertation Award. The award is 
given at the International Conference 

Jeffrey ParsonsRoman Lukyanenko
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EduBits

NEWS

by Yan Timanovsky, ACM Education Manager; and  
John Impagliazzo, Emeritus Professor, Hofstra University 

Welcome to the latest install-
ment of “EduBits,” your 

quarterly pipeline to new and 
exciting happenings in the world 
of ACM Education. In this edition, 
we offer news on a joint effort to 
build a framework for K-12 computer 
science education and an update on 
the progress of the IT2017 curricular 
volume in information technology

ACM, CSTA, and Code.
org Join Forces on New 
Framework to Define K-12 
CS Education
Although it has been part of the 
Computer Science Teachers Associ-
ation (CSTA)’s and ACM’s mission for 
some time, the idea that computer 
science should be a required sub-
ject for K-12 students—joining core 
subjects like math—is a fairly new one 
for most states and school districts 
in the United States. Parents have 
been catching on to the burgeoning 
career opportunities in computing 
and schools are looking to integrate 
computer science into their curricula. 
Teachers and administrators are ask-
ing big, fundamental questions about 
the scope and sequence of computer 
science coursework at the K-12 levels, 
and what students should be expect-
ed to learn in elementary, middle, and 
high school.

It bears mentioning that simi-
lar efforts have been undertaken 
internationally. In New Zealand, a 

series of initiatives that occurred 
from 2007 to 2009 led to program-
ming and computer science being 
made available formally as part of 
the National Certificate in Educa-
tional Achievement (NCEA), the 
main school-leaving assessment, in 
2011. The changes were phased in 
from 2011 to 2013, and the process 
reviewed in ACM Transactions on 
Computing Education (TOCE) [2]. In 
April 2013, a joint working group by 
Informatics Europe and ACM Europe 
(including Andrew McGettrick and 
Chris Stephenson, members of the 
ACM Education Board) produced a 
landmark report on Informatics Ed-
ucation in Europe—“Europe cannot 
afford to miss the boat.” This report 
identified significant problems in the 
way computing is taught at the K-12 
levels and suggested operational 
recommendations for policy and de-
cision makers [10]. A new UK curric-
ulum, published in September 2013, 
responded directly to this report 
with an ambitious curricular revision, 
including coding lessons for children 
as young as five [11]. As of December 
2015, 16 countries integrate coding in 
the curriculum at national, regional 
or local level: Austria, Bulgaria, the 
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 
France, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Lith-
uania, Malta, Spain, Poland, Portugal, 
Slovakia, and the UK. Finland and 
Belgium Flanders have plans to in-
tegrate it in the curriculum, and Fin-
land has defined coding in the core 

curricula for 2016. Belgium Flanders, 
the Czech Republic, Ireland, Malta, 
and Poland mention computational 
thinking as a key competence to be 
acquired when integrating 

coding in the curriculum [6]. And 
there are other examples of similar 
efforts all over the globe.

To address this growing demand 
for expert guidelines in the US, 

Teachers and 
administrators are 

asking big, 
fundamental 

questions about 
the scope and 
sequence of 

computer science 
coursework at the 
K-12 levels, and 
what students 

should be 
expected to learn 

in elementary, 
middle, and high 

school.
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CSTA, ACM, and Code.org are joining 
forces with more than 100 advisors 
within the computing communi-
ty, several states and large school 
districts, technology companies, 
and other relevant organizations to 
steer a process to build a framework 
to help answer these questions. 
Advisors include higher educa-
tion faculty, researchers, and K-12 
teachers, many of whom are also 
serving as writers for the framework. 
A steering committee representing 
the CSTA, ACM, and Code.org [3] will 
oversee this project [7]. The steering 
committee consists of Mark Nelson, 
Executive Director of CSTA; Mehran 
Sahami, Chair of the ACM Education 
Board; and Cameron Wilson, Chief 
Operating Officer at Code.org. Other 
members of the committee, at the 
time of writing, are Krystal Cor-
bett, Director of Curriculum at the 
Cyber Innovation Center, and Deepa 
Muralidhar of the National Math and 
Science Initiative (NMSI).

This joint steering committee 
will lay out a framework that iden-
tifies key K-12 computer science 
concepts and practices students 
exiting grades 2, 5, 8, and 12 should 
be expected to know. Rather than 
creating educational standards, the 
framework is intended to aid states 
and school districts as they develop 
their own frameworks, guidance, 
and standards. Additionally, CSTA 
has its own independent process for 
developing detailed K-12 computer 
science standards [4]. At the core of 
this joint effort is the shared belief 
that computer science provides 
foundational learning benefiting all 
children growing up in today’s world. 
Computer science equips students 
with the set of essential knowledge 
and skills that they can carry beyond 
school, inspiring career directions 
and enriching their lives with new 

personal interests. At a time when 
computer science is straddling so 
many different disciplines and tran-
scending the traditional informational 
technology industry, this framework 
is intended to lay the basic founda-
tion for what K-12 students should be 
learning that will help prepare them 
for the emerging demands of the 21st 
century workforce.

The committee expects to release 
the framework in summer of 2016. 
More information, including monthly 
updates and how you can get in-
volved, can be found online at [7].

Information Technology 
Curricular Update
As I mentioned previously [8], ACM 
has published computing curricular 
guidelines since the early 1960s. In 
1968, ACM issued a landmark and 
historic publication commonly called 
Curriculum’68 and continued this 
curricular activity as part of a public 
service to the computing community. 
In 1991, the IEEE Computer Society 

joined ACM and they produced 
Computing Curricula ’91. This ongoing 
tradition continues today as ACM 
partners with different professional 
organizations to develop reports in 
computer engineering, computer 
science, information systems and 
information technology, and software 
engineering. Many of these docu-
ments remain available online [1]. 

In 2008, ACM and the IEEE 
Computer Society published Curric-
ulum Guidelines for Undergraduate 
Degree Programs in Information 
Technology—simply called IT2008 
[5]. This document promoted the 
professional and technical compe-
tencies in information technology 
(IT). It discussed the state of the 
field, the role of the IT professional, 
curricular models, teamwork, and 
lifelong learning in computer IT edu-
cation. Many IT programs worldwide 
have used this work and modified 
their programs accordingly. 

It comes as no surprise that 
since 2008, the field of computing 
has changed radically. In 2013, ACM 
assembled a review group to consider 
whether to update IT2008 and if 
so, to identify the elements for that 
update. The group surveyed academ-
ic and industry professionals who 
worked in the IT field. The responses 
revealed new and emerging areas 
that a modern IT graduate should 
know. These evolving areas include 
user experience design, web and mo-
bile systems, cybersecurity principles 
and evolving challenges, cloud com-
puting, data scalability and analytics, 
virtual systems and services, and the 
internet of things. 

Based on these outcomes, the 
ACM and the IEEE-CS formed a task 
group to address these issues and to 
form a new curriculum document—
IT2017. This task group has a dozen 
members, representing five countries 
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and four continents. Mihaela Sabin is 
its chair and John Impagliazzo is its 
liaison to the ACM Education Board. 
This task group has diligently worked 
on the IT2017 report and it has 
already produced a first draft (version 
0.51) launched on January 15, 2016 
[9]. It has issued a vetting process 
for public review and comment with 
responses due February 29. At the 
time of writing, the task group is ad-
dressing the comments received and 
will be launching a second vetting 
process sometime in May.

The content of the IT2017 report 
has changed from its predecessor. 
The task group developed a curricu-
lar framework consisting of essential 
domains and applied or specialized 
domains, representing content that 
should be in place for students 
graduating in the mid-2020s. The 
total number of recommended hours 
compared to IT2008 has increased 
from 276 hours in information tech-
nology to 420 hours. The 420 hours 
consist of 290 hours from essential 
domains and 130 hours out of 245 
hours from applied or specialized 
domains. The task group also 
eliminated topics, placing the focus 
on competencies, which represent 
knowledge plus skills plus abilities. 
Table 1 shows the IT essential do-
mains; Table 2 shows the IT applied 
or specialized domains. 

The IT2017 draft report consists of 
at least three parts—a body and two 
or more appendices. The body itself 
consists of an executive summary 
and seven chapters. The chapters 
delineate ways in which an institu-
tion could develop an information 
technology program based on the 
recommended body of knowledge 
and modern engineering practice. 
Appendix A provides the details of 
the IT domains; Appendix B presents 
several model curricula that reflect 

the IT Curricular Framework for vari-
ous contexts. 

Although the review and com-
ment period for the first draft has 
expired, readers interested in infor-
mation technology should be on the 
lookout for the next revision posting 
at [9]. The task group encourages 
participation in the simple survey 
that will appear in the next review 
and comment cycle to ensure that 
the final IT2017 report reflects the 
sentiments of a broad computing 
education community.  
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Table 1: Essential domains of the IT 
Curricular Framework 

Essential Domains Hours

Cybersecurity Principles 40

Global Professional Practice 25

Information Management 40

Integrated Systems Technology 20

Networking 35

Platform Technologies 15

Software Fundamentals 30

System Administration and 
Maintenance

20

System Integration and Architecture 20

User Experience Design 20

Web and Mobile Systems 25

Total: 290

Table 2: Applied/Specialized domains 
of the IT Curricular Framework 

Applied/Specialized Domains Hours

Applied Networks 30

Cloud Computing 30

Cybersecurity Evolving Challenges 30

Data Scalability and Analytics 30

Internet of Things 30

Mobile Applications 25

Social Responsibility 20

Software Development and 
Management

20

Virtual Systems and Services 30

Total: 130/245
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INTRODUCTION
At some colleges and universities, 
the current “boom” in our comput-
ing classes is exceeding those we 
have seen before. In addition, there 
is a general sense that this boom is 
substantially different than previously 
in the mid-1980’s and late 1990’s. The 
computer science (CS) community has 
several questions about the current 
growth in enrollments, including: 
•  How are departments responding 

to the “boom”?
•  Is the “boom” affecting all levels of 

the curriculum?
•  Why are students so eager for our 

classes?
•  How will the current “boom” 

impact diversity in an already 
demographically homogenous field?

In early 2015, the Computing 
Research Association (CRA) created a 
committee [5], with two sub-groups, 
to investigate these rapidly growing 
enrollments. The sub-group focused on 
the institutional perspective was tasked 
with gathering data to answer high-level 
questions such as are all departments 
feeling the enrollment surge equally? 
The sub-group focused on the student 
perspective was tasked with gathering 
data to answer high-level questions 
such as why are students so interested 
in computing? Each subcommittee 
collected data during 2015 to address 
its specific research question. 

The CRA Booming Enrollment 
Committee has met regularly since 

spring 2015. Members of the institution 
(i) and student (s) sub-groups include:
•  Tracy Camp, Chair, (i, s),  

Colorado School of Mines 
•  Rick Adrion (i),  

University of Massachusetts
•  Betsy Bizot (i),  

Computing Research Association
•  Susan Davidson (i),  

University of Pennsylvania
•  Mary Hall (i),  

University of Utah
•  Susanne Hambrusch (i),  

Purdue University
•  Ellen Walker (i),  

Hiram College 
•  Stuart Zweben (i),  

The Ohio State University
•  Duncan Buell (s),  

University of South Carolina 
•  Ed Lazowska (s),  

University of Washington
•  Leen-Kiat Soh (s),  

University of Nebraska
•  Jane Stout (s),  

Computing Research Association
•  Jodi Tims (s),  

Baldwin Wallace College

Jan Cuny and Lida Beninson, from 
the National Science Foundation, are 
also actively involved.

The institution sub-group data are 
being collected from universities with 
undergraduate CS degree programs 
through both the CRA Taulbee Survey 
[6], which collects data from CS 
departments in North America with 
doctoral degrees, and the ACM NDC 

Survey [1], which collects data from 
CS departments at U.S. 4-year and 
master’s universities and colleges. 
The student sub-group data are being 
collected via the CRA Data Buddies 
Project [4], which is run by the Center 
for Evaluating the Research Pipeline 
[3]. At SIGCSE 2016, four members of 
the CRA Booming Enrollment Com-
mittee shared results from preliminary 
analyses, which are outlined below.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS 
INSTITUTIONAL SURVEY
Members of the CRA Booming 
Enrollment Committee institutional 
sub-group developed a survey to 
measure, assess, and better under-
stand enrollment trends and the 
impact on CS departments and on 
diversity. This was administered as a 
separate survey through the Taulbee 
and NDC platforms. The results are 
currently being analyzed. Therefore, 
all data presented here should be 
viewed as preliminary. 

Figure 1 shows early responses 
to the question to what extent are 
increasing undergraduate enrollments 
impacting your unit? As shown, only 
a small percentage (e.g., 20% of NDC 
institutions and even less at Taulbee 
institutions) have seen “no noticeable 
increase.” All other institutions have 
seen an increase, with a large percent-
age of Taulbee institutions stating that 
the growth is creating significant chal-
lenges to the unit. While this data are 
not yet categorized by institution type, 
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we note that two-thirds of the Taulbee 
institutions responding to the survey 
are public institutions and two-thirds 
of the NDC institutions responding to 
the survey are private institutions. 

Figure 2 shows early responses to 
the question in which courses is demand 
increasing? First, we note that the darker 
blue and green lines together illustrate 
that doctoral institutions are seeing quite 
an increase in demand for all levels of 
courses by both majors and non-majors. 
Non-doctoral institutions also are seeing 
an increase in demand by majors at all 
levels, and by non-majors in introductory 
level courses for majors. In general, the 
percent of institutions that marked “sig-
nificantly increasing” demand decreases 
as the course level increases from 
introductory to mid-level to upper-level 
for both majors and non-majors. 

Among the most pressing prob-
lems caused by the increased demand, 

as indicated by the respondents, are 
the impact on faculty workload and 
the need for more faculty. Doctoral de-
partments also cite the need for more 
classroom space and more teaching 
associates (TAs). Departments report 
responding to the increased demand 
by significantly increasing both class 
sizes and the number of sections 
offered. Many institutions have also 
increased the use of adjuncts; doctoral 

institutions have also increased the 
use of teaching associates, particularly 
undergrad TAs. Approximately half of 
the institutions reporting indicate that 
they have had to limit enrollment in 
high demand classes.

STUDENT SURVEY 
The student sub-group data were col-
lected by the Center for Evaluating the 
Research Pipeline (CERP) [3], which 
is a research and evaluation center 
housed at the CRA. CERP’s flagship 
program is the Data Buddies Project, 
which distributes surveys annually to 
undergraduate and graduate students 
enrolled in a sample of computing 
programs across the U.S. The fall 2015 
Data Buddies survey included several 
questions of relevance to booming en-
rollments. Results from the survey are 
still being analyzed. Thus, as with the 
institutional survey, we note that all 
results presented here are preliminary. 
Figure 3 shows data from students 
enrolled in an introductory CS course 
during the fall; CERP asked these 
students why they had enrolled in 
their intro course. Most students (86%) 
indicated that they took an introducto-
ry CS course because it was required; 
a large percent (39%), however, also 
took the course due to interest in com-
puting. Few students (approximately 
15%) stated they took an introductory 
course due to encouragement from a 
mentor, teacher, or parent. 

Figure 1: To what extent are increasing undergraduate enrollments impacting your unit?

Figure 2: In which courses is demand increasing?

Figure 3: Reasons for Enrolling in an Introductory CS Course. Note. Students could 
select more than one response. N = 2,422

http://mags.acm.org/inroads/june_2016/TrackLink.action?pageName=13&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Finroads.acm.org
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demand, as well as to ensure that the 
boom has a positive impact on diversity 
in CS. The preliminary results presented 
here are a first step toward this goal. 
Next, several members of the CRA 
Booming Enrollment Committee will be 
presenting new booming enrollments 
findings at the CRA Snowbird confer-
ence this July. The Booming Enrollments 
Committee’s goal is to generate a final 
report by Fall 2016, and a National 
Academies Committee on Growth of 
Computer Science Undergraduate 
Enrollments plans to have a report com-
pleted by the end of the year [7].  
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computer occupations (code 15-1100). 
Figure 4 shows a large percentage of 
the new jobs that are predicted to be 
available require computing expertise. 
When replacements are factored in, 
the percent of predicted jobs requiring 
computing expertise decreases a bit 
(Figure 5) due to retirements in other 
fields. The overall percentage of jobs 
requiring computing expertise, however, 
still dominates the predictions.

NEXT STEPS
Our response to the current growing en-
rollments in computing will likely shape 
our community for the coming years. 
Understanding the growth is a first step 
in determining how to meet student 

WILL OUR CS STUDENTS 
FIND JOBS? 
There is a substantial national discus-
sion about postsecondary education 
policy, relevance of postsecondary 
education to jobs, and the role of the 
liberal arts and skills training in curricula 
and coursework required of students. 
Although one could ask whether the 
boom in enrollments will backfire if 
students are encouraged to study com-
puting and are then unable to find em-
ployment that involves computing, the 
official job predictions are for continued 
growth and opportunity. In January 
2016, the most recent U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics was published for 2014-
2024 [2], and there is good news for the 

Figure 4: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics for Job Growth (2014-2024).

Figure 5: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics for Total Openings (2014-2024).
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that government, industry, and academia can accomplish great things when working together 
in an effective way.
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I 
want to return to a theme I have ex-
plored before: diversity in our discipline. 
To do this, I have enlisted the help of my 

colleague at Google, Maggie Johnson. We 
are both concerned the computer science 
community is still not benefiting from the 
diversity it could and should have. College 
students are more interested than ever in 
studying computer science (CS). There 
has been an unprecedented increase in 
enrollment in CS undergraduate programs 
over the past four years. Harvard Univer-
sity’s introductory CS course—CS50—has 
recently claimed the spot as the most 
enrolled course on campus.a An astounding 
50% of Harvey Mudd’s graduates re-
ceived engineering degrees this year.b The 
Taulbee Study is an annual survey of U.S. 
Ph.D.-granting institutions conducted by 
the Computing Research Association. Table 
1 from the 2014 Taulbee reportc shows the 
increases CS departments are experiencing.

While the overall number of students 
in CS courses continues to increase, the 
number of women and underrepresented 
minority students who go on to complete 
undergraduate degrees is, on average, not 
growing a tall. As noted in Table 2, recent 
findings show that while these students may 
begin a CS degree program, retaining them 
after their first year remains a serious issue.d

Why is this important? The high-tech 
industry is putting enormous effort in to 
diversifying its work force.e First, there is a 
social justice aspect given the industry de-
mand and the high salaries associated with 
that demand. Second, high-tech companies 
recognize if they are going to create truly 

accessible and broadly useful products 
and services, a diverse workforce will best 
create them. Third, with the advent of an 
increasing amount of software in virtually 
every appliance ranging from cars to clocks 
to say nothing of smartphones, we are go-
ing to need every bit of system design and 
programming talent we can find to avoid 
collapse into a morass of incompatible, 
uncooperative, and generally recalcitrant 
devices in our homes, offices, cars, and on 
or in our persons. Whether we like it or not, 
programmable devices are much more mal-
leable than electromechanical ones, poten-
tially less expensive to make, and, possibly, 
easier to update. The Internet of Things is 
upon us and we need all hands on deck to 
assure utility, reliability, safety, security, and 
privacy in an increasingly online world.

What can faculty do in their own depart-
ments? There are several simple interven-
tions that can increase student retention in 
CS programs. Here are some examples: 
•  Consider student interests when plan-

ning assignments.
•  Provide early and consistent feedback 

on assignments.

•  If you have teaching assistants, ensure they 
are aware of the best practices you follow.

•  Emphasize that intellectual capacity—like 
a muscle—increases with effort. (You are 
not born with the ability to program!)

•  Tell students about conferences and the 
benefits of attending conferences for 
targeted support groups.

•  Women and minority students often be-
lieve they are not performing well, even 
when their grades tell a different story. It 
is important to tell women and minority 
students they will succeed if they stay.

•  Be open and accessible to students. You 
may not know who needs a sounding 
board, but generally letting students 
know you are available can make it easi-
er for them to ask for help or guidance.

•  Consider helping to form student chap-
ters of ACM-W and IEEE.

•  A list of constructive steps, created by 
NCWIT, is here.g

Faculty can make a huge difference in 
retaining our diversity students. As leaders in 
the CS field, your actions and words have a 
profound impact. When we lose the interest 
of a significant part of our diverse society, we 
suffer irretrievably. We cannot even calculate 
the opportunities we may have lost for the 
CS discipline. The next potential scientific 
breakthrough or blockbuster business might 
have come from someone whose interest we 
failed to keep. Please join us in highlighting 
this important opportunity and sharing these 
and your own solutions with your faculty.  

Vinton G. Cerf
Vice President and Chief Internet Evangelist at Google

Maggie Johnson
Director of Education and University Relations at Google

DOI: 10.1145/2898431 Copyright held by author.

g   https://www.ncwit.org/resources/top-10-waysretain-
students-computing/top-10-ways-retain-students-
computing

a   http://www.thecrimson.com/article/2014/9/11/cs50-
breaks-enrollment-records/?page=single

b   https://www.hmc.edu/about-hmc/2014/05/20/harvey-
mudd-graduates-landmark-class/

c   http://cra.org/crn/wp-content/uploads/
sites/7/2015/06/2014-Taulbee-Survey.pdf

d   http://cra.org/crn/2015/05/booming_enrollments_
what_is_the_impact/

e   https://www.google.com/diversity/index.html

f   http://archive2.cra.org/uploads/documents/resources/
crndocs/2013-Taulbee-Survey.pdf

Table 1. CS enrollment increases reported in 
2014 Taulbee Survey.

2013 2014 % change

B.S.CS awarded 12,503 14,283 14.2

B.S.CS Enrollments 63,098 80,324 7.3

New B.S. CS Majors 17,207 20,351 18.3

Table 2. CS enrollment decreases reported 
in 2014 Taulbee Survey.f

2013 2014

% Women B.S. CS Graduates 14.2 14.0

% African-American B.S. CS Graduates 3.8 3.2

% Hispanic B.S. CS Graduates 6.0 6.8
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act is of tremendous importance, 
because it will add to our knowledge 
in every branch of science. I am confi-
dent that it will help us to develop the 
best scientific brains in the Nation. 
It will enable the United States to 
maintain its leadership in scientific 
matters, and to exert a more vital 
force for peace. —Harry Truman [3]

The mission of the NSF is “to promote 
the progress of science; to advance the 
national health, prosperity, and welfare; to 
secure the national defense; and for other 
purposes.” [1] The NSF funds approximately 
24% of all federally supported basic research 
conducted by colleges and universities in 
the United States. The FY2016 budget of the 
NSF is $7.5 billion. The overall policies and 
directions of NSF are established by the Na-
tional Science Board. The NSF Director is re-
sponsible for the day-to-day operation and 
management of the NSF. The NSF Director 
and the National Science Board members 
serve six year terms and are appointed by 
the President and confirmed by the Senate. 
The current NSF director, confirmed in 
March 2014, is France A. Córdova.

The NSF is divided into a number of 
“offices” and directorates. The offices tend 
to handle administrative matters, whereas 

W
elcome to “Inside 
the NSF” the first 
of many col-

umns that will give you an 
inside view of the National 

Science Foundation. Our purpose in writing 
this column is to communicate conversa-
tions, directions, and details that we believe 
are important to pass along to the comput-
er science education community. 

One of the first things we discovered as 
newcomers to the NSF was that the founda-
tion has a rich history, and an organizational 
structure that in the best of times can be 
both confusing and intimidating. We found 
that learning a little bit about the history 
and about the operational organization was 
essential and believe that this information 
can be valuable and help you to find the 
program that best fits your needs.

The Second World War was a calamity 
for human life but also a time for scientific 
advances. Antimalarial drugs, radar, and the 
atomic bomb are only three of the scientific 
advances made during the war. Franklin 
Roosevelt created the Office of Scientific 
Research and Development (OSRD) in May 
1941 to coordinate scientific research for 
military purposes during the war. 

The OSRD was directed by Vannevar 
Bush, who reported directly to Roosevelt. 
Toward the conclusion of the war, Roos-
evelt, cognizant of the scientific advances 
that had taken place, came to the realization 
that if the same effort were applied during 
times of peace perhaps the same pace of 
scientific discovery could take place.

“New frontiers of the mind are before 
us, and if they are pioneered with the 
same vision, boldness, and drive with 

which we have waged this war we 
can create a fuller and more fruitful 
employment and a fuller and more 
fruitful life.”  —Franklin Roosevelt [2]

In his letter to Vannevar Bush, Roosevelt 
asked four questions:
1.  What scientific advances made during 

the war can be made public? 
2.  What can be done to continue the work 

that was done in the medical sciences?
3.  What can be done to aid research activi-

ties by public and private organizations?
4.  Can a program to discover scientific 

talent to ensure the future of scientific 
research be developed? 

In response to the letter, Bush organized 
four committees, one for each of the ques-
tions. The results of the work were compiled in 
a report [2], “Science - The Endless Frontier.”

In the report Bush called for the creation 
of a permanent federal agency to support 
basic research in academia, oversee medical 
and military research, and provide funding 
for science education at the undergraduate 
and graduate levels. In response to the report, 
President Harry Truman in May 1950 created 
the National Science Foundation (NSF).

“I have just signed the National 
Science Foundation Act of 1950. This 

Franklin D. Roosevelt Vannevar Bush Harry S. Truman
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the directorates manage programs. Each 
unit is headed by an Assistant Director (AD) 
who reports to the NSF Director, and is 
responsible for the operation of their unit. 
These units are further divided into divisions 
headed by Division Directors (DD).

A good analogy to use when thinking 
about the structure of the NSF is that of a 
typical university in the United States. The 
NSF Director is similar to a president of a 
university. The NSF Directorates and their 
Assistant Directors parallel a university’s 
colleges and deans. There are currently 
seven NSF directorates. For the comput-
er science education community, CISE 
(Directorate for Computer and Information 
Science and Engineering) and EHR (Direc-
torate for Education and Human Resourc-
es) are most important.

Continuing the university analogy, the di-
rectorates are further divided into divisions 
with Division Directors (DDs) corresponding 
to university departments and department 

chairs. For example, EHR is divided into four 
divisions: the Division of Undergraduate 
Education (DUE), the Division of Graduate 
Education (DGE), the Division of Research 
on Learning in Formal and Informal Settings 
(DRL), and the Division of Human Resource 
Development (HRD) (see figure 2). Of 
course like any typical university the internal 
structure of each NSF Directorate has its 
own unique features.

Within each division are the Program 
Officers (POs) who are primarily responsible 
for daily management of programs and the 
supported research projects. There are two 
types of POs: rotators (like us), and perma-
nent NSF employees. Rotators hold a posi-
tion at an academic institution and come to 
work at the NSF for one to four years (most 
do two years), permanent POs on the other 
hand are full time federal employees, many 
of whom came from academia.

Understanding the structure of the NSF 
helps you to know who to contact to find 

funding opportunities. Normally a funding 
opportunity is associated with a program. 
Every program has a solicitation that de-
scribes the opportunities that are available 
and the specifications for writing a proposal 
in response to the solicitation. We note 
that some programs are managed jointly 
by multiple divisions, sometimes across 
directorates. Ideally there is a permanent 
program officer assigned as the lead for 
the program, along with a number of other 
program officers as support. For example, 
Myles Boylan is the current lead for the 
Improving Undergraduate STEM Education 
(IUSE) program in DUE. We are assigned 
to support the IUSE program, and are 
responsible for handling computing related 
proposals submitted to the program. 

We hope that this column has helped you 
to understand the structure of the NSF a bit 
better, and that you have gained an idea of 
where to start looking and whom to contact 
when looking for funding opportunities. We 
have also tried to “gently” introduce you to 
the world of government acronyms. For ex-
ample, if we tell you that we are POs in DUE 
and our DD is Susan Singer, you hopefully 
have an idea what we are talking about!! 
In our next column we will break down the 
funding opportunities that we believe are of 
interest to computer science educators.  
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T
his column expands on a topic men-
tioned in the previous Math Counts 
column. That topic is maturity, or more 

specifically mathematical maturity. Courses 
like discrete mathematics, probability and 
statistics, and linear algebra have specific 
content that directly supports computing 
curricula. However, as CS2013 notes, such 
courses also should provide “mathemati-
cal maturity” to further benefit computing 
students. My initial reaction was something 
like, “Well, of course mathematical maturity, 
or any maturity for that matter, will help com-
puter science students.” Still, upon further 
consideration, I wanted to know not only why 
I believe this claim, but also what is meant by 
this term as applied to computing education.

Merriam-Webster defines maturity as 
“having or showing the mental and emotion-
al qualities of an adult,” as well as “having 
reached a final or desired state.” I see aspects 
of each of these definitions in (computing) 
education. We want our students to develop 
the set of skills to be successful as a gradu-
ate (i.e., defining adult as a person who has 
“graduated” childhood successfully). At the 
same time, we also want their abilities to grow 
towards a final, desired threshold, or level of 
practical performance. Maturity in any area 
implies more than understanding concepts; it 
implies a seasoned veteran (to some degree) 
of the field, one who has the confidence to 
persevere effectively and perhaps also know 
when to quit. It suggests a skill set that is com-
pleted by a capability, to sense of perspective, 
of why some things matter substantially while 
other things not so much.

I had planned to begin this discussion of 
the term “mathematical maturity” with the 
classic, “I don’t know exactly what mathe-

matical maturity is, but I know it when I see 
it.” This plan evaporated (i.e., I was beaten 
to the punch) after I found almost the exact 
same opening in [3], a paper Lynn Arthur 
Steen presented at a workshop on the future 
of college mathematics. In this paper, he 
defined mathematical maturity as the com-
bination of two complementary capabilities.

The first ability is abstraction, a term we 
in computing often cite as paramount [1]. 
He notes that abstraction requires a “leap of 
faith in which the security of numbers and 
objects is abandoned for the formalism of 
variables and definitions” [3, p. 99]. I believe 
most would agree that experience with 
abstraction in mathematics courses prior to, 
as well as during, undergraduate study helps 
our students. We believe that students are 
able to transfer proficiency with abstraction 
in math and apply it to computer science.

The second mark of mathematical ma-
turity is synthesis, the ability to use existing, 
known tools and concepts to tackle larger, 
more complicated, more advanced problems 
and generate new content knowledge. This 
skill is realized all the time in computing and 
software development (e.g., software reuse 
in APIs). The author notes this combination 
of abstraction and synthesis is less like the 
common use of the term maturity, and more 
like the common use of the term intelligence; 

perhaps that was truer thirty years ago than 
today, it is hard to know either way. 

But I digress.
Steen also presents criteria for mathe-

matical maturity that I believe are relevant 
to this current discussion. A subset of his 
examples include: 
•  to interpret and use mathematical 

notation; 
•  to model and to express real-world prob-

lems in mathematical form; 
•  to see patterns and apply the appropri-

ate principles (of symmetry); 
•  to generalize from particular cases; 
•  to detect and avoid sloppy reasoning; 

and 
•  to read and understand mathematical 

writing in various contexts. 

Steen proceeds to contrast mathematical 
maturity development as found in calculus 
with that found in discrete mathematics, the 
latter surging in attention at the time due to 
the growth of computing programs in under-
graduate institutions. He posits that discrete 
mathematics has more potential for the 
development of mathematical maturity than 
traditional calculus since discrete mathematics 
has fewer templates for solutions, mandating 
that students rely on their own logical analysis. 
He bemoans the perception that students 
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use memorization to survive calculus, noting 
that they “may learn calculus, but do very little 
mathematics.” My favorite part of this work-
shop report is the transcript of the discussion 
that ensued following the presentation. One 
participant took issue with Steen’s implication 
that mathematical maturity is binary; either a 
student has it or they don’t.

A more recent manuscript [2] not only 
discusses the term mathematical maturity, but 
also explicitly connects this to learning and 
to computational thinking. Dave Moursund 
explores mathematical maturity in K-8 edu-
cation, with many similar themes as Steen.

In higher education, the dominant 
components of math maturity are 
“proof” and the logical, critical, cre-
ative reasoning and thinking involved 
in understanding and doing proofs. 
The focus is on mathematical think-
ing, on being able to read and write 
math, and on being able to learn 
math using a wide range of resourc-
es such as print materials, courses, 
colloquium talks, and so on. [2, p. 4]

Moursund defines expertise in mathemat-
ics as the combination of content knowledge 
and maturity. I think this definition can be 
applied to computing, given a definition of 
maturity in this context (more on that later). 
Moursund does include an entire chapter 
on intelligence, the term Steen suggests as 
more applicable than maturity when applied 
to mathematics and undergraduate educa-
tion. “Intelligence is the ability to learn and to 
take actions that make use of one’s learning.” 
[2, p. 55] Perhaps intelligence is a necessary, 
but not a sufficient, part of maturity.

Moursund [2, p. 48] provides a set of 
components for mathematical maturity, 
summarized as follows: 
•  increasing capacity for logical reasoning 

and critical thinking to understand and 
to construct proofs;

•  moving beyond memorization to 
facilitate transfer of knowledge to other 
disciplines; 

•  communicating in the language and 
ideas of mathematics; 

•  taking personal responsibility to learn 
more mathematics; and 

•  a variety of other factors such as attitude, 
perseverance, intrinsic motivation, and 
working within the culture of mathematics. 

It is interesting to compare these compo-
nents from K-8 education with Steen’s criteria 
for undergraduate mathematical maturity.

Moursund wrote about K-8 mathemat-
ical maturity, and also how this relates to 
the concept of computational thinking [4] 
which was introduced near the same time 
as his manuscript. I like his description of 
the contrast in mathematics and comput-
ing education that children receive in K-8 
education, but I also believe this contrast is 
changing as more students are presented 
with more than just computing devices 
(though there is a long way to go to be on 
par with mathematics).

I am assuming that computational 
thinking is an important goal of any educa-
tion program in the 21st century, including 
computing students. However, I do not 
believe computational thinking is enough 
for a computing major. The central ideas of 
computer science covered in the curric-
ulum are crucial for computing students. 
They need to have solid foundations in 
conceptual material as well as some appre-
ciation for the role computational thinking 
plays in the world in which they will work.

But they need something more, and I 
believe that computational maturity should 
be considered as that more. The CS2013 
suggestion that the courses from mathe-
matics we either require or recommend for 
our computing undergraduates contribute 
concepts that they will need to succeed, 
but also offer the benefits of mathematical 
maturity that should translate into compu-
tational maturity.

So, what does computational maturity 
look like? As I read each of Steen’s crite-
rion, I can readily see a (rough) computa-
tional maturity counterpart: 
•  to interpret conventional notation for 

algorithms and data structures; 
•  to implement a solution in a program-

ming language; 
•  to recognize opportunities for optimiza-

tion in either complexity or code clarity 
(or both); 

•  to abstract general functions using 
parameters; 

•  to distinguish descriptive comments 
from test cases from formal proof; and 

•  to effectively read a technical report 
or professional paper in computing 
research. 

I see a similar phenomenon with 
Moursund’s components for math maturity, 
transferring my previous summary of his 
components here: 
•  increasing capacity for logical reason-

ing and critical thinking to understand 
and design algorithms and construct 
programs; 

•  moving beyond memorization to 
facilitate transfer of knowledge to other 
disciplines; 

•  communicating in the language and 
ideas of computing; 

•  taking personal responsibility to learn 
more computing; and 

•  other factors such as attitude, persever-
ance, intrinsic motivation, and working 
within the culture of computing. 

And at “the risk of recursive thinking,” 
computational maturity is an immature 
notion to define relative to its mathemati-
cal counterpart. 

It is not a surprise how readily these 
components correspond, given the amount 
of overlap between mathematics and com-
puting, and I suspect that there would be 
overlap to some degree among all academic 
disciplines at the university level. Professors 
want their students to grow as they learn, 
and not simply in the content knowledge. 
Still, mathematical maturity gained in math-
ematics courses should increase the chances 
that a computing major will succeed (and 
mature computationally).  
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eflecting on the beginning of 
my academic career in 1998, I 
see that I owe my ACM tenure 

to key events and people unknown 
at that time. The Vice President of 
Academic Affairs at my community 
college provided travel funds for 
me to attend a local computing ed-
ucation conference in New Bruns-
wick, NJ. I reviewed the conference 
program and, naturally, there were 
two competing presentations that 
I wanted to attend. To resolve the 
scheduling dilemma, I decided to 
divide the allocated time between both 
presentations. That split decision turned 
out to be pivotal to my budding career 
in academe. The presenter in the second 
session was Joyce Currie Little, whom I had 
never met. Her passion and enthusiasm for 
her subject drew me to introduce myself. 
To my surprise, Joyce invited me to lunch 
to continue our conversation. Over lunch, 
Joyce discussed her involvement with the 
ACM Two-Year College Education Commit-
tee (TYCEC) and its curricular guidelines 
for associate-degree computing programs. 
I departed our chance meeting with keen 
interest in the ACM TYCEC.

At the turn of the millennium in 2000, I 
was invited by Karl Klee, then TYCEC chair, 
to participate in an ACM task force with the 
initial meeting held at Rock Valley College 
in Rockford, IL. The purpose of the task 
force was to update the 1993 ACM Com-
puting Curricular Guidelines for Associate 
Degree Programs in Computing Sciences 
[3]. I was thrilled to be selected for the 
task force! A year later in 2001, the TYCEC 
extended an invitation to become a full-

fledged committee member and I eagerly 
accepted. This moment marked the begin-
ning of my wondrous professional sojourn 
with many fine ACM colleagues. I have fond 
memories of my first TYCEC meeting in 
Boston, MA, with Robert Campbell, C. Fay 
Cover, and Karl Klee. I was highly impressed 
by the Committee’s dedication and service 
to making a difference in computing 
education at two-year colleges. I was truly 
honored to be a Committee member, and 
strove to uphold that hallmark dedication 
to service through conference presenta-
tions, workshops, curriculum development 
initiatives, and National Science Foundation 
(NSF) projects. 

In 2007, I was elected to serve as the 
TYCEC’s third chair, and that’s when the 
journey suddenly became more interesting, 
more involved, and more rewarding. Some 
readers may recall my very first Inroads 
column in the December 2007 SIGCSE 
Bulletin, “Visions of a Future…without For-
getting the Past.” [9] In that Community 
College Corner, I included the quote, vari-
ously ascribed to Buddha, “If you want to 

know your past – look into your 
present conditions. If you want to 
know your future – look into your 
present actions.” Those words of 
wisdom have more meaning for 
me today, than a decade ago.

Looking into present condi-
tions, I see that the past years 
with ACM have afforded me 
many unforeseen and exciting 
professional opportunities. 
During the summers of 2010, 2011 
and 2012, I was fortunate to travel 
to three different countries to 

participate in the ITiCSE conference work-
ing groups on information assurance edu-
cation. As Committee Chair, I served as the 
principal investigator on an NSF-funded 
project for a community college workshop 
that resulted in the publication, Digitally 
Enhancing America’s Community Colleges: 
Strategic Opportunities for Computing Ed-
ucation [8]. This significant, 28-page publi-
cation was mailed to all community college 
presidents in the United States (approxi-
mately 1,100). In 2010, I was invited to serve 
as an ACM delegate on the ACM/IEEE-CS 
joint steering committee for computing 
curricula that produced, in 2013, Curricu-
lum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree 
Programs in Computer Science [11]. In 2014, 
I was invited to be a member of the ACM 
Education Board and now serve as the 
Board’s liaison on the ACM/IEEE-CS/AIS-
SEC joint task force for Cybersecurity Edu-
cation [2]. One of my most favorite career 
opportunities was on behalf of ACM-W, the 
council on women in computing [5]. Prof. 
Cindy Tucker of Bluegrass Community and 
Technical College invited me to deliver a 
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keynote address—“Wom-
en in Computing: Taking 
Chances, Beating Odds, 
Transforming the Future”—
at the Kentucky Community 
College Women in Com-
puting (KYCC-WiC) ACM-W 
Celebration [10]. Last, but 
certainly not the least, ACM 
honored me with the Dis-
tinguished Educator award 
in 2015 [1], a culminating 
career achievement that I 
could have never imagined. 

At the 2016 SIGCSE Technical Sym-
posium in Memphis, TN, the Committee 
for Computing Education in Community 
Colleges (CCECC formerly TYCEC) celebrat-
ed ACM’s 40-year commitment to two-year 

colleges [7] with anniversary signage at its 
shared exhibitor booth with ACM-W and 
CSTA (Computer Science Teachers Associ-
ation). Other celebration activities included 
a raffle for cool tech prizes and a gadget 
giveaway at the well-attended community 
college reception sponsored by Intel Educa-
tion with generous sway and scrumptious 
desserts. Along with the CS-Cyber team 
leaders, the members of the CCECC facili-
tated both a special session and a workshop 
on updating its 2009 computer science 
curricular guidance [4] with contemporary 
cybersecurity concepts. While in Memphis, a 
longstanding dream of the CCECC was real-
ized. A record number of community college 
educators participated in SIGCSE 2016, with 
160 or nearly 13% of the 1,253 registered 
attendees. Community college ribbons 
proudly hung from so many name badges!

Looking into present actions, I see that 
the future looks bright and full of more 

inconceivable and exhilarating opportuni-
ties for the next CCECC generation. July 1 
of this year will usher in a new Committee 
Chair, Cara Tang, currently CCECC Vice-
Chair and faculty member at Portland 
Community College in Portland, OR. Tang 

holds a Ph.D. in computer 
science from Heidelberg 
University, Baden-Würt-
temberg, Germany. I am 
confident that Cara will be 
an excellent and visionary 
leader for the Commit-
tee. I wish her well as she 
steers the CCECC toward 
its golden anniversary 
of 50 years of service to 
computing education. 
One of her first priorities 
will be to write the next 

Community College Corner, so stay tuned 
for the September 2016 issue. Ironically, 
my first SIGCSE Technical Symposium as 
Committee Chair was located in Portland, 
OR in 2008. Who could have predicted 
that full circle? As my tenure as CCECC 
Chair draws to a close, I look forward to 
the next phase of my ACM professional 
journey. I am so delighted to be passing 
the CCECC reins to an intelligent, dedicat-
ed, and energetic successor, and to begin 

serving as the Committee’s seasoned past 
chair and its liaison to the ACM Education 
Policy Committee. 

What a wondrous professional journey 
it has been with ACM and will continue 
to be! I am grateful for all the exciting 
opportunities and gracious colleagues 
I’ve met along the way. As I conclude my 
last Community College Corner column 
here after nine years, I reflect upon these 
insightful and comforting words, “For 
everything there is a season, and a time for 
every purpose under heaven.” [6]  
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Do you know many high school CS 
(computer science) teachers there 
are? Even I don’t know and I’m one. 

The majority of people who are interested 
in computer science get programming jobs 
and don’t consider a career in education. 
Often the difference in salary is to blame. 
Programmers tend to make nearly twice 
the salary of teachers in their first year out 
of college. Despite the challenges, it is an 
exciting time to be a high school computer 
science teacher. Reviving and growing a 
high school CS program has been tenuous, 
stressful, and exhilarating, and often is one 
step forward, two steps backward. The his-
tory of my journey into what I think is the 
most exciting subject to teach follows.

When I took the AP Computer Science 
A (AP CS A) course in high school was 
the first time that I encountered CS. I 
didn’t really understand the language or 

feel any affinity towards it. Subsequent-
ly, I majored in math in college and had 
to take a C++ course. Often the teacher 
would ask me to help him during lecture 
and I realized that I had a penchant for 
teaching programming. It was during 
this semester that I was approached by 
a female CS professor who encouraged 
me to change my major to CS. The lack of 
female CS students was as great an issue 
then as it is now. But this was near the 
end of my sophomore year and I was on 
a 4-year scholarship for math. I was afraid 
it would mean a 5th year that I couldn’t 
afford so I continued to pursue my math 
degree. Hindsight is 20/20 and I now wish 
I had taken more CS courses in college, 
especially given the world-wide push for 
CS to be mandatory at this level.

Today I teach in the same high school 
that I attended. When I began teaching 

high school in 2005, the CS enrollment was 
dwindling. It fell to 12 students in one sec-
tion of AP CS A one year, and enrollment 
was so low the following year that the 
course was nearly cancelled. When CS is 
considered an elective course it is difficult 
to encourage students to enroll. I checked 
the registration booklet for my county and 
saw that Visual Basic (VB) was an option. 
I was hoping that offering an entry-level 
programming course would revive interest 
in the AP CS A course. It had been eight 
years since I had taken VB but I found a 
great text and started to reteach myself 
the language. I wound up with enough 
students to offer one section the following 
year. It seemed the interest was still there 
for a CS course. 

 After two years of teaching VB, I was 
asked if I would teach the AP CS A course 
the coming school year. The administration 
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assumed that since I taught one CS course 
I could teach any programming language. 
For me, this transition was similar to teach-
ing Spanish I one year and French IV the 
following year, without ever having studied 
French, and only having two months and 
little to no resources to prepare. 

That first fall I had 24 students in my 
AP CS A class which was more than twice 
the number of students the previous year. 
I barely knew Java and could hardly keep 
one step ahead of the students. I was more 
confused by Gridworld (the case study 
that was used until 2014) than the students 
were. I was completely honest with the 
students about my lack of knowledge of 
the language but they were happy to have 
someone willing to teach the course. I think 
I learned more from the students than they 
learned from me that first year.

In fall of 2010 I was up to two sections 
of VB and one of AP CS A students. I had 
taken on extra responsibility as the tech-
nology liaison for the school that reduced 
my course load to two courses. At the 
last minute another math teacher, who 
didn’t know the language, took over one 
of my VB courses. I tried to help when I 
could but the tech work kept me busy and 
I didn’t want to interfere. Word spread 
among the students to not take the 
course and enrollment dropped so steeply 
that the administration did not offer VB 
the following year. I was devastated. I had 
worked so hard to increase enrollment the 
past four years. One step forward, two 
steps backward.

I spent numerous hours during the 
next year encouraging students in 
upper-level math and visual arts cours-
es and the robotics club to enroll in CS. 
Typically math students gravitate to CS 
and I figured the visual arts students 
would enjoy designing the forms in VB 
projects. The robotics students were 
already doing some basic programming. 
I had current students tell their friends 
and siblings to register for the courses. 
Often the students are our best recruit-
ment tool. Enrollment for the AP CS A 
course grew and for the first time in at 
least a decade we had two sections of 
over 20 students in each. We also revived 
the VB course through our recruitment 
efforts. Up until last year I was teaching 

CS and math courses; it is rare to find a 
high school teacher who teaches only CS 
courses. Most schools only offer one or 
two sections of the AP CS A course and a 
typical high school teacher teaches five to 
six courses a year. This was the first time 

that I had a majority of non-seniors in the 
AP CS A courses. Four juniors approached 
me about taking another higher-level CS 
course the following year. Unfortunately 
all we had was the honors level VB course. 
Even an honors level course is not of 
interest to seniors who typically take all 
advanced courses. In most high schools 
students are extremely concerned about 
GPA and quality points. There was a C++ 
course available in our county guide at 
the Gifted and Talented level. I proposed 
to the students that we could run the 
course as a language-independent, proj-
ect-based course and had the students 
who were interested sign a petition to the 
principal. We offered the course for the 
first time last year and 23 students regis-
tered. I had groups teaching themselves 
and each other C++ and making games. 
Some students worked on programming 
projects for Future Business Leaders of 
America (FBLA) or independent projects. 
Others ventured into app design and 
even made a few dollars on things they 
created. In a world of strict curriculum 
standards, standardized testing, and bor-
ing lectures, this course broke the mold. It 
was an obvious example of how student 
choice, teacher facilitation, and collab-
oration can create a learner-centered 
environment where everyone thrives. 

This brings me to present day. I cur-
rently teach two AP CS A courses, one 
C++ course, one VB course and a new AP 
Computer Science Principles course. I am 
the sponsor for the programming club, 
as well as a new Girls Who Code club. We 

also added two Foundations of Comput-
er Science courses to our offerings and 
increased the enrollment in the business 
classes to the point that the school hired 
a new business/CS teacher for this year. 
I have focused on increasing female and 
minority enrollment in all CS courses. In 
nine years, our CS courses have grown 
from two sections to seven. In a country 
where one in ten high schools still doesn’t 
offer any CS courses I think this is quite 
impressive.

I had no idea what I was getting myself 
into when I started teaching VB in 2007 
but it has been an amazing journey. It 
finally feels like we are taking three steps 
forward and no steps backward. There are 
currently over 225 CS students enrolled for 
next year. I am so excited to be a part of 
the current initiatives for high school CS in 
the United States. Everyone should learn 
how to code.  

Amanda Lattimore
Dulaney High School
255 E Padonia Rd
Timonium, MD 21093 USA
alattimore@bcps.org
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In a world of strict curriculum standards, 
standardized testing, and  

boring lectures, this course broke  
the mold. It was an obvious example  

of how student choice, teacher  
facilitation, and collaboration can create  

a learner-centered environment  
where everyone thrives.
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O
ver the last twenty years, the Israeli 
high-school computer science pro-
gram has been introduced, reported, 

discussed, and studied in various publi-
cations [1,2] . Another Israeli high-school 
computing program—a high-school soft-
ware engineering (SE) program—appeared 
in the literature in 2007 [3]. In this publi-
cation, Haberman and Cohen presented 
the program, its rationale, its structure, and 
so forth. This column focuses primarily on 
the personal impressions of an 18-year old 
high-school student, about to complete 
the SE program and graduate at the end of 
this school year.

The high-school SE program extends 
the high-school CS program—that is, SE 
students are required to study CS, as well 
as a natural-science subject (physics, 
biology, or chemistry). Then the students 
specialize in an advanced CS topic. The 
specialization is achieved through a 2-year, 
450-hour advanced CS subject, in which 
the students learn the theoretical back-
ground of the advanced CS subject, and 
then design and develop a software system 
of their choice. Currently, the teachers can 
choose among seven elective advanced 
CS subjects—information management 
systems, expert systems, graphic systems, 
operating systems, web services, mobile 
phone systems, and cyber defense systems. 

After this short general introduction, 
we now look in some depth at one Israeli 
SE-student, who, for the purpose of this ar-
ticle, we call Andy. Andy, about to turn 18, 
has just completed the first semester of his 
senior year in a regular public high-school. 
He is in the 12th grade, the third year of 
high school, and has already studied CS, in 

the 10th and 11th grades, and thus sat for 
two CS matriculation exams and an oral CS 
matriculation exam, as specified below. 

In the 10th grade Andy studied a 180-
hour course on foundations of CS, an in-
troductory CS course, based on the object 
oriented (OO) paradigm in Java. In that 
year Andy also took a 90-hour course on 
design in a web environment. The course 
introduced the students to the relevant 
theory and then each student developed a 
webpage (on the content of their choice). 
The webpage included various kinds of 
online forms, the use of databases to save 
and manipulate data of different types, 
and other webpage components. There are 
a few other available elective project-cen-
tered courses, but in Andy’s school the 
teachers decided to give the web design 
elective. At the end of the 10th grade, 
Andy sat for a pen and paper matriculation 

exam on the foundations of CS course. He 
also submitted a portfolio of his web proj-
ect, and then presented the project and 
defended it in an oral matriculation exam.

In the 11th grade Andy took two addi-
tional 90-hour courses. One was a data 
structures course, and the other was an 
advanced object oriented design (OOD) 
course. At the end of that year Andy sat 
for his second and last CS matriculation 
exam, covering these two courses. 

In addition to CS, Andy is taking physics 
at the advanced level (450 hours, spread 
over 3 years), and mathematics (360 
hours, spread over 3 years).

Andy started the specialization in an 
advanced CS topic in the 11th grade. His 
school offered two advanced CS subjects 
(each in a different class): mobile phone 
systems, and cyber defense systems. The 
second course was offered in Andy’s school 
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for the first time. Andy was more interested 
in taking the cyber defense systems elec-
tive, since by its name it appeared to a very 
up-to-date course, dealing with topics that 
he saw as both interesting and challenging. 
Many students, however, were interested in 
taking the new course, for similar reasons. 
And for each elective, the number of 
students taking it was limited by the size of 
a class, so the teachers had to select only a 
subset of all the students who were inter-
ested in taking the cyber defense systems 
unit. The teachers based their decision on 
the students’ achievements at the end of 
10th grade, and selected the highest 10th-
grade achievers. Andy’s achievements at 
the end of 10th grade, unfortunately, were 
not very high, so he was not among the 
selected students and thus took the mobile 
phone systems course. 

Now that the first semester of the 
senior year is over and the students have 
already completed the theoretical part 
of the course, they are working on their 
personal projects.

Andy’s project is an Android-based 
game application, currently containing 
three games—Mancala, Pong and Snake. 
At the moment these three games are im-
plemented in Java in a one-player version, 
where the player is playing against the 
system. The complete project will include 
2-player versions of Mancala and Pong, 
with the two players playing against each 
other, each on a phone, using web commu-
nication. Andy is also planning to add an 
Achtung game in which up to six players 
can play. In reply to my question to Andy 
about the projects of his classmates, he 
said that a few students developed game 
applications, and mentioned a catch-the-
flag game. Then he mentioned two other 
applications—one for maintaining a family 
grocery list, which each member of the 
family could modify; and another for a per-
sonal financial management, keeping track 
of income and expenses, automatically 
including routine items, presenting items 
by categories, and presenting graphs.

Though each student chose his or her 
own project, the students had to comply 
with a set of requirements to ensure that 
the projects would not be too simple. The 
theoretical part of the course covered 
only the topics directly related to mobile 

phone systems, which are essential for any 
project. In addition to these topics, each 
project was required to include at least 
one other complex topic, out of a given 
list of topics that were not covered in the 
theoretical part. This meant that each stu-
dent was required to research and study 

any additional topics relevant to her or his 
project. For his project, Andy had to study 
servers, mobile graphics, sensors, and web 
mobile communication. In addition, each 
project was required to include at least five 
different screens (activities) and to use 
inheritance. And, of course, the students 
were also relying on the knowledge gained 
in the CS program. For example, in his 
project Andy used linked lists, which he 
learned in the data structures course.

There was an initial design phase, 
though Andy said that “I didn’t have to 
write it. I planned it in my head.” This was 
a top-down design. Andy first planned the 
main components of his application, and 
then planned each component in turn, 
and so on, until finally implementing his 
design. Though Andy said the planning 
was mostly done “in his head,” the process 
is accompanied by a gradually-growing 
portfolio, to be submitted when the proj-
ect is complete. Andy reported that the 
portfolio would include a description of the 
application and its objectives, the rationale 
behind it, and a description of its design. 

Usually (unless lessons were cancelled 
for various reasons, or a student missed a 
class for a personal reason), the students 
have 12 weekly hours to work on the project 
in class. The students continue working on 
the projects at home. Andy estimated this 
as an additional 10-20 weekly hours. There 
are 15 students in class. “So how do you 
work when you’re in class?” I asked Andy, 
“Is every student working alone, or is there 
any interaction among you?” “Oh, there is 
some interaction,” replied Andy. “If students 

encounter some difficulties and do not suc-
ceed in solving those without any help, they 
first ask the help of a classmate, and only if 
this doesn’t help, they turn to the teacher. 
So we think about challenging problems to-
gether. For example,” Andy said, “I remem-
ber that once I helped another student (the 

one who was developing the catch-the-flag 
application), how to recognize a collision 
and stop the figures in time.”

In reply to my question about the most 
difficult part for him, Andy said that since 
the applications were first developed on 
computers, where they had a friendly 
environment for developing and debugging 
their projects, his first versions were quite 
complex, with rich graphics, and nice and 
sophisticated moves. However, he realized 
that he had to simplify his implementation 
when he transferred the application to the 
mobile phone. It was too complex for this 
environment and as a result, the application 
was very slow, and not as impressive as it 
was when working on the computer. This 
was frustrating for Andy, since his algo-
rithms had to lose some of the “cleverness” 
he put into them. Yet, he did it successfully.

Andy hopes to study computer science 
or software engineering at the university, 
and become a software engineer. “In your 
opinion, what will you take with you from 
this program, which will help you in your 
future professional path?” I asked Andy. 
“Well,” he said, “I don’t think I would like to 
design and develop mobile phone appli-
cations. I would prefer a career involving 
cyber-security. I also like developing games, 
but not for mobile phones, since I like them 
to be complex and then they are too com-
plex for phones. So I don’t think the specific 
technical knowledge I learned regarding 
mobile phone design (such as graphics or 
sensors) will be of much use. But I did learn 
how to work with a big project, and that 
will probably become very useful.”

Though each student chose his or her own 
project, the students had to comply  

with a set of requirements, to ensure that 
the projects would not be too simple.
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And then came the obvious and inev-
itable closing question: “Are you satisfied 
with the decision you took almost three 
years ago, to take this program, the soft-
ware engineering program?” “Yes,” Andy 
replied, not hesitating at all. “I enjoyed it 
very much. I still think I would have enjoyed 
the cyber course more, but in this course 
I also had the chance to deal with very 
challenging problems, research and learn a 
lot by myself, and then use this knowledge 
to solve problems. It’s nice to know that I 
can do it. Now I think I can even solve more 
difficult and complex problems.” 

It is a challenging and demanding 
program. Andy was very certain about 
his preferred future career paths, even 
when he had to consider his options in 
high school before completing the 9th 
grade. Other students who are interested 
in CS, but are not as certain about it as 
Andy, may prefer undertaking only the CS 
program. However, the modularity of the 
program allows a gradual decision. Since in 
10th grade the students only take courses 
that belong to the CS program, and the SE 
advanced course starts only in 11th grade, 
the students actually have one year to 
reconsider their decision. Indeed, Andy 
indicated, some students decided to take 
only the CS program, or even its reduced 
version, including only the first two courses 
taken in 10th grade. Apparently, that was 
the point when the SE program lost most 
of the girls. Only three girls decided to take 
the full SE program. One is in Andy’s class, 
specializing in mobile phone systems. The 
other two girls are in the other class, spe-
cializing in cyber defense systems.  
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Greetings!
Winter and spring are always busy for 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon (UPE), and this year has 
been no exception. Our annual national 
convention brought chapters together in 
mid-February, and the bustling activities 
reported there left a significantly charged 
membership in their wake. We also re-
viewed some inspirational award applica-
tions, and I had an opportunity to serve as 
a reviewer for an outstanding new award 
for high school students, an experience I’m 
excited to share with you.

Upsilon Pi Epsilon
Upsilon Pi Epsilon is an honor society 
founded at Texas A&M University in 1967. 
Its mission is to recognize and promote 
academic excellence at both the un-
dergraduate and graduate levels in the 
computing and information disciplines. 
It is the first, and only, existing national 
honor society serving these disciplines. 
UPE provides scholarships and awards 
to student members of UPE, the Associ-
ation for Computing Machinery (ACM), 
and IEEE Computer Society. It provides 
prizes for contestants in the ACM Inter-
national Collegiate Programming Contest 
(ACM-ICPC), and an annual award to 
the Consortium for Computing Scienc-
es in Colleges (CCSC). In 1997, UPE was 
admitted as a member of the Association 
of College Honor Societies (ACHS), the 
parent organization for all academic hon-
or societies in North America. If you’re in-
terested in starting a UPE chapter at your 
school, the UPE website [6] is an excellent 
place to begin, with abundant information 
and a new chapter starter kit. 

UPE Annual Convention
The UPE 2016 National Convention was 
held on February 19, marking our fourth 
consecutive convention in Cyberspace. 
We were delighted to be hosted once 
again by Nova Southeastern University 

(NSU) in Fort Lauderdale, FL. Situated in 
their Polycom Telepresence studio, we 
communicated virtually with chapters 
across the country and the globe, with 
superb audio and video quality and the 
smoothest technical performance we’ve 
yet experienced.

Highlights of the Convention
OPENING REPORTS 

Interim Dean Amon Seagull from Nova 
Southeastern greeted the 20+ chapters in 
attendance, and shared that he is look-
ing forward to bringing undergraduate 
members to UPE, as the chapter transi-
tions from its former home in the Gradu-
ate School of Computer and Information 
Sciences to the new College of Engineering 
and Computing. Following this greeting, 
UPE Executive Director Orlando Madrigal 
provided a summary of UPE’s financial 
holdings and noted to attendees that 
UPE was in “good” financial health. New 
memberships have risen 7-10% per year for 
the last three years, while expenses have 
remained relatively stable. 

NEW CHAPTERS 

In the last year, two new chapters have 
been admitted to UPE. St. Leo University 
in Tampa, FL was chartered in the fall and 
Davenport University in Grand Rapids, MI 
will be chartered later this year.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS 

UPE distributed more than $66,000 in 
scholarships and awards in 2015, a hefty 
jump from the $40,000 distributed in 
2014. Funds included were for UPE chapter 
awards and annual scholarships (Dan Drew 
and Jim Nolen awards, Executive Council 
and Special Recognition awards and UPE 
scholarships), UPE/ACM Student Chapter 
Scholarship Awards, support of IEEE-CS 
and CCSC awards, and support of ACM-
ICPC via “First Solver” prizes, Host Institu-
tion recognition, and general support. UPE 
proudly continues its status as the member 
of ACHS that distributes the largest per-
centage of its revenues back to students in 
the form of awards. 

ACM INTERNATIONAL COLLEGIATE 

PROGRAMMING CONTEST, SPONSORED BY IBM 

UPE Alumni Representative Bill Poucher, 
Executive Director of the ACM-ICPC [1], 
spoke next. He reported that the World 
Finals will be held in May in Phuket, 
Thailand. This year, more than 42,000 
teams competed at 450 regional contest 

The UPE 2016 National Convention was 
held on February 19, marking our fourth 
consecutive convention in cyberspace.
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sites, representing 2700+ universities in 
102 countries. From these competitions, 
128 teams have emerged to compete at 
the World Finals. UPE enjoys its status as 
founder and longest continuous sponsor of 
the ACM Programming Contest.

According to Poucher, the percent of 
female contestants in regional competitions 
is on par with enrollments in computer sci-
ence programs of study around the world. 
Yet only half that percent are on teams that 
advance to the World Finals. The study 
of this situation revealed that young men 
get involved in competitive programming/
learning activities years earlier than young 
women, contributing to this disparity. He 
said UPE chapters could do a great service 
through programs that uplift all pre-college 
students with a special focus on engaging 
young women. Indeed, Peking University, 
host for the 2018 World Finals, is starting a 
sports programming program specifically 
for women in the 10th grade.

 
UPE 50 – AND THE ANNIVERSARY EBOOK 

The fiftieth anniversary of UPE’s founding 
draws nearer, on January 10, 2017. To com-
memorate this landmark event, the DePaul 
University chapter has been assembling a 
UPE eBook, under the guidance of Exec-
utive Council member Daniela Raicu. Chap-
ters are invited (OK, encouraged—strongly 
encouraged) to provide historical details, 
information, and images for the eBook. 
This also provides an excellent opportunity 
to reach out to your alumni for their own 
remembrances and success stories. A web 
form has been created for your contribu-
tions [5], or visit the UPE website [6] for 
further details.

CHAPTER ACTIVITY REPORTS 

Convention attendees were treated to 
presentations from a dozen chapters. 
Chapters had been solicited to provide 
reports beforehand, with the original 
intention of selecting six to present to 
the convention. The reports proved to be 
such a treat, however, that we decided on 
fourteen presentations, with a maximum of 
three minutes per school. This seemed to 
hit the right balance—presentations were 
succinct, informative, and enjoyable. Based 
on their reports and presentations, Chapter 
Awards of $500 each were won by Florida 

International University (small chapter) 
and DePaul University (large chapter). 
Small chapters are defined as those that 
induct 20 or fewer members per year. 

Receiving $250 Honorable Mention 
Chapter Awards for their reports and pre-
sentations were Czech Technical University 
in Prague, Drexel University, Grand Valley 
State University, Hawaii Pacific University, 
St. Joseph’s College NY, Southwestern Uni-
versity, Radford University, Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute, University of Connecticut 
and University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Written 
reports were also received from Stevenson 
University and University of Central Missou-
ri, who each received $100.

The activities reported were uplifting 
as always, including events introducing 
new technologies, outreach to schools at 
all levels and community groups, Hours 
of Code, hackathons, social events, exam 
review sessions, programming contests, 
analytics competitions, graduate school 
information sessions, field trips to industry, 
mock interviews and much more. 

The meeting closed with an open ques-
tion and answer session. One question that 
brought forth a flurry of responses was 
from a chapter that said they have difficul-
ties getting members involved in activities 
because UPE doesn’t have high visibility 
and members are inducted very close to 
graduation. Because this is a frequently 
reported concern, the responses are worth 

sharing. Suggestions included holding 
inductions in the fall, or multiple inductions 
per year; making UPE more visible by 
conducting events open to all, or events 
specifically targeted at students early in 
their careers. For instance, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln’s chapter report included 
social events such as bowling and board 
game night, sponsoring monthly “puzzlers” 
with prizes, and featuring UPE members 
on their department display board. It’s 
also worthwhile pointing out that in 2007, 
UPE chapters ratified a constitutional 
change to address the “late membership 
phenomenon,” reducing the membership 
requirement for undergraduates from 64 
semester hours of coursework (with 18 
hours in the computing and information 
disciplines) to 45 and 15 hours, respec-
tively. See [4] for a synopsis. Chapters 
established prior to 2007 may be using 
more restrictive membership criteria if still 
following their original rules.

Adjournment came with a request for 
feedback about the meeting setup and de-
livery. If you weren’t in attendance, we’d also 
be interested in your feedback as to what 
might enable or encourage you to attend.

UPE/ACM Student Chapter 
Scholarship Awards
The UPE/ACM Student Chapter Scholar-
ship Awards are given jointly by UPE and 
ACM to those who best “display excellence 

Figure 1: Florida International University reported a wealth of outreach activities.  Shown 
here are elementary school children engaged in Code.org’s “Binary Bracelets” activity [2].

http://mags.acm.org/inroads/june_2016/TrackLink.action?pageName=29&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Finroads.acm.org
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and professional commitment to the com-
puting and information technology field.” 
As always, the applicants comprised some 
talented and committed students, who are 
preparing not only for their own futures, 
but ours through a combination of scholar-
ship and service. The winners are:

Kirsten Erich (undergraduate, Clemson 
University)

Kirsten has served two years as Treasur-
er of her ACM student chapter and partici-
pated in fundraising events for the chapter 
and outreach to middle school students.

Fabio Eliseo Fiori (undergraduate, 
Indiana University/Purdue University - Fort 
Wayne) 

In addition to ACM and UPE activities, 
Fabio has been an active member and 
leader in his school’s Robotics Research 
Group. 

Claudia Schulz (graduate student, 
Imperial College London) 

Claudia is a Ph.D. student in Artificial 
Intelligence, receiving awards for excel-
lence in academics and teaching. She is 
co-founder and past chair of the ACM 
student chapter, and is an editor and writer 
for ACM XRDS magazine. 

Preethi Srinivas (graduate 
student, Indiana University/Purdue 
University-Indianapolis) 

A Ph.D. student in Human-Centered 
Computing, Preethi has been named to 
the Elite 50 graduate students at IUPUI, for 
her outstanding academic performance 
and community involvement. She serves 
both as chair of ACM-W and Local Leader 
for the Indianapolis chapter of Interaction 
Design Foundation (IDF). 

Something New:  
Cutler-Bell Awards
I was privileged to serve as a judge this 
year for the new Cutler-Bell Prize in High 
School Computing, sponsored by ACM and 
the Computer Science Teachers Associa-
tion [3], and supported by the Gordon Bell 
and David Cutler Endowment Fund. While 
this award is not affiliated with UPE, I was 
greatly impressed with the applicants and 
awardees, and am glad to report the re-
sults here. The award was open to graduat-
ing US high school seniors, who developed 
an artifact with the guidance of a mentor, 
prepared a presentation, and participated 

in interviews with judges.
The applications showed great imagi-

nation, perseverance and understanding of 
advanced topics in computing. I will con-
fess that I learned quite a bit along the way 
myself! Overall, I was most impressed with 
the completeness in detail of the winning 
projects, the amount of advanced study 
the applicants did in learning their domain 
area, and the overall passion, poise and 
maturity they displayed in the interviews. 
Indeed, there were some difficult decisions 
in determining the winners.

As this article goes to press, the 
following students were each named as 
awardees of a $10,000 prize and a trip 
to the awards reception in March. Many 
thanks to Betsy Simpkins of CSTA for her 
assistance in compiling this information.

Valerie Chen (Thomas Jefferson 
High School for Science and Technology, 
Alexandria, VA)

Valerie has interned with the Naval Re-
search Laboratory’s Center for High Assur-
ance Computer Systems for two years. Her 
project created automatic generation of 
test cases from a formal software require-
ments model using combinatorial test case 
generation techniques. 

Matthew Edwards (Blacksburg High 
School, Blacksburg, VA)

Matthew focused on developing a new 
strategy for internet voting using computer 
science and cryptology to make electronic 
voting for political elections seem possible 
in the near future. 

Karthik Rao (Briarcliff High School, 
Briarcliff Manor, NY)

Karthik developed algorithms to 
evaluate and advance the efficacy and 
sustainability of aircraft fuel usage, which 
take advantage of capabilities that will be 
available in the Next Generation Air Trans-
portation System. 

Cherry Zou (Poolesville High School, 
Poolesville, MD)

Cherry developed a method using sty-
lometric analysis to identify authorship of 
anonymous tweets and Instagram posts in 
an effort to combat cyber-bullying. 

There were also 2 students whose proj-
ects and interviews were deemed worthy 
of Honorable Mentions.

Zack Baker (Noblesville High School, 
Noblesville, IN)

Zack created an electronic hall pass sys-
tem that allows teachers and students to 
more conveniently authorize and track stu-
dent movement. This program is available 
on the app store and has been adopted in 
five schools. 

Maya Varma (Presentation High School, 
San Jose, CA) 

Maya successfully designed and devel-
oped a prototype (patent pending) for a 
pulmonary function analyzer with Android 
and iOS applications in an effort to combat 
the expensive and often lacking early 
detection of respiratory illnesses. 

Hats off to these outstanding students 
who certainly make productive use of their 
time. And keep an eye out for them in the 
future!  

 Cheers,
 — jp
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re we conscious, as CS Educators, of 
the all too narrow perceptions of the 
discipline and the profession that we 

frequently transmit? Yet defining CS is not 
easy. It is something of a hydra—a many 
headed beast—which can be perceived 
from multiple perspectives [5], ranging 
from the sciences to the arts. In his excel-
lent book on the shaping of the computing 
discipline [12], Matti Tedre observes that 
CS can be viewed from scientific, math-
ematical or engineering perspectives. If 
engaging in studying for a CS degree can 
be viewed as a process of enculturation, 
what perceptions of the discipline and 
the profession should a CS graduate be 
imbued with? Should they be narrow and 
strongly technical to suit the needs of 
entry level positions, or more broad for a 
balanced and holistic perspective on the 
discipline and to prepare graduates for a 
developing professional career and more 
general citizenship? If we choose the latter 
then what forms of pedagogy might be 
effective in achieving that goal? 

Toward the end of last year I visited 
with colleagues at the UPCERG research 
group at Uppsala University in Sweden to 
continue our work on international collab-
oration and Open Ended Group Projects 
(OEGP) [4], a pedagogical strategy of long 
standing at Uppsala. This occasioned con-
siderable discussion and reflection on both 
the ‘IT In Society’ course, then underway 
with US partners at Rose Hulman Institute 
of Technology and Gannon University, and 
the teaching of OEGP courses in general. 
We had presented a paper earlier in the 
year based upon work by Anne-Kathrin 
Peters on the identity of Computer Science 

students and how they perceived the 
discipline [11], and I had participated in an 
ITiCSE working group that had resulted in 
a major report on teaching global soft-
ware engineering courses [3]. A common 
thread across these experiences was the 
challenge facing educators in motivating 
students to engage in work outside their 
comfort zone. In a context where quality 
assurance regimes are demanding mea-
surements of service delivery and student 
satisfaction, so that increasingly ‘keeping 
students happy’ is an important part of 
an educator’s role, this is clearly a prob-
lem. My Swedish colleagues at UPCERG 

reported the findings of a recent national 
Swedish study on student expectations 
from a university course. The overwhelm-
ing theme in student responses was that 
the course should be ‘very tightly struc-
tured’ so they would have a very clear idea 
of what they needed to do to succeed in 
the course. Yet surely the quality of the 
student experience is more than simply 
feeling comfortable in a course that does 
not challenge the student expectation of 
a nicely structured sequence of activities. 
The fallacy in the overreliance on student 
satisfaction measures is that only one facet 
of educational quality is being measured 

Think Global
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here, namely the education as “delivery of 
service” dimension [9]. The aspects of ed-
ucation as “production of the curriculum” 
or even more vitally “education as develop-
ment of the student” are omitted. 

If we consider the goals of an OEGP 
course, the focus transcends solely disci-
pline based skills, to incorporate broader 
professional capabilities or competencies 
that students would be expected to mani-
fest in a professional setting. For instance, 
selected learner skills for global software 
engineering highlighted in [7, p.62] include: 

“Knowledge of negotiation skills 
and contract writing in a common 
language; Managing ambiguity and 
uncertainty; Skills to gain the team’s 
confidence and trust; Ability to think 
from the perspective of the other 
side, teamwork skills; Informal com-
munication and improvisation skills.” 

The previously expressed student desire 
for a tightly structured course experience 
runs directly counter to the needs in an 
OEGP course for students to take initiative, 
show leadership, and cope with the un-
certainty and confusion implicit in the list 
of competencies above. So inherent in the 
design of the course, ‘producing the curric-
ulum’ is intended to develop these student 
capabilities through exposure to authen-
tic learning experiences in a discipline 
context [6]. Innate in that course design 
also is a desire to ‘develop the student’ 
in these professional dimensions in order 
to produce adaptive graduates capable 
of working effectively in a world where 
professional practice increasingly demands 
the ability to work with remote teams 
across borders of time, space and culture 
[3,8]. I recently met in New Zealand with a 
graduate of the 2009 IT in Society course 
that I had participated in, and he observed 
that his international experience gained 
through the course had helped him secure 
his first job in the software profession and 
that he was now working actively on a day 
to day basis with teams across borders. 

So in addition to a natural enough 
student desire for structure, (maybe 
carried over from an earlier schooling 
culture of ‘sound bite’ learning), what is it 
about computer science that would make 
such a course inherently challenging? In 

the phenomenographic study reported in 
[10] Anne-Kathrin Peters reported on the 
variety of ways in which CS students at the 
end of their first year of study had experi-
enced the discipline. These are presented 
in Figure 1. 

In our analysis for [11] presented in table 
1, we noticed that over half of the students 
at the outset of the OEGP course (even 
though this was an advanced undergrad-
uate level course) had expressed their 
understanding of the CS discipline at the 
level of ‘systematic problem solving.’ It was 
not until completion of the course that a 
progression to considering the discipline 
in a broader fashion had occurred. We 
see a considerably greater awareness 
and consideration for those for whom the 
technology was being created; some ac-
knowledgment of systems as ongoing and 
developing entities; and a number seeing 
scope for CS as a vehicle for research and 
knowledge creation. 

In many respects these were heartening 
findings, but issues nonetheless persist-
ed with nearly 40% of the student body 

seeing CS in a narrower light, with a focus 
on problem solving, programming and 
algorithmic solutions, or largely ‘program-
ming in the small’ for tightly specified 
problems. Some students were dissatis-
fied that they had not written a software 
program by the end of the course and saw 
the course as not relevant to their learning, 
since they were not interested in Health IT, 
in the user experience aspects of systems, 
or in determining requirements for an 
ill-defined problem area in a ‘programming 
in the large’ setting. In discussions relating 
to this year’s iteration of the course, many 
students saw their value as a CS student 
lying in their technical skills in ‘back-end 
programming,’ which imbued them with 
a powerful sense of self-worth, and they 
subsequently shied away from the “fuzzy” 
area of human computer interaction, for 
fear of being considered technical refugees 
and programming incompetents. 

Yet what is a ‘technical’ skill area 
in global software development? For 
instance, the ACM taskforce report [2] has 
noted that 

Even in the technical areas, there 
needs to be significant attention 
to front-end systems development 
activity, e.g., requirements elici-
tation, customer understanding, 
design, and systems and enterprise 
integration.

As CS educators, we are implicated in 
the view of the discipline that we transmit 
to our students. So it seems to me that if 
we are only imparting a very narrow tech-
nical perspective on the discipline, we are 
not only doing our students a disservice in 
preparing them for the globally linked ca-
reers that lie ahead, but failing in our duty 
to produce ethically sensitized profession-
als. And this in an era in which the ethical 
challenges facing CS professionals have 

Participation in Computer Science is experienced ...

...A.  as using, i.e. to make use of what exists for 
various purposes.

...B.  as inquiry, i.e. activities that aim at 
understanding, learning, informing.

...C.  as creating things, i.e. to produce things that 
were not there before.

...D.  as (systematic) problem solving. This 
includes using methods, ways of thinking and 
(systematically) working with others to create 
things.

...E.  as creating for others. This includes taking into 
account the user’s perspective in the process of 
creating and problem solving.

...F.  as continuous development, i.e. as a continuous 
process of improvement.

...G.  as creating knowledge to develop new solutions, 
i.e. to do research.

Figure 1: Categories Describing Qualitatively 
Different Ways of Experiencing The 
Phenomenon Participation in CS/IT [10]

Table 1: Student Progression across Categories of Participation in CS/IT [11] 

Student Progression 
Across Categories of 
Participation in CS/IT

Categories of Experiencing Participation in CS/IT

A B C D E F G

Reflection Using Inquiry Creating 
things

Systematic 
Problem 
Solving

Creating 
for others

Continuous 
Development

Creating 
Knowledge/ 

Research

Pre-course 0% 8% 13% 52% 23% 4% 0%

Post-course 0% 3% 10% 24% 39% 9% 15%
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never been greater. How can such narrowly 
[or even ‘irresponsibly’] trained technicians 
hope to deal with such challenges as: 
•  securing a fair balance in the privacy of 

our citizens against ever more invasive 
corporate data mining of the digital 
traces of their lives; 

•  not becoming complicit in the 
surveillance mechanisms of oppressive 
regimes; 

•  addressing the ethical challenges posed 
by AI and robots in the homes; 

•  and acting to prevent the widespread 
unleashing of lethal autonomous 
weapon systems in yet another ruinous 
arms race [1]. 

It is critical that we seek for more open 
learning strategies, such as OEGP course 
models, to broaden both our own and our 
students’ outlooks.  
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opics related to systems analysis 
and design have had a central role in 
the core of Information Systems (IS) 

curricula since the first recommendations 
(such as [1,7]) were published. In the recent 
model curricula, the concept is clearly an 
essential part of the core. The number of 
textbooks carrying this or a closely related 
title is large [2,3,8,9]. When this specific 
phrase was left out from one of the recent 
surveys conducted to provide guidance to 
the MSIS (Master of Science in Information 
Systems) revision process, many respon-
dents noted its absence immediately and 
commented promptly. Even a quick analy-
sis of IS curricula around the world reveals 
that most implemented IS programs have 
a systems analysis and design course or 
multiple courses included in the program.

The exact articulation of what systems 
analysis and design specifically means 
varies depending on the author and the 
context. In general, most of the textbooks 
and courses continue to be based on a 
model that assumes a focus on a specific 
initiative implemented as a project leading 
to a set of IT-enabled capabilities intended 
to enhance the target domain’s (such as 
a business or a government unit) ability 
to achieve its goals. Many of the books 
are still based on a model that separates 
project level analysis from project level de-
sign and leaves implementation concerns 
mostly out of the course. Even though not 
explicitly acknowledged, the books seem 
to be assuming a plan-based—either wa-
terfall or slightly more iterative—analysis, 
design, and development model.

Several recent broad-based phenom-
ena have, however, fundamentally altered 

the processes that organizations follow to 
discover and implement IT-based capa-
bilities. Collectively, these suggest a need 
to reconsider the way systems innovation 
activities are covered in IS curricula.

First, agile methods have become 
a broadly accepted approach to both 
developing new software and implement-
ing packaged solutions. Agile methods 
have obviously existed for a long time, but 
during the last few years, they have moved 
from the individual project and team level 
to the enterprise [4,5] and from small, 
exploratory projects to the mainstream. 
Large numbers of agile methods exist 
(including, for example, Scrum, Extreme 
Programming, Crystal, Agile UP). All of 
them share the same underlying principles: 
short iterations, focus on value delivered 
through functioning software, emphasiz-
ing working code over documentation, 
acknowledgement of the omnipresence of 

changing requirements, and the essential 
role of constant communication between 
the clients and the development team.

Second, and fully consistent with 
agile methods, is the integration of the IT 
operations organization in the collabora-
tion between clients and the development 
team to ensure seamless deployment of 
the results to enable and support the busi-
ness. This phenomenon, DevOps, ensures 
that non-functional requirements are not 
considered as an afterthought but as an 
integral element of the process that will 
lead to a highly performing organization. 
For example, Lwakatare et al. [6]) identify 
collaboration (between clients, develop-
ment teams, and operations), automation, 
measurement, and monitoring as the key 
elements of DevOps.

Third, the predominance of enterprise 
systems and other packaged solutions 
combined with the very large existing  
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bases of legacy systems means that in 
many situations development of IT-based 
capabilities consists, in practice, of configu-
ration and integration of existing solutions 
instead of writing any new modules of soft-
ware. Agile methods and DevOps are often 
applied to these deployment processes.

Given the three major categories of 
change discussed above, the traditional 
model of representing systems analysis 
and design is in need of serious rethink-
ing. If we take agile methods and DevOps 
seriously, it is difficult to see how we can 
continue to separate implementation and 
deployment activities from analysis and 
design in our courses. We need to also 
consider whether or not it makes sense 
to discuss design without linking it to a 
specific implementation and deployment 
approach and platform. Contemporary 
development models do not consider 
design as an activity that can be discon-
nected from implementation in a specific 
context, and the roles of designer and 
coder/programmer are typically impossible 
to separate from each other. Design is criti-
cally important but is no longer something 
that specialists do, document, and leave 
for others to implement. 

For many IS professionals, their most 
essential competency is to discover ways 
in which relevant organizational processes 
and practices can be transformed with the 
use of information and information technol-
ogy. These roles involve serving as a liaison 
and customer in the context of systems 
development (such as a Scrum product 
owner). They require in-depth understand-
ing of the business, detailed understanding 
of the opportunities technology offers, and 

an ability to communicate effectively with 
both members of the agile development 
team and (other) members of the client 
organization. Modeling the domain from 
multiple perspectives (key constructs, pro-
cesses, system states, decision logic, etc.) is 
an essential competency set for these roles. 
Success in them does not, however, require 
the range of technical competencies that 
are needed to produce, test, or deploy code 
in an agile DevOps environment.

Thus, instead of offering a course in 
systems analysis and design it might be 
better to acknowledge that there are 
clearly two quite separate competency 
sets in the context of identifying, devel-
oping, and deploying IT solutions that 
enable improved domain performance. 
The first set includes competencies 
focused on representing the domain 
perspective, communicating it effectively 
with the development team, and planning 
and implementing organizational change. 
This set specifically does not include any 
technical design capabilities. The second 
set incorporates those competencies re-
quired for contributing successfully to the 
translation of the domain perspective into 
a technical solution. Both sets, however, 
include the essential competency to com-
municate with the other side. Obviously, 
if an individual has both competencies, 
it increases that person’s opportunity to 
operate effectively in a variety of roles. 

It does, however, make sense to rec-
ognize that these competencies are quite 
different and require separate develop-
ment. Therefore, programs may want to 
consider two separate learning experienc-
es instead of an integrated one in systems 

analysis and design: one developing the 
competencies of a domain expert who 
focuses on organizational change enabled 
by IT (this could be called, for example, 
Discovering and Structuring IT-enabled 
Business Opportunities) and another 
developing project, process, design, and 
implementation competencies needed to 
contribute effectively to agile projects that 
integrate development, deployment, and 
operations (Agile Systems Development 
and Deployment).

The close connection between systems 
deployment, IS infrastructure issues, and 
DevOps suggests that there might be a 
need to rethink the coverage of IS infra-
structure, too, but that is a different topic. 

The ideas that form the foundation of 
this column have been clearly informed by 
the work of the joint MSIS 2016 task force, 
and I gratefully acknowledge the contribu-
tions of my colleagues on the task force. 
At the time when you read this column, 
the task force’s position regarding this 
and many other issues will be available for 
public review—please take the time to give 
us your feedback!  
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and deploying IT solutions that enable 

improved domain performance.
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Soaring is fun if you have a good  
jumping-off point, reliable 
equipment, and well-developed 
procedures, and if you are not  
afraid of heights. Anonymous—
 at the request of the author!

It’s hard to soar like eagles, when 
you are in a burning building.

 Anonymous—
 no one claims credit!

Many readers of ACM Inroads may be 
familiar with the Hill-climbing Algorithm. 
After a quick review of the algorithm, this 
column notes common uses of the algo-
rithm in curricular development and course 
refinement. At first, little of this discussion 
may appear new or different—except the 
jargon of hill climbing may seem unusual. 
However, details of hill-climbing and its 
inherent limitations may yield insights 
into curricular and course development. 
Throughout, the column presents exam-
ples in which well-meaning faculty have 
applied hill-climbing to curricula and/or 
courses—sometimes with great success 
(soaring with eagles) and sometimes with 
less than optimal results (watching the 
building burn).

The Hill-Climbing Algorithm 
Challenge: In its traditional setting, we 
consider the problem of starting at the 
base of a hill or mountain and then finding 
a path that will lead most rapidly to the 
highest point. 
Algorithm: Hill-climbing makes decisions 
locally. Over numerous iterations, we identify 
the direction that leads upward the fastest, 
and we move a small distance in that direc-

tion. (Figure 1 shows such a path in Red Rock 
Canyon National Conservation Area, Nevada.) 
Note: When working with surfaces (e.g., 
in multivariable calculus), determining the 
desired direction involves computing par-
tial derivatives and combining them into a 
vector, called a gradient.

Iterations within Hill-climbing 
for Curricula and Courses
Within the framework of curricula and 
courses, I find it helpful to classify it-
erations within hill-climbing into two 
categories: planned refinements and 
crisis-motivated reactions. 

Planned Refinements: As a teacher, I am 
never satisfied; I constantly seek to improve 
courses. For courses, this perspective mo-
tivates me to gather feedback throughout 
a semester and then make adjustments. 
Translated to hill-climbing, I believe a 
course is never at maximum quality; rather I 
need to find directions locally that will raise 
effectiveness. Three examples follow.
•  After each class session, I may make 

notes about what went well and what 
might require attention. While the class 
is fresh in my mind, I may rewrite notes, 
record difficulties, or document ideas 
for new directions. Although I may not 

Figure 1: Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area, Nevada, USA. Finding a Path to the 
Summit, based on Hill Climbing
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rewrite my class notes for a subsequent 
course offering after a one-semester 
experience, I try to record enough to sug-
gest a local adjustment for improvement.

•  Many of my courses make extensive use of 
labs, and I may observe elements of read-
ings, examples, or instructions that caused 
confusion. After class, I often revise those 
pieces, while I remember the problems. 
Typically, these class materials are passed 
along from one semester to the next, so 
polishing one semester likely will improve 
effectiveness for later semesters.

•  In addition to a college-mandated, end-
of-course evaluation, I ask students to 
complete a detailed evaluation at the 
end of each semester. Questions ask 
about the pace of the course, relative 
time devoted to lecture or lab or class 
discussion, effectiveness of readings, 
etc. I also ask:

  “What three or four laboratory exer-
cises did you find the most useful?”

  “Are there some laboratory exercises 
which you think should be revised or 
discontinued? If so, please identify 
which of these lab exercises should be 
given highest priority for revision or 
replacement, and indicate any modifi-
cations you would recommend.”

Effectively, such questions serve to 
identify gradients for hill-climbing. When 
asked at the end of a semester, I can use 
the feedback to make adjustments for the 
next semester.

A similar approach of listening and 
facilitating feedback can be applied to 
curricular refinement. For example, here 
are two approaches used at Grinnell and 
elsewhere.
•  Some departments organize a weekly 

gathering at lunch time—a CS Table, a 
practice that has been used for years 
by foreign-language departments to 
encourage language fluency. Although 
such meetings may advertise discussion 
of a topic-of-the-day or readings on a 
theme, gatherings also provide a mech-
anism to receive on-going feedback on 
courses and curricula.

•  Shortly before graduation, faculty 
may reach out to graduating students 
for exit interviews, again soliciting 
feedback.

When questions are open ended and a 
climate of trust has been established, themes 
may emerge that suggest curricular refine-
ments. For example, if CS faculty discover 
that RSA encryption is discussed in each of 
several courses, modest adjustments may 
reduce coverage to one or two courses—
avoiding unnecessary repetition and freeing 
time in other classes for additional material. 
Similarly, if students remark that discrete 
mathematics is a prerequisite for an algo-
rithms course, but several topics in the math 
course are never used, then the math-algo-
rithms sequence might be examined to the 
flow of topics from one semester to the next. 

Throughout planned refinement, a key 
is to listen, seek feedback, and adjust. Of-
ten small changes, when made in response 
to identified observations, can make a 
difference: calculating a gradient identifies 
the direction for moving a course or a part 
of a curriculum to a higher level.
Crisis-motivated Reactions: Over the years, 
often at conferences, I have talked with 
faculty who have made quick adjustments 
to a course in response to pressures (fre-
quently time-related)—only to discover that 
addressing short-term challenges created 
further difficulties later in the same course 
or in later courses. Here are five examples.
•  Algorithmic analysis is downplayed in 

CS2, only to find that students cannot 
do even basic analysis in an upper-level 
algorithms course.

•  Staffing constraints (e.g., time) motivate 
a decision not to grade program docu-
mentation in one course, and students 
then seem ill-prepared to approach 
projects in a later course.

•  When the skill of writing out logical 
arguments is dropped from a discrete 
structures course, students cannot pro-
duce even simple proofs in subsequent 
automata or other theory courses.

•  A few topics are cut at the end of sever-
al courses in the interest of time, only to 
discover that graduating students have 
never seen such concepts as refactor-
ing, classes P and NP, or non-solvability.

•  Staff teaching assignments may be 
shifted from one semester to another 
to address immediate student demand, 
without a consideration of long-term 
needs: a fix now in the short term may 
create a larger crunch later.

Often, time is a motivating factor to 
make an immediate change, although 
sometimes it may be tempting to avoid a 
difficult or burdensome topic (e.g., grad-
ing proofs). Placed within the context of 
hill-climbing, a direction for change may 
entail numerous dimensions, but immediate 
demands narrow the focus to a single fac-
tor. For hill climbing, one must consider the 
full landscape (north, east, south, and west), 
and considering only east-west factors may 
be risky. (At points A and B in Figure 2, left-
right-only motion takes one right with hill 
climbing, when consideration of all direc-
tions take one back left (A) or back (B).

Translating back to courses and cur-
ricula, it is important to consider the full 
range of goals and objectives for a course 
when making a change—even in reaction 
to a crisis. A simple course adjustment may 
address an immediate time crunch, but 
faculty must be careful that the change 
does not contradict the principles of the 
course or curriculum. Over the years, I have 
seen this conflict play out badly in too 
many settings—particularly with over-
worked faculty! 

When Hill Climbing Fails
The Hill-climbing Algorithm searches for 
local maxima. If one location is higher than 
those nearby, no gradient indicates a direc-
tion for further improvement—even if global 
maxima exist elsewhere (Figure 2). Thus, 
refinements of this algorithm include mech-
anisms to jump to another (non-nearby) 
place—at least from time to time. Applied to 
curricula and course development, tinkering 
can only go so far; sometimes dramatic 
changes are needed. Again, five examples 
illustrate limitations with tinkering.
•  As technology evolves, a common ten-

dency is to add topics to courses. Over 
time, prescribed content may extend far 
beyond what is reasonable for a single 
course or course sequence. Sometimes 
refinements in course organization and 
pedagogy may allow modest gains in 
efficiency, but adjusting details in an 
overloaded course typically still yield 
an overloaded result. Instead, either 
substantial cuts in content are needed 
or a new course may be needed.

•  In some curricula, several courses may 
have a common, minimal prerequi-
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site. Although students may express 
enthusiasm for each course separately, 
feedback may highlight several topics 
repeated in each course. No course 
could assume the common material, 
so all began with similar units—mak-
ing students repeat material multiple 
times, dampening student interest, 
and taking time that could be used for 
other exciting content. Such situations 
may suggest the need for curricular 
reorganization. Perhaps the common 
material could be gathered into a new 
course that serves as a prerequisite to 
others. Perhaps material could be redis-
tributed among existing courses with 
adjustments in prerequisites. Perhaps 
the common material could be inserted 
into the existing prerequisite, with some 
content from the earlier course moved 
to one of the later courses.

•  In mathematics curricula over the 
years, faculty often complained that 
students had difficulty writing proofs, 
and this hindered many upper-level 
courses in abstract algebra, real or 
complex analysis, topology, and other 
theory-oriented courses. In response, 
mathematics curricula now commonly 
include what is called a “bridge course” 

that serves as an intermediate stage (or 
bridge) between lower-level courses 
(e.g., calculus) and more advanced 
courses. Often specific content for the 
“bridge course” takes a secondary role 
to the process of mathematical thinking: 
logical deduction, proof techniques, and 
practice in writing proofs. If common 
deficiencies are generating problems in 
upper-level computing courses, faculty 
may consider what type of course might 
be the computing equivalent of math’s 
“bridge course.” (For example, when do 
students learn to structure programs, 
write meaningful documentation, devel-
op strong test suites, etc.?)

•  From my experience teaching math-
ematics, multiple upper-level mathe-
matics courses may implicitly assume 
that certain topics are covered in that 
“other course.” In fact, one of the many 
outstanding qualities of the textbook 
Topology by James Munkres was the 
inclusion of a chapter zero that ex-
plicitly brought those topics together 
in a manageable context. Similarly, 
in computing curricula and courses, 
faculty might consider what tools of the 
trade and topics (e.g., debuggers, Linux 
tools, productivity suites, code analysis) 

might be assumed in advanced courses. 
Although such background may be 
known to some, others may never be 
exposed to such material—possibly with 
disproportionate impact on students 
from under-represented groups. If such 
assumptions seem minimal, tinkering 
with a course (e.g., hill-climbing) might 
yield a satisfactory solution. However, 
when many such assumptions seem to 
arise, a more dramatic type of rethink-
ing or reorganization may be required.

•  At times, student feedback suggests 
that all courses are overloaded, and 
the overall curriculum seems bulging 
with a large number of courses and 
requirements. In such circumstances, 
moving topics among courses may 
change places of stress, but overloads 
will remain. Further, adding require-
ments may be impractical on an already 
full curriculum. Instead, the CS faculty 
might consider priorities—what really is 
important, and what (although nice) can 
be cut—sometimes in climbing, one may 
want to jettison unnecessary weight 
that gets in the way of overall progress.

The discussion and examples sug-
gest that modest refinement of courses 
and curricula may work very well, when 
thought through in advance to reflect 
observations and feedback. However, 
when tinkering, faculty should be careful 
to keep goals and objectives firmly in mind 
and not just respond to immediate crises. 
While modest changes can address small-
scale difficulties, a hill-climbing approach 
cannot address some large-scale difficul-
ties. Sometimes a fresh start is needed by 
rethinking of courses or curricula.  
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Figure 2: (in Killarney Park, Ireland) Numerous local maximums without an upward path to the 
summit at back in clouds At both A and B, applying hill climbing for just left/right moves one right, 
whereas the full algorithm goes back left (A) or back (B)
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T
here are a number of fairly standard 
approaches to reducing risks in com-
puting artifacts. I am working with 

groups of law enforcement agencies in 
Europe developing a prototype of a system 
to help their analysts and investigators 
uncover murky relationships in complex 
data from multiple sources of uneven reli-
ability. They are aware of and are diligently 
addressing potential technical, profession-
al, social, political, and ethical risks in the 
development of the system. The groups’ 
question about how to do ethical design in 
this project inspired this column.

The kinds of risk aversion techniques 
used in computing have some common 
characteristics across all domains of 
computing, differing primarily in the labels 
used in various domains. For example:
•  the project manager worries about 

feasibility planning including consider-
ations of time, competence, and budget 
to develop a system; 

•  the designer worries about clear 
requirements and an adequate mech-
anism to achieve these requirements, 
how to best model these for user inter-
action, etc.;

•  the coders worry about algorithms and 
state diagrams and how to best model 
these in a programming language.

Each domain constructs in its own  
format the logical flow of a story about the 
process—what the end of the story is, what 
is the path to get there, what resources 
are needed along the way, and how they 
will follow the path to the end of the story. 
As the story is better understood, more 
details are added; the project manager  

decides which 
vendors’ product is 
ordered when or the 
designer selects the 
best language to use. 

Each domain has its 
own tools to “illustrate 
the story”—accep-
tance test plans and 
formal specifications, 
state charts, use case 
diagrams, coding test 
plans, scenarios, etc. I 
think that these tools 
also have a common 
weakness contrib-
uting to missing some significant risks in 
computing and I will illustrate this by just 
considering the illustrated stories of one 
domain, software development.

There are many useful tools for system 
design, including use cases [8], misuse 
cases [2], and abuse cases [6]. These 
three are each stories or scenarios of 
abstractions about the interactions with 
the system by actors for a single task or 
goal. Those actors may be individuals or 
other systems. A simple scenario might 
be: “Raj presses his remote access key to 
unlock his car and the car lights blink, and 
the locks release.”

Use Case
A Use Case models the interaction of an 
external agent or actor with the system 
that is recorded in use case diagrams or 
use case descriptions. Each actor is rep-
resented by a stick figure and the actor’s 
name appears near the figure. Use cases 
are represented by ovals with the name 

of the use case either below or within the 
oval. Finally, an association line connects 
the actors with the use cases in which 
they participate. A use case characterizes 
a way of using a system, or a dialog that a 
system and its environment may share as 
they interact.

Misuse Case
The use case models the way actors are 
supposed to interact with the system. 
But sometimes systems operate in hostile 
environments; people try to steal medical 
records or, as in recent cases, use ran-
somware to hold medical records hostage 
[7]. A variation of the use case called 
a misuse case models potential hostile 
attacks from the point of view of attacker. 
For some systems, e.g. slot machine soft-
ware, significant effort is spent designing 
counter-measures against anticipated 
attacks. Misuse cases describe behavior 
that the system or entity owner does not 
want to occur. 
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Misuse cases focus on evil intentional 
behaviors. In misuse cases some have 
replaced the term “actor” with “mis-actor” 
[10] for those who initiate a misuse cases. 
They further suggest using black for hostile 
actors, as in black-hat hackers.

Abuse Case
Sometimes unwanted situations are not the 
result of hostile intentions but result from 
simple mistakes, face palm behavior. Abuse 
cases describe an interaction between a 
system and an actor “where the results of 
the interaction are harmful to the system, 
one of the actors, or one of the stakehold-
ers in the system” [6] or system resources. 
A simple example of this is the person 
going on two week holiday who sets up 
an automated outgoing “I am out of the 
office” email for all incoming emails but 
fails to also turn off the automatic incom-
ing copy to himself for all of his outgoing 
emails. This is not an intentional hostile act 
but is devastating to system resources. 

Both misuse and abuse cases are 
extensions of the use case. McDermott [6] 
advocates not changing the basic notation 
and simply labeling the cases as abuse 
cases but he does think we should add to 
the actor description the resources used 
and the skills required as well as a detailed 
description of the harm that results from 
the abuse.

A complete system design requires 
more than a consideration of how the 
goals of a system can be achieved—it also 
requires a consideration and mitigation 
of potential harms to the system. These 

tools are used iteratively in defining and 
addressing these concerns in a design 
feedback stage.

The Need for Something More
These types of tools—use cases, mis-
use cases, and abuse cases—offer good 
support for professional practice in any 
domain of computing, They give evidence 
that the results will be as expected and that 
anticipatable action by malefactors will be 
addressed, and they help reduce uninten-
tional harm to the system and its resources.

Unfortunately, these tools focus on a 
purely technical domain and promote a 
narrow techno-centric view of the profes-
sional’s responsibility. They are stated in 
terms of harm to the system, to the system 
resources, or the system’s stakeholders. 

Consistent with the broad definition 
of “harm” as understood by computing 
professionals and as incorporated into 
our code of ethics, 
we are responsible 
for the impact of our 
work on a broad range 
of stakeholders and 
need to design to also 
mitigate those harms 
where possible. 

The ACM Code of 
Ethics [1] mentions 
“harm” more than a 
dozen times, extend-
ing the application of 
this concept’s range 
beyond those who 
are directly related to 

a system. They offer two imperatives or 
principles about harm.
1.1  Contribute to society and human 

well-being: This principle requires that 
“computing professionals must attempt 
to ensure that the products of their 
efforts will be used in socially respon-
sible ways, will meet social needs, and 
will avoid harmful effects to health and 
welfare.” 

1.2  Avoid Harm to others: “This principle 
prohibits use of computing technology 
in ways that result in harm to any of 
the following: users, the general public, 
employees, employers… One way to 
avoid unintentional harm is to carefully 
consider potential impacts on all those 
affected by decisions made during 
design and implementation.”

Consistent with harms defined in the 
ACM Code of Ethics, I believe we need 
tools that go beyond their interacting actor 
boundary to include anticipatable harms to 
a broader range of stakeholders in a sys-
tem’s development and deployment. We 
need to work to address the socio-techni-
cal impacts of our work. To meet this need 
in 2004 I suggested an extension to the 
basic use case [5].

I advocated modifying the existing use 
case notation to include risks to non-user 
stakeholders whose well-being and rights 
may be affected by a particular use of 
the system. For example, suppose the car 
starter system mentioned above was mod-
ified to add a remote car starter function-
ality. The modified use case diagram would 
look like this:
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A system was actually modified in 
this way and a pedestrian was injured 
when walking between cars one of whose 
unlock-start engine program was remotely 
activated in a manual transmission car. Un-
fortunately the software was not designed 
to prevent remotely starting a car that is in 
gear. The system functioned as specified 
but did not take into consideration other 
stakeholders. The only stakeholder in the 
use case diagram is the person pressing 
the button. 

There are really three kinds of actors: 
proactive actors who have direct, causal 
interaction with the system; hostile actors 
who interact aggressively; and impacted 
actors whose life is affected by the other 
actor’s interactions. The proposed extend-
ed use case has an additional impacted 
actor entity, one who is potentially affected 
by the system. As more and more elements 
of the context of use are fixed, more spe-
cific ethical issues may emerge. The identi-
fication of these issues will help us reduce 
unintended issues concerning side-effects 
or unintended negative consequences for 
users. The developers of the remote car 
starter system should design the system so 
that the car will not start if left in gear. This 
extended use case diagram might look like. 

The two use cases are the same but 
the Start the Car case has a red associ-
ation arrow and associated alert symbol 
pointing to a non-user impacted actor 
and there is a commented text describing 
the potential risk.

Going through a checklist, reviewing 
various codes of ethics, or listing non-user 

stakeholders helps developers anticipate 
some of these extended problems. Brey 
[3] has suggested that it “may be useful to 
develop specific checklists for specific types 
of technology. For example, a checklist for 
information technology may focus on such 
values as privacy, security, and accountability, 
whereas a checklist for medical technology 
may focus on such values as privacy, accura-
cy, human dignity, and informed consent.”

We need to educate our students to 
think outside of the box; in this case, the 
box includes direct users, and excludes 
others. The systems our students develop 
are part of systems that can have signifi-
cant side effects that must be addressed. 
These potential side-effects need to be 
addressed and we must avoid narrow reli-
ance on these incomplete methods. To do 
any less is to fail to educate professionals. 
A useful exercise is to have students do an 
extended use case analyses and to create 
checklists for each of their programs. It will 
help them see how different programs in 
different contexts raise new issues.

SOMETHING NEW:  
A SOCIAL SYNERGY CASE ANALYSIS 
The preamble to the Software Engineering 
Code of Ethics and Professional Practice [7]  

states that professionals “have significant 
opportunities to do good or cause harm, to 
enable others to do good or cause harm, 
or to influence others to do good or cause 
harm. To ensure, as much as possible, that 
their efforts will be used for good.” Princi-
ple 1.3 says “The ultimate effect of the work 
should be to the public good.” “Good” 

appears twice as many times as “harm” in 
the SE Code. 

Even with my suggested extension, the 
use case approach is incomplete. These 
three case models and my suggested 
extension still leave us with an incomplete 
story. All of the risks analyzed are ele-
ments that may cause harm and we try to 
neutralize those harmful risks. This takes 
the focus away from the promoting of 
positive consequences beyond the basic 
functionality of a system. We are pleased 
when unintended consequences have pos-
itive impacts. We ought to try to engineer 
in the good with the same ferocity that 
we try to engineer out negative impacts. 
Computing has and can do wonderful 
things for society. A complete analysis 
requires a consideration beyond negative 
impacts to include an estimation of which 
design helps to produce the most positive 
socio-technical impacts. 

A social synergy use case requires 
some creativity and judgment about 
the system being developed. It starts 
with two primary lists—lists that were 
basically completed in the preparation 
of an extended use case which requires 
an identification of extended non-user 
stakeholders in the system. It also requires 
a knowledge of the social and physical 
contexts in which the system may be used. 
The analyst then needs to ask each of the 
stakeholders “How the user will be affect-
ed by the system” and “How the system 
may be designed to improve that situation 
for those interacting with the system.” 

An example of a social synergy ad-
dition to a system might be an addition 
to a program requested by a Veteran’s 
Administration Manager to monitor the 
efficiency of suicide hotline operators. 
Although the technical stakeholders in 
this system seem to be the operators and 
the manager, it does not take much effort 
to see that veterans are also stakeholders. 
The addition of some data analytics to 
this system could yield useful characteris-
tics about these call events that could be 
used to help those calling and to train the 
operator. 

It is not always possible in all systems to 
determine who the nonuser stakeholders 
are for your system and to determine the 
way in which the proposed system will 
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affect their life and the shape of society. 
There are two faces to professional ethics: 
decreasing the negative impacts of our 
work and increasing the positive impacts. 
Working through a social synergy case for 
those stakeholders we can anticipate helps 
us see the positive side.

Conclusion
Those of us who are long in the tooth in 
computing have worried about getting 
things done right; meaning not failing. We 
have focused on the risks of causing harm. 
But computing can also make positive 
contributions to society and it is also our 
responsibility not to miss including those 
elements of positive contribution because 
we were narrowly focused avoiding the 
negative side of computing.

We need to be sure to also get students 
to think about redesigning for positive 
outcomes. One tool to help with this is to 
have them write a Social Synergy Case 
analysis.  
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M
y new PhD student, working in the 
area of game-based learning in 
programming, inquired: “Could you 

recommend to me some methodological 
literature?” My obvious response was to 
give him some research methods books in 
educational sciences, as well as the classic 
book Computer Science Education Research 
[4]. The latter one is not a manual of 
research methods but it gives a very good 
overview of the empirical research process 
and various options to implement it. 

While, in this instance, it was easy to 
respond to the question, the event spurred 
me to reflect on the 15 graduated PhD 
students that I have supervised over the 
years. All of them have worked in com-
puting education research (CER), but their 
perspectives and research topics have var-
ied a lot. The variation covers perspectives
•  from education—how are students’ difficul-

ties in programming courses understood 
from the perspectives of students, CS 
teachers and teaching organization? [8]; 

•  to software technology—how can we 
further develop algorithm animations (AA) 
and AA systems to better facilitate the cre-
ation and adoption of AA in education [7]? 

•  to data mining—how could we automat-
ically recognize basic algorithms and 
their variations from source code to pro-
vide support for teachers in assessment 
and feedback for students? [13]; 

•  or even to philosophy of science—has 
computing education research emerged 
as a research discipline? [12].

What could I have responded to each of 
the students in the beginning of their doc-
toral studies, if they had asked the same 

question? Empirical research methodology 
in educational sciences would be useful 
to learn in all cases, because it belongs to 
the core of CER. The examples, however, 
demonstrate that it is not enough in all 
cases, and other methods as well are need-
ed. What resources would I recommend? 

Even the core area has challenges, because 
my university is a technical university (covering 
also business, arts, and design). We do not 
have a faculty of education, which would 
provide adequate courses for my area. Thus, 
research methods books and web sites in ed-
ucational research are obvious resources. Col-
laboration with other universities also provides 
help here. There are, however, also some local 
resources that are useful. Research groups in 
empirical software engineering and usability 
studies work heavily with human subjects. The 
first one collects data from software devel-
opment groups and their working methods 
in collaborating software companies and the 
second observes human subjects dealing with 
various gadgets and software applications. 
Both use observations, surveys, and interviews 
as data collection methods and both use 

various types of qualitative and quantitative 
analysis methods. There is considerable over-
lap with the needs of CER, and therefore some 
of their resources are clearly useful, while not 
ideal, for PhD students in CER.

More challenges are involved, especially 
in areas that fall on the border of computer 

science and CER. For example, several the-
ses in my group have concerned algorithm 
or program visualization or automatic 
assessment of programming assignments. 
In most of them an important part of the 
work concerned conceptual analysis of the 
area—developing a taxonomy to analyze 
related tools research, and/or developing 
novel software technologies to enable the 
desired functionalities—in addition to the 
empirical part of the research. Computer 
science methods were needed for such 
work. Some of the methods had been cov-
ered during their undergraduate or mas-
ter’s level studies, but more was needed. 
Where should we look for more resources?

I have not identified any reference man-
ual of research methods in (all) computing 
sciences, while there are, of course, lots 

Empirical research methodology in 
educational sciences would be  

useful to learn in all cases, because it 
belongs to the core of CER.  [ ... but] it  
is not enough in all cases, and other 

methods as well are needed.
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of online resources from various research 
methods courses in universities. The chal-
lenge is that research methods in com-
puting are highly diverse extending from 
mathematical proof to hermeneutics [5]. 
The SIGCSE Committee on Teaching Com-
puting Research Methods [11] addressed 
this need a decade ago. Unfortunately, the 
final results of this committee effort are 
not clearly documented in its web page. 
However, important outcomes of the work 
include two ITICSE working group papers 
[1,6]. These focus on the needs of comput-
ing research methods resources from the 
viewpoints of different target groups, ped-
agogical approaches in teaching research 
methods, as well as a process of building a 
repository of research methods. The papers 
do include a substantial number of refer-
ences, but they do not yet form a method-
ological resource repository as such.

Incidentally, the diversity is also visible 
in the ACM computing classification sys-
tems (both 1998 version and 2012 version) 
where one cannot identify a specific 
subarea dealing with general research 
methods. Rather the methods are tied with 
the various subareas of computing. This 
falls in line with a quote from Holz et al. 
—“In computer science, research methods 
have historically been passed from advisor 
to student via apprenticeship. Most of us 
learned these methods from a mentor or 
not at all [6, pp. 101, 105].” In other words, 
there has been insufficient availability of 
methodological training, an issue raised 
also by Clear [3]. However, further dis-
cussion of the nature of computing as a 

science is beyond the scope of this column.
To summarize, CER is a diverse research 

field, and correspondingly there is no 
obvious source where one could find all nec-
essary methodological training resources. 
However, one further step could be building 
jointly appropriate resources for CER stu-
dents, located ultimately in an online reposi-
tory. These should include papers discussing 
methodologies available for research in CER, 
as well as providing examples of using them, 
for example [9]. Accompanied with these 
there should be papers with exemplary 
reporting of the research, because learning 
to report research in a scholarly way is an 
important learning goal in doctoral studies. 
With this I mean papers what have most, if 
not all, of the following features: 
•  clear and well-motivated research ques-

tions tied with literature, a theoretical 
framework on which the research is built 

•  arguments for methodological choices 
informed by research questions, clear 
description of applied methods for data 
collection and analysis 

•  presentation and discussion of results 
in the light of literature and theoretical 
framework, and clear discussion of 
limitations of the results, i.e., validity/re-
liability/trustworthiness, depending on 
the chosen methodology. 

One example is [10]. In addition to 
these, valuable resources would include 
papers discussing various theoretical 
frameworks within computing education 
research, like [2, p. 14], review papers in 
various areas of CER, and finally links to ac-

cepted PhD theses in CER. For a PhD stu-
dent one of the main challenges is scoping 
the work—what is enough? Examples of 
different types of theses such that would 
be easily accessible from one site would be 
a valuable resource.

Could such a repository, perhaps, be 
initiated in an ITICSE working group and 
further maintained by SIGCSE on its web 
site? Please send comments on this idea and 
I’ll report in a future column.  
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A
s educators, it’s natural for us to 
design courses for students that are 
or would like to be similar to us. We 

might implicitly design courses to help stu-
dents become content experts or master 
programmers, or to instill in them a love for 
computer science (CS).

This new book by Mark Guzdial alerts 
us to the dangers inherent in such implicit 
design processes. There are many kinds 
of legitimate CS, many kinds of students, 
and many goals and motivations for taking 
a CS course. The thesis of the book is 
that we should work to understand our 
students: where they are starting, what 
they want to learn, and what they want to 
do with the knowledge gained from the 
course. This kind of “respect” for students 
is known as learner-centered design. 
Courses for CS majors should look differ-
ent than courses for students who want 
to leverage computing to learn another 
domain, to learn computational thinking, or 
to improve their productivity. 

Chapter 1 makes the argument that ev-
eryone should learn computing. Comput-
ing is not just for computing professionals 
anymore. We live in a computational world, 
citizens want and deserve computational 
literacy, and such benefits should be avail-
able to everyone. Our current course offer-
ings are largely focused on jobs, and fail to 
capture the full breadth of why computing 
should be studied.

Mobilizing the power of computing 
requires citizens to develop a mental model 

of how the computer works. Guzdial argues 
that programming is likely the only way 
to develop such a mental model. Chapter 
2 marshals evidence that programming is 
hard: after taking CS1, students tend to read 
and write programs at proficiencies that 
are not acceptable to many educators. The 
chapter therefore ends with two theories 
that help to explain when and why comput-
ing courses may motivate students: situated 
learning (students want to join a community 
of practice) and expectancy-value theory 
(motivation stems from both perceived utili-
ty and expectations of success in a domain). 

The core of the book is found in Chap-
ters 3 through 6 where each chapter focus-
es on a particular population of learners, 

their goals, and the teaching methods that 
are likely to be effective.

In Chapter 3, Guzdial argues that pro-
gramming is a powerful tool for learning 
other domains. Like writing, domain-spe-
cific programming can transform how one 
thinks about other domains (math, physics, 
etc.). Core examples in the chapter include 
using Logo to learn math, Boxer to learn 
computational literacy, and Emile to learn 
physics. Programming does not automati-
cally lead to general problem-solving facil-
ity and higher-order thinking skills. Instead, 
such transfer of knowledge requires careful 
design of the programming activities.

The story of how Georgia Tech offers 
computing education to all enrolled under-
graduates is covered in Chapter 4. The key 
insight is that a single course targets just 
one community of practice, and this is not 
necessarily the appropriate community of 
practice for non-CS majors. The solution 
was Media Computation: an approach that 
has students writing programs to manipu-
late pictures and images. Loops on arrays 
become loops to resize images and add 
effects to sounds. Conditionals on numbers 
become conditionals to remove red-eye 
from pictures or alter only parts of a sound. 
The chapter chronicles the successes and 
limitations of this approach.

Chapter 5 focuses on the study of 
adults learning computing. These adults 
(web designers, graphics designers, high 
school teachers) already belong to a 
community of practice and are domain 
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experts in that community. They want to 
learn computing, but not at the expense 
of losing their identities or expertise. The 
chapter notes that apprenticeship-based 
in-class or online opportunities are unlikely 

to work for these adults with limited time. 
Innovative teaching approaches and 
settings are required, several of which are 
described in the text.

How to teach CS majors is the focus of 
Chapter 6. Though this may be our comfort 
zone, we are reminded that teaching CS 
majors comes with its own challenges: de-
fensive classroom climates, teacher beliefs 
in geek genes, unflattering perceptions of 
computer scientists, and limited application 
of research-based pedagogical approaches. 
The chapter explores these challenges and 
some ways that each can be addressed.

Chapter 7 concludes the book by revis-
iting the goals of computing-for-everyone 
set out in Chapter 1. The guiding questions 
are: at what stage (elementary, high school, 
undergraduate) should we start teaching 
computing? What learning outcomes can 
be expected at each stage? Are we ready 
(in terms of human and financial resources) 
to teach computing at each stage?

This book is an entertaining, well-paced, 
well-structured treatment on what it 
means to teach computing to everyone.  

Daniel Zingaro
University of Toronto Mississauga
3359 Mississauga Rd.
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5L 1C6
daniel.zingaro@utoronto.ca
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Our current course 
offerings are largely 
focused on jobs, and 

fail to capture  
the full breadth of 
why computing 

should be studied.
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Disciplinary Thinking, 
Computational Doing:  
Promoting 
Interdisciplinary 
Computing  
While Transforming 
Computer Science 
Enrollments
By Valerie Barr,
Union College

This paper describes a 10-year multi-pronged project 
to introduce students campus-wide to computing, 

increase enrollments in the computer science department, 
and change the demographics of students in the introductory 
computer science courses. The Union College Computer 
Science (CS) department has changed curricula at the 
introductory and intermediate levels, and worked with 
two dozen faculty from 15 disciplines who incorporated 
computing into their courses. The percentage of women in 
the introductory CS course has increased from 10% to an 
average of 37% when measured over a multi-year period.

The project began in the 2004-2005 academic year when, na-
tionwide, CS enrollments were low and many departments were 
fighting to justify their existence. In response, the Union College 
CS department decided on a strategy to increase enrollments by 
making computing relevant to students in non-CS disciplines, 
building on the increasing ubiquity and utility of computing 
to make a case for why students in other fields should have a 
foundation in computing and develop the ability to apply com-
putational techniques. In addition, given the small number of 
students who were exposed to CS in high school, increasing the 
number of students who took introductory CS would help in-
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crease the number of CS majors in the department. After some 
background about our institutional and department context, 
and discussion of related work, this paper will discuss the cur-
ricular changes we made at the introductory and intermediate 
levels and the infusion of computational components into non-
CS courses. It will present results based on six years of survey 
data, discuss issues that have arisen as overall CS enrollments 
have increased, and present challenges that must be addressed if 
a department is interested in replicating our program.

Union College is a small (2100 students) residential liberal 
arts college that also offers several engineering majors.1 While 
many peer institutions now have student populations that are 
close to 60% women, Union’s is 48% women. Students have the 
usual options of a single or double major, as well as the option 
for an interdepartmental major that combines two disciplines 
in a balanced way, but with a total course count that is equal to 
a single major plus a minor. During the period covered by this 
paper, the computer science department has had six or seven 
full time faculty members each year. Faculty teach the equiv-
alent of 6 courses per year, taught over three trimesters, with 
each closed lab typically counting as half a course. 

Although the enrollment landscape is quite different today, in 
much of the 2000s there was well-documented decreased interest 
in computer science among incoming college students [7,8,16]. 
At that point there was also declining opportunity within high 
schools for students to have exposure to computer science [3]. 
This combination of factors led our department to undertake sig-
nificant changes to our introductory CS approach, developing a 
strategy that we thought would bring a larger number of students 
into CS courses after they arrived at the college, engaging in our 

courses both students whose primary academic interests were 
outside CS and students who already had an interest in CS. 

There were several underlying considerations as we changed 
our curriculum: 
•  we wanted to have introductory courses that would appeal 

to students based on their existing areas of interest; 
•  as per the work done at Carnegie Mellon [10], the pathway 

through the major should be the same length for all 
students; 

•  interdisciplinary connections and uses of computing should 
be made apparent to all students in order to motivate and 
sustain interest in declared CS majors as well as in those 
who were interested in a non-CS fields;

•  there must be curricular options after the introductory 
course for students who are interested in computing and 
computer science, but not necessarily as their major field. 

In the remainder of this paper we address each aspect of the 
changes we made—introductory courses, intermediate courses, 
infused courses in non-CS departments—the impact on enroll-
ments and on students, and challenges that we face as we try to 
sustain our curricular changes in the face of very high student 
interest and significant enrollment pressure.

INTRODUCTORY COURSE(S)
Given our main considerations, and considering the success 
elsewhere of the media computation introductory course [6], 
the department first made curricular changes at the introduc-
tory level based on contextualized computing. Our interest was 
to draw more students into introductory CS, including stu-
dents from outside the usual audience—CS, engineering, math, 1   Electrical engineering, computer engineering, bioengineering, mechanical engineering.

http://mags.acm.org/inroads/june_2016/TrackLink.action?pageName=49&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Finroads.acm.org
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STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS AND INTEREST  
IN COMPUTING
We have surveyed students at the beginning and end of the in-
troductory courses for six years, starting in fall 2009. During 
that time we taught a total of 58 sections, 41 of which were sur-
veyed at both the beginning and end of the term.6 The student 
population enrolling in these courses is 38% female, and 72% 
Caucasian (consistent with Union’s overall student population). 
Only 15% of this population had had some programming or CS 
courses during high school, and 23% said that they had pro-
gramming experience prior to enrolling in the introductory CS 
course—this could be from experience outside of school pri-
or to college, or from the introductory engineering or physics 
course at Union. Languages with which they had experience in-
clude Java, C/C++, Visual Basic, and Python (our introductory 
physics course uses VPython). 

The students come from a wide range of majors. While 
there are seven disciplines that require introductory CS,7 in the 
course of an academic year we typically have students enrolled 
from over 30 majors (including distinct double major pairs). 
These include students from fields as disparate as chemistry, 
Spanish, English, political science, and a French-Visual Arts 
double major. Students who were not required to take the 
course indicated interest in learning to program and exploring 
CS as a possible major or minor, as well as interest in the theme 
(this is true across all the themes). Many students indicated that 
they thought knowledge of computer science would help them 
in their chosen major and the work they would do after college.

In the post-course surveys students were asked about their 
level of interest in CS or applications of computing. Over 57% 
responded with 4 or 5 on a Likert scale (5 is “very interested”). 
In addition, 58% answered “yes” or “maybe” when asked if they 
planned to take more CS courses, and, similarly, 59% answered 
“yes” or “maybe” when asked if they wanted computing in 
courses in their own major.

COURSE CONTENT AND MASTERY
All of the theme-based introductory courses attempt to cover 
a common set of concepts and skills. Admittedly, language and 
theme differences lead to some variation in topic coverage, but 
the concepts taught should be the same in each section. Table 1 
shows a subset of the topics about which students are surveyed at 
the end of the term.8 They were asked to rate the extent to which 
they developed the skill or developed understanding of the con-
cept. The 1-5 Likert scale correlated with “not much” up to “a lot.”

Appendix A gives the complete in-depth skills list that the 
department uses as a guide for each introductory course.

physics—by offering courses that would have clear relevance to 
students from other disciplines. A contextualized introductory 
CS course refers to “the use of a consistent application or do-
main area” that “provides a source for explanations and a basis 
for student projects.” [7] There is additional evidence [18] that 
contextualized computing in general, and media computation 
in particular, improve pass rates in introductory CS courses, 
though this was not our primary motivation. The department 
ultimately eliminated our traditional CS1 course (taught in 
Java), replacing it with six theme-based courses, each of which 
covers a common set of concepts and skills (Appendix A). The 
themes are: big data, robotics, game development, artificial in-
telligence, media computation, and engineering applications.2 
We offer each theme at least once per academic year, and some 
are offered multiple times (determined by both staffing con-
straints and enrollment pressure from other departments). We 
also eliminated our traditional CS0 course. This freed up some 
staffing and ensured that both prospective majors and non-ma-
jors would register for the new themed courses.3

In addition to the curricular shift, we made one pedagogy 
change, switching from the model of lecture plus closed lab to 
an active-learning based studio style approach. Each class ses-
sion includes both lecture and hands-on activities and we uti-
lize a student lab assistant, usually one day per week, to support 
students during the hands-on activities. Under this model, the 
introductory courses are limited to 24 students and meet for 
50% more time per week than a typical course, allowing ample 
opportunity for the hands-on activities.4 There is no other fixed 
pedagogy, and the relative balance of lecture and hands-on ac-
tivities is not fixed across faculty or course themes. Some fac-
ulty use pair programming, others do not; some use program-
ming practice sites and online support tools such as CodeLab 
[4] and Python Tutor [12]; some start the term with a simple 
programming environment such as Rur-ple [13]. 

In addition to the pedagogic latitude afforded department fac-
ulty, department members are also free to teach the introductory 
course in any language they choose as long as it is not Java.5 As a 
result, all students who continue on with CS do a language tran-
sition to Java together in a later course. The department faculty 
also agreed on the level of mastery necessary to earn a C- grade 
as that is necessary for taking further CS courses. Because each 
theme requires coverage of theme-specific content, we removed 
some CS material that would normally be in a CS1 course. This 
had a curricular ripple effect. There is minimal coverage of ob-
jects and classes in our introductory courses and the first third 
of our CS2 course is now a transition to Java and object oriented 
programming. Material that would no longer fit in CS2 has been 
moved into later courses. The full list of the introductory courses, 
with sample syllabi and assignments, is available [15].

6   During the time of our NSF funding, we did not survey the Programming for 
Engineers course.  We included it in the surveys starting in fall 2012, though the 
sections taught by adjuncts did not always complete the end-of-term survey.

7   Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Bioengineering, Managerial Economics, Neuroscience.

8   Historically, we have had a lower rate of survey return from the Programming for 
Engineers course.  Of all intro courses, this is the only one that has on occasion been 
taught by adjuncts, and they are not consistent about asking students to complete the 
survey and reminding them about it as the course winds down.

2   We also thought names were important, so the courses are Taming Big Data, 
Robots Rule!, Game Development, Can Computers Think?, Creative Computing, and 
Programming for Engineers.

3   Because of the large number of engineering majors, the engineering applications 
course rarely has room for any non-engineering students.

4   The Programming for Engineers course does not have the additional time.
5   The engineering applications course must be taught in Matlab.
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applications of computing. Almost every industry is now, in 
some way, a tech industry, and we want our students to be ready 
for the interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary work many of 
them will ultimately be doing after graduation. CS majors are 
allowed to count one 200-no-DS course toward the major, and 
interdepartmental majors can count several. 

INTERMEDIATE COURSES
Our discussions with non-CS faculty on campus indicated in-
terest in students having a level of skill and knowledge that went 
beyond that gained in the introductory CS course. Faculty were 
particularly interested in how students saw the ways in which 
computing could be applied to problems in their own disciplines. 
Several areas were mentioned repeatedly during interviews with 
non-CS faculty, leading the CS department to develop a set of 
courses we call “200-no-DS.” These are intermediate courses that 
have only introductory computer science as a prerequisite, so 
students can take them without taking data structures.9 Of the 
six courses we developed, four are a direct outgrowth of discus-
sions with colleagues in other departments: natural language 
processing (NLP), data visualization, modeling and simulation, 
and introduction to bioinformatics—this course had been devel-
oped under a prior Howard Hughes Medical Institute grant.10

While serving a need for faculty and students in other de-
partments, these courses also serve important purposes for the 
CS department. First, there are some students who want to con-
tinue in CS after the introductory course, but they are not quite 
sure they are ready for data structures, or we are not offering 
DS right away and they do not want to have a term with no CS 
courses. In that situation, a 200-no-DS course allows them to 
strengthen their skills while exploring an interesting application 
area. Second, as a department, we are very committed to our 
own majors developing a sense of the broad scope of possible  

Table 1: Student self-report on skill and concept understanding

All Courses
Excluding 

Programming  
for Engineers

Arithmetic Variables and Constants 3.78 3.82

Basic Assignment Statement 4.21 4.26

Input and Output 4.12 4.19

Basic Functions 4.39 4.45

Functions and Parameters 4.34 4.40

Module Creation and Definitions 4.47 3.44

Module Usage 3.39 3.47

Conditionals 3.94 3.96

Boolean Variables 4.06 4.11

Sequences 3.58 3.65

Lists 4.11 4.24

Tuples 2.53 2.65

Iteration and Repetition 3.64 3.62

Strings 4.24 4.33

Files 3.32 3.37

Dictionaries 3.20 3.40

 9   This poses challenges as we have to do some “just in time” teaching of concepts that 
students would typically see in the data structures course. 

10   The remaining two courses (Web Programming, The Computer Science of Computer 
Games) were developed by the department to build on interest expressed by both 
our own majors as well as some non-CS students.

These two images were generated by students in the data visualization 
course. The top image uses multiple pie charts to show the performance 
of the top 20 Czech disc golf players based on wins per round of play. 
It was generated using Python and matplotlib, with BeautifulSoup 
for handling data scraping. The bottom image is a chord graph that 
interactively shows the division of each state’s tax collection (primarily 
income, sales, and property taxes). This was built using the D3.js 
JavaScript library and tax information from U.S. Census Bureau data. 

WITH PERMISSION OF JAKUB CECH AND NICOLAS SUAREZ-CANTON TRUEBA
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A total of 34 sections of 17 infused courses have been sur-
veyed, resulting in 419 student responses. The courses surveyed 
were from astronomy, biology, economics, English, engineering,12 
history,13 mechanical engineering, neuroscience, political science, 
and psychology. One survey result was particularly striking. Stu-
dents were asked to what extent the computational component in 
the course helped them understand the course material. On a 1-5 
Likert scale (1 = not at all, 5 = a great deal) the average response 
was 3.32 and 74% gave an answer of 3 or higher. The students 
were also asked to what extent the computational component 
encouraged them to explore elements of the discipline that were 
not covered in class. We were pleasantly surprised to see that this 
question had an average response of 3.04, and 68% gave an answer 
of 3 or higher. Finally, we asked the students if they would like to 
see computational components added to other courses in their 
major. This also had a very favorable response with 32.5% answer-
ing “yes” and an additional 40% answering “maybe”.

RELATED WORK
During the same time period of our project at Union, a number 
of CS departments across the country have added some form 
of theme-based CS1 or CS0 course to their CS curriculum. In 
some cases the theme was chosen based on assumptions about 
students’ background knowledge [2]. In other cases the theme 
was chosen in order to give students an appealing environment 
in which to work, such as the AI and robotics themed course 
described in [9], or in order to fully explain a particular area 
of computer science, such as the networking course described 
in [11]. Some schools [1] have created different introductory 
courses that allow them to divide the students based on prior 
programming experience.

In starting this project, we definitely shared the motivation 
of many of our peers to make introductory CS appealing to 
students. Yet our approach at Union differs from these related 
efforts in several key ways. First, rather than retain the standard 
CS1 and add a single theme-based course, or replace our CS1 
with a single theme-based course, we have replaced CS1 with 
6 theme-based courses. The intention was to reach the largest 
possible pool of students. The themes were chosen because 
they will be engaging for students and they will dovetail with 
other curricular interests the students may already be pursuing. 
While we have always been interested in recruiting new majors 
and minors, this approach reflects the extent to which we value 
the enrollment of students who may take just a few CS courses, 
taking back to their own disciplines a higher degree of com-
puting competency. Because of the common set of concepts 
and skills across the six introductory courses, we also have a 
framework that makes it possible for us to remove and add new 

Another important role of these courses is that they help 
students, both from within and outside CS, gain background 
needed for undergraduate research with faculty (often the re-
quired senior research project will focus on a topic related to 
a faculty research area). In fact, we have had non-CS students 
involve CS faculty in their senior capstone project as a result of 
work they started and skills they gained in a 200-no-DS cours-
es, particularly the NLP course.

Table 2 shows the order in which these courses were intro-
duced into our curriculum, and the changing level of interest 
in these courses based on the most recent offering of each. The 
department tries to offer three of these courses each academic 
year, subject to staffing availability. Data Visualization and Mod-
eling & Simulation are the courses that, perhaps, most strongly 
target non-CS students and in both cases it took a few offerings 
for them to start drawing significant numbers of students. (Bio-
informatics counts for the biology major and is structured in 
order to have an enrollment comprised of an equal number of 
biology and CS students.) 

COURSES IN NON-CS DISCIPLINES/ 
IMPACT ON NON-CS STUDENTS
The third component of curricular change at Union has been 
the infusion of computing into courses in non-CS disciplines. 
Over several years, we worked with two dozen Union faculty 
from 15 disciplines who in some way incorporated comput-
ing into their own courses or into research activities in which 
students were involved. The faculty had considerable latitude 
in setting up the actual infusion of computing, including com-
pletely new courses (Consumer Finance; Quantitative Methods 
in Economics); revision of a portion of a course (Contemporary 
Issues of Macroeconomics); development of new laboratory ex-
ercises (Introduction to Cellular Neurosciences, Speech Acous-
tics) or workbook exercises (Social Data Analysis); and use of 
custom tools built by the CS department or other tools man-
aged by CS (The Romantic Revolution; Literature of the Manor 
House; geology field research).11

Table 2: Longitudinal enrollments in 200-no-data-structures courses 
(24 person cap) based on first offering and most recent offering.

Course Year Enrollment %-age Women

Web Prog. 2006 13 0%

Most recent offering 25 40%

CS of Games 2006 10 0%

Most recent offering 21 10%

Bioinformatics 2007 15 13%

Most recent offering 24 42%

NLP 2010 13 15%

Most recent offering 21 33%

Modeling & Sim 2011 2 0%

Most recent offering 15 13%

Data Vis. 2012 4 25%

Most recent offering 21 33%

11   Much of this work was done with support from the National Science Foundation.  
More information about the infused courses is at https://muse.union.edu/cpath/.

12   This was the introductory engineering course that has students from all 4 
engineering majors.

13   Note that the course itself was a sophomore research seminar, not a course 
specifically for history majors.
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who are considering CS as a major and the number of non-CS 
majors who understand that some experience with computer 
science will be helpful to them in the future.15 This poses chal-
lenges for us as we work to sustain the curricular changes we 
have made, and it will pose challenges for departments that 
would like to replicate elements of our program. Our depart-
ment is committed, however, to continuing to offer the theme-
based introductory courses precisely because this curriculum 
helps students understand the applicability of computing across 
fields. In addition, having effectively worked with faculty across 
campus to highlight the role of computing in their fields, we 
have a departmental responsibility to meet the needs of stu-
dents in those fields who are now required to take introductory 
CS for their major or minor. 

In schools where the increased demand for CS is being met by 
offering an increased number of sections, it should be possible to 
create themed courses. We do recognize, however, that at many 
schools the existing sections are serving an increased number of 
students and the workload for faculty is at a point where devel-
oping new courses may not be feasible. In addition, introducing 
themed introductory courses does necessitate the forging of an 
agreement among faculty about the concepts and skills that will 
be covered, along with some degree of modification to at least the 
second course in the curriculum. This requires a high level of en-
gagement on the part of many members of the department, not 
just those who teach the introductory course. Finally, our pedagog-
ic model is costly and may not be replicable in many departments. 

A second challenge is freeing up sufficient teaching slots 
to cover new intermediate level courses. In our department at 
Union we are finding it difficult to continue to offer these cours-
es. We have extremely high demand for all of the introductory 
courses, and are also seeing increased demand for mid- and 
upper-level courses taken by computer science and computer 
engineering majors. As a result we have decreased capacity to 
teach the intermediate level courses that are taken predominately 
by non-majors. After many years of teaching the themed intro-
ductory courses, we are now considering restructuring our two 
course introduction + data structures sequence into three cours-
es that will run a full academic year, rather than the current two 
trimesters. Without question, adding a new required course that 
will have to be offered more than once a year will have an impact 
on staffing and on our ability to run all of our existing courses.

A third challenge is deciding whether or not the introductory 
CS courses should include non-majors and students who are 
already declared as CS majors or who have prior programming 
experience in the same section. When students are mixed then 
the course pace has to be adjusted so that it is suitable for the 
students with no prior experience. This has been feasible in 
our small class setting where there is a lot of support from the 

courses as student and faculty interests evolve over time.14 A 
significant additional benefit of our revised curriculum is that 
all CS majors have immediate exposure, within their introduc-
tory course, to an application of and context for computing. 
Given the ubiquity of computing and the range of jobs across 
all industries, this will give students more opportunities as they 
consider their options when they graduate.

We also differ substantially from the Threads™ project at 
Georgia Tech [5]. In some ways Threads is similar to our efforts 
at Union in that both give students a context for understanding 
computing, and exposure to multidisciplinarity. However, the 
Threads™ curriculum is designed for students who already plan 
to major in CS, using context in order to better engage and re-
tain students in the major. This is a very reasonable approach for 
a large institution like Georgia Tech that is dealing with a stu-
dent population that is already inclined toward an engineering or 
computing discipline. By comparison, Union is a small liberal arts 
college in which typically only 1-2% of each graduating class ma-
jors in CS. Therefore, our focus is to provide a computing-related 
context for both prospective majors and students whose initial 
(and final) academic interest may lie elsewhere. In addition, in 
Threads™ the themes cross areas of computer science, whereas 
we are hoping students will see the connections between com-
puter science and other disciplines, and be better equipped to ad-
dress problems that lie at the intersections of disciplines, wheth-
er it is bioinformatics, analysis of dynamic economic systems, or 
custom navigation of the poems of William Blake. 

During the same time period, some schools took steps delib-
erately focused on modernizing their program for majors (see, 
for example, [14]). While we started out with a goal of making 
the lower level courses applicable to current application areas, 
we also made changes at our upper level as well, introducing 
elective courses in areas such as parallel and distributed com-
puting, robotics, data mining and machine learning. We also 
reduced the number of required courses and increased the 
number of electives, making it possible for majors to better tai-
lor their program to match their interests.

CHALLENGES
Many departments, at both small colleges and large universities, 
are currently grappling with how to teach the large number of 
students now interested in introductory computer science. The 
enrollments reflect an increase in both the number of students 

15   It remains to be seen to what extent the increased interest in CS as a possible major 
translates into larger numbers of graduating majors four years later.  After many 
years of flat interest in CS as a major (1% of entering first year students), the HERI 
2014 report [8] indicates that CS is now the #4 most popular intended major among 
incoming first year college students, listed by 3.5% of students.  It was behind Biology 
(6.9%), Nursing (4.4%), and Psychology (4.6%). 14   A computer security themed course is an example of one we might add.

The third component of curricular 
change at Union has been the 

infusion of computing into courses  
in non-CS disciplines.
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that, while there is some amount of attrition during the intro-
ductory courses, the rate at which students leave is the same 
for men and women, and the classes are still 38% female at the 
end of the term. While we, like a majority of departments to-
day, would likely have plenty of students today no matter how 
we taught introductory CS, we are pleased with the increased 
percentage of women completing that course and continuing 
on into the major and the minor.  
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instructor and student lab assistants, but is likely not going to 
be equally effective in settings with larger classes. 

Outreach to faculty in non-CS departments was a signifi-
cant element of our work at Union. This requires that members 
of the CS department make the time to talk with other faculty 
about their teaching and research, and to learn what computing 
knowledge and skills would be beneficial for their students. Four 
of our new intermediate courses (data visualization, modeling 
and simulation, natural language processing, bioinformatics) 
are a direct result of learning from non-CS faculty what they 
were interested in their students being able to do after the in-
troductory CS course based on what would better prepare their 
students for discipline-specific work that involved computing. 
The projects that infused computing into courses in other fields 
resulted from extensive one-on-one interviews of faculty (see 
Appendix B for the questions used), several announcements to 
the faculty at large of meetings to discuss applications of com-
puting, and a number of open meetings. Not all institutions 
encourage or reward this kind of cross-disciplinary collabora-
tion by faculty, nor necessarily value this deliberate exposure 
of students to computing. At Union we were operating in an 
environment that already valued collaboration between the sci-
ence and engineering disciplines, and the department was able 
to extend that to collaboration between CS and the humanities 
and social sciences. The campus at large is receptive to the value 
of exposing students to work at the “intersection of disciplines.”

CONCLUSION
Over a 10-year period the CS department at Union College 
phased in six theme-based introductory courses and six in-
termediate level courses that are open to any student who 
has taken the introductory course. We have also worked with 
faculty from 15 disciplines who have incorporated computing 
into their courses. We estimate that the equivalent of 25% of 
the student body is exposed to computing in some fashion each 
academic year, and the number of sections the department can 
staff basically determines annual enrollment in introductory 
CS. In the 2014-2015 academic year, total CS enrollment was 
the highest it has been since 1999-2000, and 39% of seats were 
in introductory courses. Of the 230 students in the introduc-
tory courses (over 10% of the student body), the vast majori-
ty were not CS majors. Our approach to introductory CS, and 
computing in general, underscores our commitment to com-
puter science as “an accepted part of a liberal education” [6] at 
our institution, with impact that reaches out across the campus. 
In addition, the department sees an increase in declared majors 
late in the first year and early in the sophomore class as some 
students in the introductory course switch into CS. We have 
seen increased growth in the total number of declared majors 
and in the percentage of women majors. Though it is impossi-
ble to prove incontrovertibly that these increases are due to the 
themed courses and the pedagogic model employed, positive 
feedback from students in those courses leads us to believe that 
our approach is sound and should be continued. We also know 
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1.4 Simple I/O
Accomplished
•  Students will be able to print statements to the 

console.
Developing
•  Students will be able to read data from files.

1.5 Structured decomposition
Developing
•  Given the description of a problem students will 

be able to identify sub-problems that would be 
implemented as functions.

•  Students will be able to perform one layer 
decomposition on their own and two layer 
decomposition when given the primitives.

1.6 Variables, types, expressions, and assignment
Accomplished
•  Students will be able to write statements that (declare 

and) assign a value to a variable.
•  Given a programming language expression, students 

will be able to determine its type.
Developing
•  Given a piece of code, students will be able to identify 

the variables and trace them and their value through the 
program. In particular, they will be able to identify where 
the initial assignment happens and where the value may 
change because of a reassignment. They will be able to 
explain what happens to the value of a variable when it 
is passed as a parameter to a function that may change 
the value it assigns to that parameter name, and they will 
have an understanding of scope and be able to explain 
what happens if a different variable of the same name is 
declared/used elsewhere in the program.

•  Students will be able to identify the variables needed 
to specify an algorithm to solve a given problem.

2. Algorithms and Problem-Solving

2.1 Debugging strategies
Accomplished
•  Students will be able to recognize and use the error 

messages produced by the compiler/interpreter to 
correct syntax errors.

Developing
•  They will be able to implement the following 

debugging strategies to identify and correct logic and 
runtime errors: hand tracing using their algorithms, 
echo printing, use of comments to remove lines of 
code, modular testing and stepwise refinement.

•  Students will be able to design tests and define test 
data to determine if errors exist in control statements.

•  Given a program statement, and a program with 
known errors, they will be able to identify the error and 
hypothesize as to the location of the error in the code.

APPENDIX A. 
COMMON CONCEPTS AND SKILLS  

FOR INTRODUCTORY COURSES

The department assigned levels of competency to each skill, as 
follows:
•  Accomplished: the student can usually solve this type of 

problem on his/her own with only minor errors.
•  Developing: the student can make an attempt which goes in 

the right direction at solving this type of problem, but he/
she may need some help to reach a solution.

•  Beginning: The student knows that he/she has seen similar 
problems before, but may not be able to find a solution 
without considerable help.

1. Fundamental Programming Concepts

1.1 Basic Syntax and Semantics
Accomplished
•  The student will know that programming languages 

have a strict syntax that distinguishes valid from 
invalid expressions and statements and a well-defined 
semantics. (They don’t necessarily need to know the 
terms syntax and semantics.)

1.2 Control flow and basic control structures
Accomplished
•  Students will be able to simulate the default control 

flow of the language they are learning.
•  Students know the syntax and semantics of if-

statements and while/for loops.
•  Students will be able to simulate the control flow of a 

given if/while/for.
•  Students will be able to select appropriate classes 

of control primitives for specific problems (e.g., 
conditionals vs. loops).

1.3 Functions and parameter passing
Accomplished
•  Students will be able to read documentation for 

instructor/system provided functions.
•  Students will be able to use instructor/system defined 

functions in their own code.
•  Students know what a function signature is and will 

be able to identify its various components (return 
type, function name, parameters).

•  Students will be able to write an original procedure 
(e.g. side-effect only, no return) given an algorithm 
specification. Note: the focus here is on knowing what 
function definitions look like, not the problem solving 
involved.

•  Students will be able to write an original function 
given an algorithm specification. Note: the focus here 
is on knowing what function definitions look like, not 
the problem solving involved.
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Beginning
•  Students will also be given a demonstration of using a 

debugger.

2.2  The role of algorithms in the problem-solving process/The 
concept and properties of algorithms/Implementation 
strategies for algorithms/Problem-solving strategies
Accomplished
•  Students will be able to list the reason(s) for 

developing algorithms in the design process.
•  They will be able to translate their algorithms into a 

high level programming language.
Developing
•  They will write algorithms, in pseudo code, that 

include control structures and include an appropriate 
level of detail.

3. Fundamental Data Structures

3.1 Primitive Types
Accomplished
•  Students will be able to explain the difference 

between data types.
Developing
•  Student will be able to choose the appropriate data 

type for a given problem.

3.2 Arrays/Records
Accomplished
•  Students will be able to write code that accesses a 

specific element of a given array/record.
Developing
•  Students will be able to to identify when to use a 

collection data type (list, array) or a key-value pair 
based data type (record, association list).

•  Students will be able to write code that traverses an 
array.

•  Students will understand that arrays have a size, they 
will understand how the size and the index of the last 
element are related, and they will be able to predict 
what happens if their program tried to access an 
element beyond the size of the array.

3.3 Data representation in memory
Developing
•  Students will be able to explain how the memory 

content changes when variables get declared/
assigned/and reassigned using diagrams based on the 
metaphor of variables as names for containers.

4. Fundamental computing algorithms

4.1 Fundamental search algorithms
Accomplished
•  Given a list and an element, students will be able to 

explain (in English, no code required) how to search 
for the element using sequential search.

Developing
•  Students will be able to implement sequential search.

Beginning
•  Given a list and an element, students will be able to 

explain (in English, no code required) how to search 
for the element using binary search.

•  Students will be able read and explain a given 
implementation of binary search.

5. Introduction to language translation

5.1 Comparison of interpreters and compilers
Beginning
•  Students will be able to explain the functionality of 

interpreters and compilers and the difference between 
them.

6. Abstraction mechanisms

6.1 Modules in programming languages
Developing
•  Students will be able to use built-in libraries.
•  Students will be able to explain the advantages of 

modularization.
•  Students will have seen programs consisting of 

multiple modules/files.

7. Digital logic and digital systems

7.1 Overview of computer architecture
Beginning
•  Students will be able to explain the function of CPU, 

memory, and secondary storage and the interaction 
between them.

8. Machine level representation of data

8.1  Numeric data representation and number bases/Bits, 
bytes and words/Representation of nonnumeric data 
(character code, graphical data)
Beginning
•  Students will be able to convert (small) integers in 

base 10 representation into binary representation and 
the other way round.
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APPENDIX B: 
QUESTIONS FOR UNION FACULTY  

REGARDING COMPUTATIONAL USAGE  
AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS MINOR

1.  Are there elements of your curriculum that support or 
require the use of computation as a tool? These could be a 
single course, or across a series of courses.

2.  What role does computation or data analysis play in your 
discipline?

3.  What role does computation play in your research and 
teaching?

4.  What computation related skills would you like your 
students to have? What kind of computation related work 
do you want them to be able to do? What computation 
related credentials would it be useful for your students to 
have?

5.  Would it be useful for your students to take CSC-
103 Intro to Computational Science? How should we 
schedule it so that your students could take it? Where 
in their course sequence would it fit best? Would you 
consider requiring or strongly suggesting CSC-103 
Intro to Computational Science for students who work 
with you (including summer research students) or take 
your courses? Would you consider requiring or strongly 
suggesting it for all students in your major?

6.  After taking an intro, what’s the next level of computation 
related courses you would like to have available for your 
students? Some possibilities are visualization, modeling 
and simulation, data mining.

7.  Would you consider adding a computation track within 
your major?

8.  Would you like there to be a computational methods or 
computational science minor available for your students? 
At what point in their studies would students be likely 
to make the decision to pursue such a minor (over what 
time span would the complete set of courses have to be 
available?).

9.  Would it be worthwhile for your students to have 
exposure to an Excel boot camp? To basic Linux usage?

10.  Do you use Linux? If so, what would you like to see the 
college provide in terms of Linux support? If not, would 
you like to use Linux in the future and what would help 
you get there?

11.  (as needed) Would you like to see a digital media studies 
program at Union (umbrella over digital art, film studies, 
gaming)? Would you be interested in participating in such 
a program?

•  Students will be able to determine how many different 
values can be represented using a given number of 
bits.

•  Students will be able to explain how bits are grouped 
into bytes.

•  Students will be able to explain how bytes are used to 
encode characters.

9. Overview of operating systems

9.1 Role and purpose of the operating system
Beginning
•  Students will be aware that the operating system is 

software that is responsible for managing access to 
CPU time, memory and files.

10. Software tools and environments

10.1 Programming environments
Beginning
•  Students will be able to list the tasks (e.g., compile, 

run) that the programming environment they are 
using is doing for them.

•  Students will be aware that they could use a plain text 
editor to write their programs.

•  Students will have seen a program be compiled and 
run from the command line.

•  Students will be able to list the advantages of using a 
programming environment over a plain text editor.

11. Recursion

11.1 The concept of recursion/implementation of recursion
Developing
•  Students will be able to list the characteristics of a 

recursive solution.
•  Students will be able to formulate (in English) a 

recursive solution to a given problem.
Beginning
•  Students will be able to implement a recursive 

solution given a specification of the algorithm in 
English.

12. Social Context of computing

12.1 Introduction to the social implications of computing
Developing
•  Students will be able to list and explain several ways 

in which computing affects people’s lives (both 
positively and negatively).
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By Alan Labouseur, Shane Crumlish, Cassandra Graves, 
Melissa J. Iori, Gregory Miller, and Thomas J. Wojnar,
Marist College

The e-mail from the department chair was urgent. There 
were several graduate students with no classes to take. 

“Would somebody please run an independent study?” she 
asked. The semester was already a few days old. Alan had to 
strike fast. “I’m in,” he wrote, “I’ll put them to work on my 
graph database research.” With that, Alan and his new team, 
which would become known as the G-stars, began a two-
semester adventure in graph databases, distributed systems, 
and software development that resulted in more than 8,000 
lines of code over 520 Git commits. This is their story.

Some key contributions of this story include the following:
•  The authors discuss a large, independent study software 

development project in the new and original context of 
graph processing and analytics.

•  They tell the story of successful full stack development 
using, at the time of this writing, cutting-edge hybrid 
application development tools. 

•  The authors show an example of large-scale application 
development that educators can use to send a message to 
their own students: “It can be done. Here’s what they did, 
why they did it, and how they accomplished it.”

•  They note some current best practices for bleeding-edge 
software architecture in a modern, blended software 
development environment, using many of the tools 
commonly found in industry today, at the same time 
documenting a practical experience that’s day-one 
applicable in our students’ post-college careers. If we are 
to balance theory and practice, projects like this make for 
great practice.

BACKGROUND

THE PROBLEM
We are awash in a daily deluge of data, much of which looks like 
a network or which a network can model. These networks are 
constantly growing with ever more products, services, messag-
es, and transactions. They are constantly changing with con-
nections added, removed, and modified all the time. In domains 
as diverse as marketing, transportation, pharmacology, com-
munication, finance and others, real-world networks tend to 
be large (big data) and dynamic, evolving over time (long data). 
Piling up data is easy. Gaining insight from the data pile is hard. 
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Q: How do we gain insight from large, 
evolving networks? 
A: Treat them like dynamic graphs.

Modeling network evolution as a series of 
graphs—whose vertices represent entities and 
edges represent relationships between enti-
ties—allows us to capture network evolution 
as a series of graph snapshots, each represent-
ing the network at a different point in time. 

Most of today’s graph systems store and 
analyze only one graph at a time, unable to 
handle efficiently the complexity and subtlety 
inherent in dynamic graphs. Even the most 
modern of relational database systems (in-
cluding in-memory systems) cannot effective-
ly support analytics on large, evolving graphs 
because of the O(n2) nature of self-joins. Yet 
modern analytics on real-world data requires 
systems capable of storing and processing large 
series of graph snapshots. What can we do?

A PARTIAL SOLUTION
G* (pronounced “JEE-star”) is a distributed system for storing 
and processing series of graph snapshots [8]. G* compresses dy-
namic graph data based on commonalities among snapshots, 
providing deduplicated storage across multiple workers to 
save space. G* supports multiple cores for scale up and mul-
tiple servers for scale out. In this manner, I/O bound analytic 
tasks benefit from parallel reads and writes among workers. 
G* executes analytic queries on large graphs using distributed 
operators for parallel processing. It speeds up these queries by 
processing graph commonalities only once and sharing results 
across relevant graphs and workers. This architecture not only 
provides scalability, but since G* is not limited to processing 
only what is available in RAM, its analytic capabilities exceed 
those of systems constrained by what they can hold in memory. 

The G* engine works quite nicely [8,9] but, when we started 
this project, it was only accessible to end users through a text-
based command-line interface uninspiringly called “Terminal.” 
(See Figure 1.) We needed something better.

OUR CHALLENGE: THE REST OF THE SOLUTION
The text-based command line terminal worked, but it was “re-
search code” (i.e., utilitarian and somewhat unpleasant to use). 
We needed something less technical and more enjoyable to use 
in order to introduce the world to our dynamic graph database 
and encourage adoption. We needed something visual—some-
thing everybody could run on any system. Realizing that G* was 
only one part of an overall solution, we set out to develop G* 
Studio—an interactive environment for G* available as an em-
beddable component or as a complete application. Its features 
would include a syntax-highlighting graph editor and console, 
visualization tools, query and analysis tools, as well as configu-
ration analysis and management.

We also realized that G* Studio would need to be able to teach 
its users how it works. Further, although we did not see this at 
first, we soon learned, from external feedback, that in order for 
users to use G* Studio effectively, they would need to know about 
graph theory and graph databases, and why they are awesome. 

Finally, with what to do firmly in hand, we began to think about 
why we would be doing it. After some reflection, we agreed that 
full stack development experience is critical for success in our 
modern world and the Internet of Things. Just as balancing theory 
with practice is essential regardless of domain, we must embrace a 
range of software development talents suitable for modern appli-
cation development, from databases through servers to APIs and 
clients. Regardless of domain, responsibility for the entire stack is 
important. To that end, we decided that the students would 
•  make all front-, back-, and middle-end design choices (with 

guidance towards best practices)
•  Divide and conquer the work on their own
•  set and enforce their own source code style guidelines
•  have root access to the servers

Armed with unanimous buy-in on what to do and why we 
would be doing it, we began our software development journey 
by asking the next question: How would we do it?

GETTING STARTED
The first decisions we made about how to proceed focused on 
our development environment: hosting, source code control, and 
team collaboration. To avoid using our school’s inconveniently 
secure cloud—it’s really more of a bunker than a cloud—we chose 
to host our system on Amazon Web Services (AWS) [2] Elastic 
Compute Cloud (EC2). Amazon offers one year of free service, 
perfect for a two-semester project. We managed our source code 

Figure 1: G* Terminal
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ity without spending significant time on “plumbing.” Further, 
the responsive design features of Bootstrap moved us towards  
having a mobile browser app with no additional effort. (Adding 
a library like jQuery Mobile would get us the rest of the way 
there.) Experience with these tools makes for excellent additions 
to our students’ resumes, since industry uses them routinely.

Another note from the professor—Projects extending 
more than a single semester also make wonderful additions 
to students’ resumes. They get to brag about exercising their 
vital software development powers in projects affording 
them scope beyond in-class assignments. If their projects 
involve shiny terms like API development, graph databases, 
and analytics, so much the better. Throw in some distributed 
systems—as they are everywhere today and experience with 
solving common distributed systems problems is great—with 
a dash of popular tools like Git and Slack, and our students 
will have a fine resume replete with valuable experience by 
the time they are done with us. Stories like this one, where 
students learn hard and soft skills that enhance their career 
prospects after graduation, make for great answers to parents 
asking about educational ROI.

with Git and stored it in the cloud on GitHub [5]. We would all 
develop locally, commit our code and push it to Git, and then 
deploy to our EC2 instance in the cloud. We used Slack [12] for 
team collaboration in addition to our weekly in-person meetings.

A note from the professor—Many students are beset with 
anxiety on two fronts when starting out with source code 
control. One challenge comes from their not understanding 
the technical details of how it works, what it does, and where 
it’s stored. (Thankfully, everyone seems to understand why we 
need it.) Teaching our students how it works and what it does 
and where it’s stored easily remedied this problem. The second 
source of anxiety is far more pernicious. It’s social anxiety 
stemming from fear of “breaking it.” (See sidebar.) While there 
tends to be considerable pressure to avoid “breaking the build” 
with untested code (another thing that’s easy to fix by teaching 
our students about testing and continuous integration), the 
real problem is the students’ fear of corrupting other people’s 
code by somehow misusing source code control. They worry 
about overwriting others’ code, accidentally reverting the 
repository to an earlier state, or somehow losing code. These 
fears are not without merit. Git, for example, is complex to say 
the least. There is “pull” and “fetch,” which sound the same but 
are actually different. There’s “update” which does not. And 
what the heck is “rebase?” (I’m still not sure, but I know it’s 
not “reset.”) As my students note in the sidebar, having the 
team work together in person, experimenting as a group with 
adding, committing, pushing, and pulling code may relieve 
this anxiety thanks to the technical knowledge they share and 
the social experience of having safely done it together.

Our next decision involved the target platform. After briefly 
considering building native mobile and tablet apps for iOS and 
Android, we quickly decided that the best way for us to imple-
ment a visual environment capable of running on any system 
would be to take advantage of the HTML Document Object 
Model (DOM) and JavaScript execution environment present 
in all web browsers. 

Having chosen a web-based interactive environment for  
G* Studio, we set out to tackle a few more fundamental issues 
such as look and feel, tools for building browser-based applications 
(once called “Rich Internet Apps,” today called “apps”), and how to 
communicate with the G* database from inside the browser. 

For look and feel, we took inspiration from R Studio [11] and 
a few browser-based operating systems projects [13] that other 
students had recently written. Both R Studio and those operat-
ing systems provide a lot of information about complex systems 
in user-friendly ways.

We decided to adopt three currently standard tools for build-
ing browser-based applications: (1) the Bootstrap GUI frame-
work for responsive page layout, typography, and user interac-
tion [3]; (2) the jQuery JavaScript library for DOM manipulation 
and AJAX/JSON functionality [6]; and (3) the D3 JavaScript vi-
sualization library for drawing graphs and charts [4]. Using these 
common tools allowed us to focus our development efforts on 
building valuable application-specific user-facing functional-

STUDENT STORY: SCARED TO GIT

I was scared to use Git, even though the point of Git should 
have been to make me feel better about the safety of the 
code. I made it through a class requiring that I use Git 
myself, minimally committing changes to GitHub while 
trying to “commit early and commit often” as the semester 
progressed. In my last year at school I became a member 
of the G-stars. The professor wanted source control, which 
was smart and useful, as we had several developers working 
together. But I had never contributed to code like that in 
any of my previous projects. So I was back to feeling like I 
had before, practically back to “How do I GitHub?” Luckily I 
had smart, supportive teammates who helped me get up to 
speed with Git and GitHub, but I was still scared of com-
mitting my own code. I’d send my code to teammates and 
they’d add it into theirs in their next commit. I did that until 
my professor called me out for not committing. I explained 
that I didn’t want to mess anything up, but that didn’t fly, 
and by the end of that meeting, I felt the same as I did when 
I first ever tried using GitHub. So, I had the rest of the team 
practically hold my hand as they helped me walk through 
the process. I really didn’t want to let the team down, and 
they were all really supportive and patient with me and my 
timidness towards the idea. We went from the beginning to 
the end of a commit, and I felt much more confident about 
it. I didn’t break anything, and I even helped contribute 
towards the code-this time with my name on it!

1   Why REST? We like that REST is based on existing HTTP verbs and therefore requires 
no additional infrastructure. (We’re always seeking to minimize dependencies.) Its URL 
encoding scheme makes it universal to today’s internet. We considered XML for a few 
seconds, but immediately thought better of it.
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tions. Finding a willing audience was easy in our academic envi-
ronment, so we arranged demos for our faculty and dean. Also, 
any time someone from industry came on campus to speak to a 
class or present to a group we tried to show them our software. 
Several G* Studio features came from suggestions, questions, 
and discussions incorporating people outside of our school 
and outside of our field (professionals in finance, supply chain, 
pharmaceuticals, and more.) 

DEVELOPMENT
We separated our functionality/development milestones into 
three phases: Phase one, API request and response; phase two, 
GUI / web interface to the API; and phase three, additional 
features. We considered phases one and two as “need to have” 
features without which the project would fail. Phase three con-
sisted of “nice to have” features that made our system more 
powerful and easier to use.

PHASE ONE: 
API REQUEST AND RESPONSE
The first task we tackled was developing simple request- 
response connectivity, sending browser-based REST requests 
to our server-based graph database and getting JSON responses  
from our server back to the browser. Once we integrated 
NanoHTTPD and verified that we could indeed interact with it 
from the browser, we started developing APIrest (see Figure 2) 
by implementing elementary get3 commands such as version 
and time. These simple commands did not require any interac-
tion with the G* database and their JSON representation was 
quite simple.

We chose to design and implement a REST1 API to commu-
nicate with our graph database. It would be callable from the 
browser or any client with an internet connection via standard 
HTTP verbs. It would respond with objects in JavaScript Object 
Notation (JSON). To that end, we quickly discovered the utility of 
JSONLint [7], a JSON validator that helped us debug our API re-
sponses. Since REST uses HTTP verbs, we would need an HTTP 
server to implement our API. Enamored of the KISS principle, 
and wanting a modular, testable solution with as few dependen-
cies as possible, we chose to forego bulky middleware like JBoss, 
WebSphere, and (the accursed) Struts in favor NanoHTTPD 
[10], a tiny, embeddable HTTP server written in Java.

<aside>
We can hear you asking, “Wait… what? Why use NanoHTTPD 
instead of something standard and easy like PHP or 
Python?” We thought of that. But G* is written in Java. 
Our core API functionality needed to be tightly coupled 
with the G* engine so it could call G*’s graph management 
and analytic routines. Since we were trying to minimize 
dependencies (always a best practice) we took a dim view 
of building our system around heavyweight Java containers 
like Tomcat, JBoss, WebLogic, WebSphere, etc. because 
bridging the server environment of PHP or Python to G*’s 
Java environment would be a problem. While there exist 
PHP/Java integration bridges (the accurately named and 
open source php-java-bridge and Zend, for example), they 
typically require Java application containers (Tomcat 
and WebLogic, respectively) to work. Having decided to 
forego heavyweight dependencies like those introduced 
by Java containers and application servers, integration 
with Python or PHP became untenable. We needed something 
lightweight and with no dependencies other than a JAR. 
Enter NanoHTTPD.

</aside>

We separated the core of our API from its REST and JSON 
implementation. This internal separation of the core API and 
the REST (of the) API makes our solution both modular and 
extensible. The core API (called, appropriately enough, APIcore) 
is responsible for “tactics” in that it has to figure out how to get 
results by making calls into G*’s database internals and returning 
those results in raw strings. APIrest is responsible for “strategy” 
in that it receives requests for what to do from the browser via 
HTTP, calls the appropriate routine in APIcore, and then takes 
the resulting raw strings2 from APIcore and builds the JSON re-
sponse returned to the browser. If, in the future, we wanted to 
implement an XML API (or any other form of API) we could 
implement XML-returning “strategy” code while leaving the 
APIcore “tactics” untouched. Figure 2 shows this architecture.

DEVELOPMENT AND DEMOS
Avoiding embarrassment is a great motivator. And that’s why 
demonstrations make great development milestones. The first 
thing we did was set up a calendar of important dates that in-
cluded functionality/development milestones and demonstra-

2   In this context, “raw” strings are minimally formatted or un-formatted strings. They 
are not JSON. They are not XML. They are just packed arrays of (raw) character data.

3   This is the HTTP verb GET, which requests data from a server. The POST verb, which 
we’ll use later, submits data.

Figure 2: Architecture
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With API request and response finally working, we moved 
on to phase two.

PHASE TWO:  
GUI/WEB INTERFACE TO THE API 
Pablo Picasso might have once mentioned that, “Good artists 
copy; great artists steal.” (Definitive attribution of this is difficult 
to find.) One of our early design decisions was to copy steal R 
Studio’s layout. While we certainly did not (and do not) consider 
ourselves great artists, we recognized in R Studio what so many 
others have: it provides the concise power of a command line in-
terface while simultaneously presenting an easy-to-use interac-
tive graphical environment. Where it provides an R language ed-
itor, we provide our graph language editor. Where it provides an 
interactive console to the R engine, we provide our interactive 
console to the G* engine. Where it provides a plotter for charts 
and graphs, we provide a visualizer for graphs and charts. There 
are even similarities in our help system and tutorials. Using the 
responsive grid layout tools provided by Bootstrap, we struc-
tured our R Studio–inspired web app around a graph editor, a 
graph console, a visualizer, and a tabbed help/tutorial/log panel. 

For the graph editor we used ACE [1], an open source high per-
formance code editor for the web. By embedding an ACE instance 
in a Bootstrap well contained in a (grid) row (the well in the row 
effectively becoming a container), we were able to provide text 
editing functionality, including syntax highlighting, without rein-
venting a code-editor ourselves. Implementing syntax highlighting 
for our custom grammar was not as easy as the examples on the 
ACE web site might have led us to believe. Eventually, we found 
that modifying the LISP definition file (mode-LISP.js) for our own 
syntax was an efficient way to bypass the brain damage of manual 
configuration from scratch. In hindsight, we would also recom-
mend using the “Ace Mode Creator” utility on their web site.

A note from one of the G-stars—For me, the most chal-
lenging part of the project was dealing with the libraries we 
used for different functions of the user interface. D3 and the 
Ace editor provided countless hours of frustration and stress 
as we tried to work through the limited, vague, or wrong 
documentation, misleading tutorials, or just broken func-
tionality. It should have been enough to drive most people 
crazy and just give up, but we stuck with it and somehow we 
were always able to overcome the issues we faced.

Once we got good at it, ACE became the basis for our graph 
console as well. We wrote a special key-handling function to 
process the home, end, arrow, and backspace keys in order to 
implement the prompt, command history and recall, and other 
behaviors necessary to provide the interactive, line-by-line ex-
perience of the console as opposed to the page-based experience 
of the editor. To do this, we assigned our special key-handling 
function to the ACE instance’s keyBinding.onCommandKey event 
and processed keystrokes according to their keycode parameters.

At this point, the user interaction flows as follows: A user 
enters one or more graph commands in the editor and clicks/
touches the execute button; or they enter one command in the 

get Request: http://ec2-gstar.amazonaws.com:8080/version

JSON Response: { “version” : “42.007.2112.8675309” }

After debugging our API responses—with help from JSON-
Lint—we moved on to the logging module. At first, we recorded 
server-side activity in a text file that we would tail so we could 
monitor it. Later, in phase three, we incorporated logging to a 
relational database via ODBC.

Once we had server-side logging and our request–response 
cycle working, we began implementing a few “informational” 
graph commands (get graphs, get vertices, get edges) by de-
veloping APIcore, which is tightly coupled with G*’s database 
internals. (See Figure 2). This required that we parse GET re-
quests in APIrest and call the appropriate routine in APIcore, 
which in turn would call the appropriate routine(s) in G* and 
return the results to APIrest as a raw string for formatting into 
the JSON response to the browser. We verified these web-based 
results against those from our Terminal (see Figure 1).

get Request: http://ec2-gstar.amazonaws.com:8080/graphs

JSON Response: [{“graph” : “0.0”, “vertices” : 2, “edges” : 1},
 {“graph” : “1.0”, “vertices” : 4, “edges” : 2}]

With a few graph information commands implemented, we 
spent the final part of our initial phase implementing graph cre-
ation in the API via HTTP POST commands. Once again, we 
added to APIrest for the “strategy” (what to do) and APIcore for 
the “tactics” (how to do it). And, again, we verified our API-
based results against those from our Terminal.

post Request: http://ec2-gstar.amazonaws.com:8080/graphs/5

JSON Response: {“message”:“New graph 5.0 was created.”}
 status: success

We ran into some problems where the browser would block 
our request-response round trips due to cross-origin POST restric-
tions. This surprised us because both our browser-based client and 
our Java-based server were running on the same IP address both lo-
cally and on EC2. But the client app runs on port 80 while our serv-
er listens on port 8080. Much to our surprise, we learned that using 
different ports—even on the same IP address—is enough to trigger 
cross-origin security precautions implemented by most modern 
browsers. To avoid this, we added an OPTIONS request before 
every POST to permit the next cross-origin request by telling the 
browser to allow GET, POST, PUT, DELETE, and OPTIONS oper-
ations by including the following in the OPTIONS response:

options Response: 200 OK
 Allow: GET,POST,PUT,DELETE,OPTIONS

We also added three “Access-Control-Allow” headers to all 
responses:

Access-Control-Allow-Methods, DELETE, GET, POST, PUT, OPTIONS
Access-Control-Allow-Origin, *
Access-Control-Allow-Headers, X-Requested-With, Content-Type

http://mags.acm.org/inroads/june_2016/TrackLink.action?pageName=62&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2Fec2-gstar.amazonaws.com
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the editor and console have been waiting for the next command. 
Once we had our graph editor and graph console working, 

we began testing G* functionality via the GUI. We verified the 
responses in the GUI against the results of the same commands 
on the same graphs executed in Terminal. When all was looking 
good, we turned our attention to the visualizer.

After considering several JavaScript visualization libraries, 
we chose to implement our visualizer with D3, specifically its 
force-directed graph. The D3 web site had some helpful exam-
ples, one of which was a graph of character co-occurrence in 
Les Misérables, which was very similar to the kind of graph we 
wanted to show. Some of the challenges in getting D3 integrat-
ed into our visualizer involved getting the z-index right for the 
multiple overlays that comprise the visualizer display, figuring 
out how to use DOM selectors to access and modify the SVG 
graphic objects D3 painted, and keeping D3’s many global vari-
ables properly updated with our (more modular) state.

We once again turned to Bootstrap for the tabbed help/tuto-
rial/log panel, using its nav-tabs class with divs as wells (some 
of which contained an iframe) for each tab. 

With all the pieces of our GUI / web interface in place (see 
Figure 3), we noticed that we rarely used the API any more. 
In fact, we sometimes forgot to update the server-side API 
help and documentation after adding new client functionality  
because the GUI was so pleasant to use and working so well.

console followed by the enter key. JavaScript functions parse 
the command(s) “behind” the GUI using regular expression pat-
tern matching. Each command is processed with two functions, 
the first doing error checking and reporting, the second imple-
menting the command actions. (We split this code to improve 
readability and reusability.) Then, each command is checked for 
whether or not the user supplied a graph ID. If so, it is used. If 
not, the current graph ID (tracked by the GUI) is used unless 
there is none (because of a cold start or browser refresh), in which 
case an error is reported. If all goes well, the REST API request 
URL is created, typically get or post. (put and delete are oth-
er possibilities in REST but we have not yet made use of those 
HTTP verbs.) One of two jQuery functions (.getJSON for get or  
.ajax for post) send the REST requests to the server. At this 
point, the server receives the browser requests in APIrest where 
it decodes the request and calls the appropriate routine in API-
core. APIcore uses G* internals to execute the command actions 
and collect the results, which are returned to APIrest as a raw 
string (or possibly a list or a set of raw strings). APIrest formats 
the data from APIcore as JSON and sends it to the browser. These 
responses from the server trigger a JavaScript callback function 
that examines the status (200 is success, others less so) and the 
data (the JSON object, one hopes). If all is good, the JSON re-
sponses are instantiated as JavaScript objects, formatted, and dis-
played in the GUI’s console, visualizer, or data panel. Meanwhile, 

Figure 3: G* Studio
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graph consisting of four consecutive snapshots. Now, all the 
user needed to do to create any of these graphs was to select 
one from the menu in the graph editor and execute it. The com-
mands are all synchronously piped to the console and the graph 
is created. With the success of pre-loaded common graphs, we 
quickly realized that we could pre-load some common graph 
queries as well: degree distribution, top-k vertices by total 
degree, and trends of rising or falling stars across contiguous 
graph snapshot pairs by total degree centrality. 

One more note from the professor—Anytime we can work 
into a practical project material that’s primarily theoretical—
graph theory in this case—we win. Talking about teaching a 
balance of theory and practice is fine, in theory. Demonstrat-
ing it in practice, like this, is great.

Finally, as our use cases and examples became more complex 
and more apropos of the “real world,” we found ourselves want-
ing more features. We enhanced our visualizer to show 1-hop, 
2-hop, and 3-hop influence from any vertex in the graph by col-
oring the vertices. (Note the green vertices of 1-hop influence 
from the red vertex shown in the graph visualized in Figure 3.) 
We also implemented the ability to update vertices and edges 
(rather than just adding new ones), setting and getting arbitrary 
attributes (as strings) on vertices and edges, and easy graph clon-
ing (for those evolutionary graph snapshot examples). On the 
systems management side, we implemented a new visualizer 
pane to show master and worker configuration hardware details 
(and IP addresses) for configuration analysis and (eventually) 
management. While designing, developing, testing, and integrat-
ing those features into our system, some of us got mischievous4 
and implemented hidden features. While the non-mischievous 
team member was fighting Heisenbugs by implementing a facil-
ity to force checkpoints in the storage manager components of 
the underlying distributed database, others implemented “festive 
mode,” the details of which are highly classified.5

We tracked our progress by looking at our Git commits over 
two semesters in time and three phases of development. In the 
commit chart for the backend G* database code (see Figure 5) 
we can see the initial commit in September followed by many 
commits in October and November as we developed APIcore 
and APIrest in phase one. The addition of new features once the 
initial version of G* Studio was working (phase three) caused 
the bump in February. In contrast, the commit chart for G* Stu-
dio (see Figure 6) shows most of the work in February through 
April, when we developed most of G* Studio (phases two and 
three), having put together only a minimally viable version by 
the previous December.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Armed with a full-featured graph database and our brand new 
interactive GUI with which to show it off, we set out to spread 
the word about graphs and graph databases. As previously 

PHASE THREE: 
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
With the system architecture done and the basic GUI complete, 
our “need to have” features were in place, and we turned our 
attention to teaching our users about graphs, graph databases, 
their awesomeness, and how to use G* Studio. In the process of 
doing this we added some other “nice to have” features to make 
our system even more powerful and easy to use.

We developed an interactive tutorial (see Figure 4 for a tiny 
part of it) that teaches the user about graphs and graph data-
bases. It also shows them how to use G* Studio. After starting 
out with a little bit of graph theory, the tutorial walks the user 
through various GUI elements and features of G* Studio (see 
Figure 3). We made the tutorial interactive within the GUI. This 
was easy with the tutorial embedded inside the GUI and both 
written in JavaScript, so simple messaging and event processing 
worked quite well to integrate the two. In that sense, rather than 
being a passive learning “read about it” experience, our tutorial is 
very much an active learning “try it and see” experience. As the 
user interacts with the tutorial the results are presented (as new 
graphs, drawings, queries, etc.) in G* Studio itself. 

Once users have gone through the interactive tutorial once 
or twice, all they really need from that point on is a standard 
help facility of reminders and command shortcuts. So we built 
one. Like our tutorial, it is also interactive with the GUI. 

Developing the tutorial with an eye towards teaching users 
about graphs and graph databases caused us to think about il-
lustrative use cases. To facilitate graph theory education, we 
pre-loaded several common graph definitions and use cas-
es inside the graph editor, including 8-vertex full, 32-vertex 
ring, 32-vertex bipartite, 63-vertex binary tree, 64-vertex star, 
64-vertex Erdős-Rényi random, and an incrementally-evolving 

Figure 4: Interactive Tutorial

4   The mischievous “us” refers to graduate students, of course.
5   Like Portal’s cake, this too is a lie.
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project gave me experience that I’m us-
ing each day at work. The camaraderie 
we shared between work and play was 
an experience I will miss and treasure 
forever. We may have all moved away 
from each other for now, but I hope for 
the day when we are all back in the Nor-
ton room at Marist, working through the 
twilight hours together again. 

Thomas: Just the idea of working on 
something from scratch, but at the same 
time, being on a team, was an amazing 
experience. Instead of just contributing 
to a pre-existing code base, we were 
designing things how we wanted (with 
some set goals and basic parameters). 
Though we regretted some of our choic-
es later on down the road, that is part of 
the learning experience. As a team, we 
were successful. There were definitely 

frustrating moments, whether from APIs that lacked correct 
documentation or libraries that seemed to work primarily on 
magic. That said, this project still contains some harnessed 
magic, and that would not have been possible without the 
team and our working relationship. We spent many long nights 
trying to make everything perfect, and though there is always 
more work that can be done, I do not regret a single second 
of it. This is my favorite project I have ever been a part of, and 
easily the best team.

Shane: Initially, my biggest fear about this project was the 
scale. After our professor described the project to the team for 
the first time, it seemed like a massive undertaking and I know 
I wasn’t alone in having no idea where to start. I had never 
worked on such a large project with so many integrated parts 
and features. Many of the GUI features we talked about imple-
menting were very complex and required the use of pre-exist-
ing libraries, most of which I had never heard of. However, as 
we started to progress, we quickly realized how prepared we 
were for such a challenge. 

CONCLUSION
Projects like this allow students to take a longish view of deci-
sion-making, implementation, and maintenance/enhancement. 
This was a two-semester project and the students experienced 
first-hand the impact of their own earlier decisions such as 
•  choosing NanoHTTPD over a heavyweight application 

server or container, 
•  deciding on JSON as a response protocol instead of XML, 
•  selecting D3 as our visualization library instead of writing 

the graphics code from scratch or adopting a different 
library (like Sigma.js or Arbor.js). 

Our early decision to have the students to make front-, back, 
and middle-end design choices turned out very well. There were 

mentioned, demonstrations are wonderful motivators. We al-
ways pushed ourselves to sprint to the next demo date, lest we 
be embarrassed. In addition to driving development, perhaps 
the biggest benefit of our many demonstrations was that they 
conveyed to people who do not live and breathe graph theory 
and distributed systems what a graph is, what a graph database 
does, how various enterprises can use them, and why using 
them can be both interesting and beneficial. Repeatedly put-
ting these technical concepts in lay terms greatly improved our 
thinking and helped to shape and enhance G* Studio.

In addition to showing G* Studio to our student and faculty 
peers, we invited many people from many industries to see it. In 
every case we heard new ideas, were asked new questions, and 
talked about new scenarios in areas as diverse as marketing, 
transportation, pharmacology, communication, finance and 
more. This too helped to clarify our thinking and sharpen many 
aspects of G* Studio.

THE G-STARS REFLECT
Gregory: What made the project so great? We created it from 
scratch and got to make all the decisions as a group. Sure, our 
professor led some of the decision-making, partially from his ex-
perience and knowledge, and partially because it was using his 
research. Even with that, most of the design and decision-making 
was still a discussion, something I was not used to in school. To 
me, it was amazing to have these discussions then actually build 
something from the ground up, something that is cutting-edge. I 
knew that we were doing something that many people will nev-
er get to experience in school. It also exposed me to developing 
things that I never even heard of before. I loved learning REST 
and programming things that I know I would have never done 
until maybe having to do them for a job someday. 

Cassie: I owe everything to this team. I really enjoyed meet-
ing up with and doing work with the team. Collaborating on this 

Figure 5: G* database commits

Figure 6: G* Studio commits
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(for better or worse), they are no substitute for in-person 
meetings. In-person teamwork promotes a sense of 
community, shared experience, and harnesses the comfort 
offered by safety in numbers to help mitigate Git shyness 
and other commitment issues.

•  Enforce disciplined source code style.
•  Promote disciplined procedures for source code control: 

Pull the new code before you begin working each time. 
As you work, commit early and often, with descriptive 
commit messages. Commit and push from time to time as 
you work, and always when you’re finished for that session. 
Discuss any merge conflicts with the team either in person 
or on Slack so they can be resolved quickly.

•  The value of buy-in and fun cannot be overstated, especially 
fun. Remember to mix work and play. The more everyone 
enjoys it, the better the results. So please, embrace 
mischievousness6 and join the fun.  
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some mistakes made along the way, but mistakes that don’t kill 
you are excellent teachers, even (especially?) if remedying them 
is painful. 

Putting the students in charge of dividing the work on their 
own also worked well. They arranged themselves into natural 
and efficient teams. Certainly, the fact that they were graduate 
students at the end of their college careers helped this. Less ex-
perienced students might not be as successful in this area.

Letting the students set and enforce their own source code 
style guidelines was a mistake. They never managed to agree on 
a consistent style, in spite of the professor telling (or yelling at) 
them that being consistent is more important than the details 
of the style. This resulted in time wasted on code reformatting. 
Considering the fact that industry tends to enforce code style 
strictly, we should have imposed a strict style for this project.

Giving students root access to the servers was great. It set up 
a situation engendering personal responsibility, peer pressure, 
and trust, all at the same time. Trusted with root access, the 
students were empowered to fix anything and everything they 
broke when (not if ) they deployed bad code, and to do so before 
anyone noticed, lest they risk the wrath of their peers.

Some of the strongest learning outcomes came from using 
new technologies, experiencing the value (and, at times, valor) of 
teamwork, and end-user focused development in a hard-core CS 
class. Many times, the analysis and design parts of a CS or soft-
ware development curriculum are isolated from implementation 
courses. (There are many reasons for that, and not all of them 
bad.) It’s one thing for the analysis for students to produce pretty 
diagrams or useless UML. It’s quite another to actually write the 
code to implement those designs and make it work. That lends a 
new and valuable perspective to the entire enterprise.

PARTING THOUGHTS: 
•  Separate strategy from tactics.
•  Minimize dependencies.
•  Divide features into “need to have” and “nice to have.”
•  Demonstrations make great development milestones.
•  Let (or make) the students make decisions and then make 

(or let) them live with the consequences.
•  Watch out for cross-site scripting security exceptions. They 

are really annoying, and relentless. 
•  Never underestimate the necessity of consistent JSON 

formatting. 
•  Be sure to put delimiters on your regular expressions, lest 

they match too much. 
•  Be careful with the HTML z-index attribute. 
•  The documentation for third party libraries is rarely as good 

as you wish it were. Sometimes they seem to rely on magic, 
which can be troublesome to harness.

•  You and your student developers are too close to the project 
to see the proverbial forest for the equally proverbial trees. 
Seek outside critique from external stakeholders early and 
often.

•  While tools like GitHub and Slack promote collaboration, 
teamwork, and working at all hours of the day and night 

6   Okay, so Festive Mode is not highly classified. It’s seasonal icons (hearts, snowflakes, 
graduation caps) and random silliness (companion cubes, fire).
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and Deborah Trytten, University of Oklahoma

This experiential paper focuses on CodeLab, a tool for 
improving student learning in CS1. We introduce 

the basic features of CodeLab, both from the student 
and instructor side, discuss the use of CodeLab at two 
different types of institutions, and compare CodeLab to 
other interactive programming tutor products (CodingBat, 
Problets, zyBooks, and Python Tutor) that we have used in 
the last academic year.

Students in introductory computer science (CS) courses (e.g., 
CS1) need to master multiple kinds of new material. They are 
learning new concepts about computer science, problem solving, 
and modes of thinking. At the same time, they are trying to mas-
ter new skills within the context of the programming language 
chosen for the course. In the past, the instructor was responsible 
for developing exercises and pedagogic approaches that ensure 
students gained the necessary facility in syntax and semantics 
of individual language elements. This then made it possible for 
students to progress to harder problems, the solution of which 
require the combination of multiple language elements.

Today there are numerous tools available that take some of 
the burden off the instructor, providing mechanisms for pro-
gramming practice and skills assessment and reinforcement. 
Reducing these burdens while still providing students with suf-
ficient practice to excel in programming is essential as CS en-
rollments, and often class sizes, grow. In this paper we focus on 
one particular tool, CodeLab, by Turing’s Craft. CodeLab was 
first offered commercially in 2002, billed as a “web-based in-
teractive programming exercise system for intro programming 
classes.” [30] CodeLab is now available for Python, Java, C++, 
C, C#, JavaScript, VB, and SQL. This system was initially pub-

lished as Web To Teach and Web To Test [2,3]. The underlying 
technology has been patented [1]. Both authors use CodeLab in 
our courses, although we teach at very different types of insti-
tutions. Neither of us has any connection to Turing’s Craft and 
CodeLab, other than being satisfied long time customers.

We first discuss the tool in more depth, focused on student 
use and instructor use. We then discuss institutional differences 
and the context in which we each use CodeLab, following that 
with a comparison of CodeLab to other products we have used 
that support learning in introductory CS courses. And we end 
with a discussion of advantages and disadvantages of CodeLab 
not already addressed in the student and instructor sections. 

HOW STUDENTS USE CODELAB
Students using CodeLab are assigned programming exercises. 
The exercises are organized by the instructor in whatever order 
is most useful for their particular course. A typical organization 
is shown in Figure 1.

Each exercise requires that the student write an expression, 
a statement, a code fragment, a method, or a program. Some 
exercises have very short answers, especially those that are used 
early in the course. A typical example is shown in Figure 2.

Any solution that is correct is accepted, even ones that are 
atypical, as shown in Figure 3.

Even answers that are truly unconventional, as shown in Fig-
ure 4, are given full credit. This is particularly good for students 
who may be more advanced and want to amuse themselves 
with challenges similar to obfuscated C contests [4].

Syntax errors are identified using standard compiler error 
messages. There are explanatory links that help students under-
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substring operator has two arguments separated by a comma, is less 
helpful. The advice to use public is not particularly helpful.

The test case table that is available when the student solution 
is incorrect is shown in Figure 6. This table always shows at least 
one failed test case. The table does not usually show all test cases 
that CodeLab employs for a particular problem. Showing only a 
subset of the test cases may be beneficial since it forces students 

stand more cryptic compiler error messages. Semantic errors 
(such as omitting the if statement above) result in advice fol-
lowed by a list of problems that are detected, as shown in Figure 5.  
Students can return to previous versions of their work.

The advice is generally, although not always, helpful. For example, 
the advice above to use the indexOf method is likely to help students 
reach a solution. The advice to use a comma, while correct since the 

Figure 1: The Table of Contents organizes the exercises. The numbers 
on the right of the figure represent the number of exercises assigned in 
the section. The section Relations and Conditions is currently selected. 
©Turing’s Craft, Inc.

Figure 2: The CodeLab workbench allows students to practice 
programming. ©Turing’s Craft, Inc.

Figure 3: A less typical answer to the problem in Figure 2. © Turing’s Craft, Inc.

Figure 4: An unconventional answer to the 
problem from Figure 2. ©Turing’s Craft, Inc.

Figure 5: Semantic errors produce helpful messages, show exceptions that 
occur, and provide access to a table with some test cases. ©Turing’s Craft, Inc.

Figure 6: Test cases for the error that resulted from removing the if statement from Figure 4. ©Turing’s Craft, Inc.
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For each exercise, as shown in Figure 8, the instructor choos-
es the date the exercise is visible to students, the date the exer-
cise is due, the date the solution is visible, and the date the exer-
cise freezes (becomes unresponsive to students). These options 
allow instructors to choose configurations that suit their course 
design. As an example, Trytten makes all exercises visible on 
the first day of the semester, makes solutions visible after the 
due date, and does not freeze exercises. Barr makes exercises 
visible in the beginning of the week in which the related mate-
rial will be covered, makes solutions visible after the due date, 
and does not freeze exercises.

Instructors can view overall student progress through the 
roster and, by selecting an exercise or group of exercises in the 
table of contents, it is possible to see which students have com-
pleted an exercise before or after the assignment deadline. The 
instructor can also see whether or not a student came up with 
a correct answer, and can click directly to a student’s answer for 
a particular exercise. This feature is enormously helpful when a 
student emails to say he or she is having trouble with a particular 
CodeLab exercise. The roster can be displayed in many different 
ways, including by student name, by most or least correct exer-
cises, and so on. A not so typical roster [7] is shown in Figure 9.

The roster can be downloaded to a spreadsheet or emailed 
on demand. The data in the spreadsheet is sufficiently complete 
to allow virtually any systematic grading decision to be made. 
At the instructor’s specification, CodeLab can require students 
to enter their university supplied student identification number 
when they set up their account. This allows spreadsheets from 
CodeLab to upload into most course management systems. 
Teaching assistant accounts are created by the instructor.

Courses with multiple sections are implemented through an 
inheritance-like mechanism. There is a master course that can 
be edited to modify deadlines in all sections simultaneously, an 
essential feature for faculty who teach multiple sections.

Since CodeLab problems are static, over the years students 
have created websites of answers to enable plagiarism. Al-
though this labor is intensive, this type of plagiarism can be 
detected by viewing the number of attempts a student made to 
complete the exercise since having a first attempt consistently 
perfect would be unexpected. Students who plagiarize are likely 
to have their course grades suffer more from losing mastery of 
the material than they gain from gaining a few points on some 
performance metric by plagiarising [8].

to think about how they would test the code themselves.
Each exercise has a deadline that is set by the instructor. Af-

ter the deadline the instructor may choose to allow students to 
see solutions or not, as they prefer. Instructors may also choose 
to freeze exercises a choice that precludes students from work-
ing on them after the due date.

An especially useful feature of CodeLab is the glossary. Each 
of the underlined terms in the problem statement in Figure 2, 
is linked to a definition. The definition of “argument” is shown 
in Figure 7. This can help students learn the critical vocabulary 
necessary for success in programming. The underlined words 
in the definition link to other glossary definitions.

There are a variety of settings that students can use to cus-
tomize their view—for example, they can control autoindenta-
tion, syntax highlighting, and whether they wish the glossary to 
be visible or not.

HOW INSTRUCTORS USE CODELAB
CodeLab allows instructors to edit the organization and group 
the exercises to suit their specific course. This is done through 
the table of contents, shown in Figure 1. There are available pre-
made tables of contents that match many popular textbooks, 
saving the new adopter considerable time. The table of contents 
can also be rearranged to match the order in which an instruc-
tor covers material. A table of contents that is perfected one 
semester can be moved to the next semester’s CodeLab course 
instantiation by request. CodeLab has been bundled with text-
books from a number of publishers over the years, although 
bundling is not required. While many institutions discourage 
faculty from purchasing bundled materials on the grounds that 
publishers often use bundling as a way to deter used book sales 
that can cost students unnecessary money, bundling can be 
convenient for both students and faculty.

Figure 8: The instructor controls when exercises appear, are due, show a solution, and are no longer accessible to students. ©Turing’s Craft, Inc.

Figure 7: The glossary definition of argument. ©Turing’s Craft, Inc.
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The department has six distinct theme-based introductory 
courses (big data, robotics, game development, artificial in-
telligence, media computation, and engineering applications 
that is the only course taught in MatLab), all of which cover 
the same set of concepts and skills. In addition to computer 
science students, all engineering, managerial economics, and 
neuroscience majors are required to take introductory com-
puter science. There is no separate course for non-majors, and 
the introductory course attracts prospective majors and a wide 
range of non-major students from all four class years. On av-
erage, 62% of students in the introductory classes have never 
programmed before. Most members of the department teach 
the introductory course, and the only shared pedagogy is the 
use of a mix of lecture and active learning hands-on activities. 
The courses meet 50% more each week than traditional courses. 
Instead of a separate lab session, the extra time is integrated 
into the regular class sessions. Union has a student lab assistant 
in class, usually one day per week, to help during hands-on ac-
tivities, and all grading is done by the faculty instructor. Several 
faculty members have used CodeLab. 

University of Oklahoma’s (OU) CS department offers three 
different introductory courses, including a computational think-
ing course designed for general education, an introduction to 
programming (in C) designed for students who are neither CS 
nor computer engineering majors, and an introduction to pro-
gramming (in Java) for students who are CS or one of a handful 
of other majors, including computer engineering. CS has five 
different minors available that attract students from a wide va-
riety of majors. All five minors require the Java programming 
course. The Java class has separate sections for students with 
and without prior programming experience (inspired by Co-
hoon’s Tapestry Workshops [6]), and an internet-based course 
that has been offered both as an open MOOC and for cred-
it. The section for non-programmers has a two-hour required 
laboratory where the students perform pair programming with 
weekly projects. The section for students with prior program-
ming experience (programmers) is assigned the same projects, 
but without required laboratory time. The section for non-pro-
grammers typically has approximately twice as many students 
as the section for programmers. OU’s students are largely first-
year students, but there are some from other levels, including a 
small number of graduate students who are coming into either 
Computer Science or Data Science and Analytics from under-
graduate majors other that CS. CodeLab is used in the intro-
ductory C and Java courses. 

At Union, Codelab is used by some instructors only for 
active learning exercises during class, while other instructors 
assign CodeLab exercises for homework. In these latter cases, 
CodeLab effort typically counts as 5% of the course (the value 
used is percentage exercises correct out of all assigned). In both 
cases, problems that turn out to be challenging for a significant 
number of students will be reviewed in class. In-class use tends 
to be tightly tied to material that has just been presented, serv-
ing as an immediate reinforcement mechanism. In this way, stu-
dents can work on 5 to 10 problems, be introduced to the next 

The software has a variety of useful analytics available. A useful 
recent feature allows faculty to write their own static exercises. 
While writing exercises in this style and testing them rigorously 
is sufficiently labor intensive to be daunting, it is an option that 
could be used to implement course projects if desired. 

CODELAB IN PRACTICE
One of the virtues of CodeLab is its adaptability to a variety of 
classes and institutions. For example, we teach at very different 
types of institutions, as can be seen from Table 1. 

Union College (Union) offers 9 to 12 sections per year of 
introductory CS, with each section capped at 24 students. 

Figure 9: The roster shows student progress on selected exercises. 
Green checks mean that the exercise was completed successfully by the 
deadline. The yellow/red clocks mean that the exercise was completed 
after the deadline. The yellow clocks mean the exercise was not 
completed. ©Turing’s Craft, Inc.

Table 1: Characteristics of Union College (personal communication) 
and the University of Oklahoma [21].

Union College University of Oklahoma

Funding source Private Public

Carnegie Classification Baccalaureate 
College

Research University with 
very high research activity

Residency on campus Required Required for freshmen only

Number of Students 2,100 30,786

Number of Instructional Faculty 229 1,182

Number of CS Majors 77 393 (300 UG, 93 G)

Number of Faculty in CS 6 14

Term length 10 weeks 16 weeks

College for CS No separate 
academic unit Engineering
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CodingBat [25] is a free website used to practice coding [26]. 
It is similar to CodeLab in that it uses evaluation of test cases to 
determine whether student code meets or fails to meet the prob-
lem specification. As a general rule, CodingBat exercises tend to 
have less backstory and more tricky edge and corner cases than 
CodeLab exercises. CodingBat exercises are all designed as meth-
ods, and hence cannot be used before methods have been intro-
duced. An especially nice feature of CodingBat is the progress 
graph that shows the number of test cases each student’s code has 
passed with subsequent submissions to the same problem over 
time, as shown below in Figure 10. Since CodingBat, like CodeLab, 
is vulnerable to plagiarism from student-created websites with an-
swers, progress graphs provide a mechanism to detect cheating. 
Students who enter copied code will be successful immediately 
and repeatedly, unlike students who perform the work themselves.

Grading CodingBat is frustrating. Account setup requires only 
an email address. This makes it possible for students to leave out 
critical information, like student names and university ID num-
bers. Students share their work with a teacher’s email address as a 
hidden setup preference. In the gradebook, student work on prob-
lems appears in table format and must be cut and pasted into Excel 
for processing. Enforcing deadlines is a time consuming manual 
process. In addition students can complete exercises without log-
ging into their account, causing them to lose credit for work they 
have completed. To allow teaching assistants and faculty to down-
load grades, an account and password must be shared. Password 
sharing is against the IT policies at many universities.

aspect of a topic, and then work on another 5 to 10 problems. 
Some instructors also utilize additional programming support 
tools in their courses, most commonly PythonTutor [13] and 
zyBook [32] online textbooks. The department has been paying 
for CodeLab access for all students, but will be unlikely to con-
tinue to do so as enrollments increase. 

At OU, CodeLab problems are assigned as homework for 
additional practice writing code fragments. CodeLab problems 
are integrated into the course management system (Janux) us-
ing links to exercises. Students are assigned a group of CodeLab 
exercises for each topic of the class. Early in the semester, there 
may be thirty or more simple exercises assigned for a single 
class day. As the semester continues, the number of exercises 
decreases while the complexity of the code increases. Students 
are generally given two or three days to complete the assigned 
exercises. Grading is based on whether students complete the 
exercises correctly before the deadline. CodeLab grades are 
combined with grades for other interactive programming tu-
tors that are used in class (Problets [15], and CodingBat [25]) 
to make up 10% of the course grade, although the majority of 
the points come from CodeLab. The zyBook interactive text-
book is used prior to topical coverage in class and makes up 
5% of the course grade. The use of multiple interactive tutoring 
systems does not seem to confuse students. At OU students 
are required to pay for CodeLab access. If someone fails to pur-
chase the software, they receive no credit for that portion of the 
grade. This has been a problem only on rare occasions, usually 
with students of limited financial means. OU has a program to 
provide scholarships for students who need tools they cannot 
afford for class, including CodeLab.

OTHER INTERACTIVE TOOLS FOR 
INTRODUCTORY PROGRAMMING COURSES
CodeLab is one of many interactive tools that can be used to sup-
port students as they learn to program. Both authors have used 
a number of other tools that are currently available yet we have 
restricted our analysis to tools that we have used in our courses 
within the last academic year. We chose this limitation because 
the practical difficulties that appear when integrating tools devel-
oped by others into a course (especially a large one) are often not 
immediately apparent and change as systems and times change. 
We have used four other additional interactive tools: CodingBat, 
Problets, zyBooks, and PythonTutor. The descriptions below re-
port the features of the interactive tools at the time of publication.

Figure 10: A sample CodingBat progress graph [24]. Red bars show compilation failures. The pink/green bar shows the number of tests that were 
failed/passed. Time is on the horizontal axis. ©Nick Parlante

CodeLab is one of many interactive 
tools that can be used to  

support students as they learn to 
program. Both authors have used 
a number of other tools that are 
currently available yet we have 

restricted our analysis to tools that 
we have used in our courses  

within the last academic year.
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zyBooks [32] are commercial interactive online textbooks 
that are currently available for C++, C, Java, and Python.  
A zyBook contains explanatory narrative, code, figures, and  
diagrams to teach programming concepts like a traditional text-
book, interspersed with interactive programming exercises of 
two varieties: participation activities and challenge activities. 
Participation exercises can be used to introduce topics before 
class, as would be done for a flipped classroom, or assigned as 
homework after a traditional lecture. While the topical cover-
age is complete, the depth of coverage is somewhat less than is 
typically found in most traditional textbooks although there is 
evidence that this approach can be successful [10]. Participation 
exercises are short exercises with answers checked by compar-
ison with an expected answer, or videos of visualizations that 
must be viewed to the end in order to get credit. For exercises 
with textual answers, students who answer incorrectly initially 
are given hints, and eventually given the answer with an expla-
nation. A student who wishes to game the system can quick-
ly enter incorrect answers to get to the correct answer that is 
then submitted for credit, although there is evidence that most 
students do not do this [9]. Challenge exercises are programs 
with missing code that is to be supplied by the student and are 
graded by comparison of test cases, similar to CodeLab and 
CodingBat. A central difference is that the challenge exercises 
show the student the full program where the student code is 
integrated. zyBooks have an outstanding gradebook and teach-
ing assistant accounts can be created by the instructor. zyBooks 
have recently integrated a laboratory submission system for an 
additional fee.

Python Tutor [13] is an online program execution visualiz-
er. It can be used for Python, Java, JavaScript, TypeScript, and 
Ruby, and will eventually also include C, and C++. The user is 
presented with an editor window in which they write or paste 
source code. When execution of the code begins, the right side 
of the screen will show the contents of memory (Frames and 
Objects), updating as each source code line is executed, with 
the source code marked to show the line that has just execut-
ed and the line that will execute next, as shown in Figure 12.  
Python Tutor is particularly valuable as a vehicle for reinforcing 

Problets [15] form another free web-based system used to 
teach introductory programming concepts [16-20]. Problets 
requiree students to trace and analyze existing code instead of 
synthesize new code, which places them lower in the revised 
Bloom’s taxonomy [14] than CodingBat and CodeLab. A sam-
ple problet is shown in Figure 11. Problet exercises are grouped 
into tutors that are completed as a unit in 30 minutes or less. 
Problets keep track of student progress and interactively select 
exercises targeted towards areas where students have not yet 
succeeded. Unlike CodeLab and CodingBat, problet exercises 
are parameterized and randomly generated. This allows stu-
dents to repeat the problet with different exercises and suc-
cessfully defeats the solution-sharing plagiarism schemes that 
plague CodeLab and CodingBat. 

The grading book for problets is emailed to the instructor 
by the founder upon request in the form of a spreadsheet. The 
spreadsheet is usually provided within two days, with urgent 
requests handled more quickly. The information given is ex-
tremely detailed, including analytical information about which 
learning objectives are and are not being met by students in 
the class. Problets require that Java be enabled in the browser, 
something many browsers consider a security vulnerability. The 
author of problets is aware of this problem and is considering 
changing the implementation in the future. Teaching assistant 
accounts are neither available nor necessary.

Figure 12: Python Tutor shows visualizations of code. ©Phillip Guo

Figure 11: A problet exercise. The green curly braces were entered by the 
user by dragging. The numbers below the horizontal curly braces were 
also entered by the user. The green checks show correct answers. The 
red x shows incorrect answers, in this case a failure to handle promotion 
properly. ©Amruth Kumar
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do not recognize code as correct when it differs from an expect-
ed solution can provide incorrect feedback to students. While 
the learning process does not require perfect feedback to suc-
ceed, students can be confused by misleading feedback. 

A disadvantage of CodeLab is that students sometimes have 
difficulty unraveling the wording of the problems, a shortcom-
ing that has been previously identified [22]. While it is import-

ant for students to learn how precisely a problem must be spec-
ified if one is going to tell a computer how to solve it, there 
are instances where the wording could be improved and still 
be equally precise as a problem statement. Another frustrating 
issue is that on rare occasions a student’s solution to an exercise 
will not be accepted by CodeLab even though it appears to be 
correct (and can be verified correct outside of CodeLab). This 
may happen more for Python problems than for Java problems.

CodeLab currently costs $25 for each student. Each zyBook 
costs around $50 but replaces textbook(s) that are typically far 
more expensive, mitigating the cost. Problets and CodingBat are 
free software. While the cost of commercial products is a disad-
vantage, an advantage of commercial products over some free 
software is that technical support is available for both faculty and 
students. In addition, commercial products have training mate-
rials available that help faculty learn how to use the system to set 
up and manage their courses. While non-commercial products 
can provide training materials (as supplied with problets), the 
incentive for an organization to provide high quality training ma-
terials increases if they need to pay technical support people to  

the use of memory diagrams for understanding and debugging 
code. In addition, PythonTutor includes the ability to share live 
visualization sessions, allowing students to work together or a 
student to get help remotely from an instructor or TA, and visu-
alizations can also be embedded in other web pages, making it 
a useful adjunct to online course materials. PythonTutor is less 
useful in Java as it displays String objects as primitive data and 
does not include visualizations of ArrayList objects. PythonTu-
tor is free and open source and can run on any CGI capable web 
server. Since it is an analysis tool, it has no gradebook.

A table summarizing the central features of each of these 
systems is given in Table 2.

There are other programming tutors available, such as Prac-
tice It! [29], and a multitude of online tools for teaching pro-
gramming such as Code Studio [12] available from Code.org. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
All of the products discussed in this article use active learning, 
especially when used during assigned class time, as Barr has 
done with CodeLab. Active learning is well established as an 
effective teaching method, especially in combination with col-
laborative or cooperative learning [27,31]. 

Like the other programming practice tools, CodeLab gives 
the student instant feedback. Today’s students are accustomed 
to getting instant service and gratification and a programming 
tutor that provides instant feedback is a good fit for their ex-
pectations. More importantly, timely feedback has long been 
recognized as essential to the learning process [5]. Elaborative 
feedback, such as that provided by all of these tools, is also 
known to improve student performance and self-efficacy [31]. 
Allowing students to achieve little victories by successfully com-
pleting small programming exercises can incrementally build 
student confidence. Loss of confidence can be the beginning of 
the downward spiral towards STEM attrition documented by 
Seymour and Hewitt [28]. 

CodeLab’s feedback is based on whether the code correct-
ly executes test cases, not whether the student’s code precisely 
matches an expected solution similar to zyBooks’ participation 
exercises. This is essential to student success since systems that 

Table 2: A summary of the central features of the interactive programming tutors reviewed. The evaluates test cases column indicates whether the 
tutor does or does not determine correctness from the evaluation of test cases. The static problems column indicates whether the tutor uses the 
same problems for all students. The reconfigurable column describes the degree to which the faculty member can alter the ordering of the content. 

Product Language(s) Cost Evaluates 
Test Cases Gradebook TA 

Accounts Static Problems Reconfigurable Deadline Visible 
to Students

CodeLab Python, Java, C++, C, C#, 
JavaScript, VB, SQL $25 Yes Online Yes Yes Fully Yes

Javabat Java, Python Free Yes Online, but 
hard to use

Email 
sharing Yes By writing simple 

web page No

Problets C++, Java, C#, Visual Basic Free N/A Emailed Not needed Individualized With support 
from author No

Python Tutor Python, Java, JavaScript, 
TypeScript, Ruby, C, C++ Free N/A N/A Not needed N/A N/A N/A

zyBooks C++, Java, Python, MATLAB $50 Sometimes Online Yes Yes Limited, sections 
can be moved No

All of the products discussed  
in this article use active learning …  

well established as an effective 
teaching method, especially in 

combination with collaborative or 
cooperative learning.
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course increased from 2.0 to 2.2 (on a 4 point scale), and grade 
distribution improved, as shown in Figure 13. There were no 
other pedagogical changes made that semester. Adding more 
CodeLab exercises, additional interactive tutors, video record-
ed lectures and example problems, and other interventions has 
continued to increase the average grade in the course substan-
tially. In Fall 2016, the average course grade was 2.77 in the class 
for students with prior programming experience and 2.58 in the 
class for students without prior programming experience.

There is indirect evidence that CodeLab is considered to be 
successful by faculty adopters, especially in the form of continu-
ing adoptions across a wide range of institutions. Using inter-
active tutors requires substantial faculty work: the tool must be 
obtained and set up; the syllabus, grading criterion, and dead-
lines must be decided and communicated; students have to be 
shown how to use the tool; and teaching assistants have to be 
trained. It is unlikely that faculty would require students to pur-
chase and use a product unless they perceived it to have value.

Among the group of interactive programming tutors pre-
sented here there is substantial evidence of improved student 
performance. The evidence is especially strong for Problets 
[16,18,20], that have been analyzed at the learning objective 
level and used to analyze sociological constructs such as ste-
reotype threat.[19] zyBooks [9-11] were analyzed, but with a 
focus on student performance. Given our generally positive ex-
periences, we believe the community would benefit from a for-
mal assessment of how each of the available interactive tutors, 
including CodeLab, supports student achievement of a variety 
of learning objectives in CS1.  
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Figure 13: Comparison of course grades the first semester CodeLab was 
integrated into CS 1323 at OU. No other changes were made.
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P eer Instruction (PI) is a student-centric pedagogy in 
which students move from the role of passive listeners 
to active participants in the classroom. Over the past 

five years, there have been a number of research articles 
regarding the value of PI in computer science. The present 
work adds to this body of knowledge by examining outcomes 
from seven introductory programming instructors: three 
novices to PI and four with a range of PI experience. 
Through common measurements of student perceptions, we 
provide evidence that introductory computing instructors 
can successfully implement PI in their classrooms. We find 
encouraging minimum (74%) and average (92%) levels of 
success as measured through student valuation of PI for 
their learning. This work also documents and hypothesizes 
reasons for comparatively poor survey results in one course, 
highlighting the importance of the choice of grading policy 
(participation vs. correctness) for new PI adopters. 

INTRODUCTION 
Peer Instruction (PI) has gained considerable traction among 
computer science educators and there have been a number of 
studies demonstrating its efficacy in a variety of dimensions. 
Students value PI [5, 8, 10] and learn more in PI classes com-
pared to traditional lecture classes [11, 13]. PI is also associated 
with low failure rates [6] and increased retention of majors [9]. 

The vast majority of PI studies in CS take the form of 

evaluating a single instructor [5, 8, 10] or implementation at 
a single institution [5, 6, 9]. As such, one concern is that the 
reported PI results over represent those occasions where PI 
as proven successful. Given the current trend of increased PI 
adoption, it is important to establish the kinds of outcomes 
that can be expected across larger datasets and institution 
types. In addition, it is important to begin studying the ways 
in which new adopters adopt PI. To what extent is PI adopted 
wholesale? How are the steps of PI altered to suit the instructor 
or student demands? 

This paper reports on a set of PI adoptions with a broad 
range of class parameters and types of institutions. Only one 
other paper has offered such a multi-institution view, but it ex-
amined only small classes at private liberal-arts colleges [8]. In 
the present study, seven instructors and their students, from 
multiple institutions of different types, were surveyed. The in-
structors range from new adopters of PI to experienced PI us-
ers. The level of success was not uniform across the instructors. 

Our key findings are: 
•  Consistent with previous studies, a supermajority of stu-

dents in all studied classes liked and would recommend PI. 
•  Successful PI implementation requires that the instructor’s 

motivations for using PI are clear to students. 
•  The grading policy attached to in-class PI question 

responses appears to have an effect on student engagement 
and satisfaction. 
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a course in PI or by having participated significantly in the 
development of a PI course. The other three instructors were 
new to PI. We label our courses with two letters: N (novice) 
or E (experienced) to indicate the instructor’s PI experience, 
and a letter A-G to differentiate each course (assigned, within 
N and E categories, by decreasing years of teaching experience 
for the instructor). Course and instructor characteristics are 
provided in Table 1. A brief description of each course is pro-
vided below. 

Course N-A: CS 1.5—Object-Oriented Design and Pro-
gramming: This course concentrates on the object- oriented 
paradigm, particularly encapsulation, inheritance, and poly-
morphism. Programming assignments emphasize graphics and 
event-driven interaction. 

Course N-B: CS1—Computer Science I: This course is an 
introduction to programming and computer science whose 
topics include: simple and structured data types, program con-
trol structures, problem analysis, algorithm design, and imple-
mentation using a high-level language (Java). 

Course N-C: CS1—Introduction to Computing I: This 
Java course covers types/variables, assignment, conditions, 
loops, classes/objects, files, and arrays. 

Course E-D: CS1—This course is an introduction to pro-
cedural programming in Python for CS majors covering basic 
types, expressions, state, control structures, function definition 
and use, and lists. 

Course E-E: CS0—Fluency in Information Technology: 
This non-majors computing course is required for all psychol-
ogy majors and as a general education requirement for a subset 
of university students (those within a specific “college”). The 

RELATED WORK
PI is characterized by asking challenging, in-class conceptual ques-
tions of students. For each question, students individually respond, 
discuss the question in small groups, and respond again based on 
their new understanding [1]. These questions should target com-
mon misconceptions and/or core course concepts. To be most 
effective, PI requires other supporting course changes. For exam-
ple, many instructors require additional preparation from students 
before class in order to make best use of limited class time. This 
preparation can consist of pre-lecture reading and associated quiz-
zes [1, 14] or clicker quizzes at the start of class [14]. 

Interactive classrooms, including PI classrooms, have shown 
significant increases in student learning in physics [4]. In CS, a 
number of studies have reported on the success of PI, including im-
proved student satisfaction [5, 8, 10], student learning [7, 15], final 
exam grades [11, 13], failure rates [6], and retention of majors [9]. 

The present work provides additional evidence that, for 
both new and seasoned adopters of PI, students widely laud 
the change to the course structure. As noted in earlier research 
[10], it is not always the case that PI is adopted following all rec-
ommended practices. The results of the present work lead us to 
examine ways in which PI is adopted, and we find suggestive ev-
idence that student satisfaction can be significantly impacted by 
grading clicker results on correctness rather than participation. 

METHOD 
Each of the seven instructors in this study reported the teach-
ing of one introductory programming course. Four of the 
instructors had experience with PI, either by having taught 

Table 1:  Institution, course, and instructor characteristics. For major, (decl.) and (ant.) denote declared and anticipated, respectively.  
N/A denotes data not available. 

Identifier N-A N-B N-C E-D E-E E-F E-G

Institution R1 PUI PUI R1 R1 R1 PUI

Size Large Large Large Large Large Large Small

Public/Private Public Public Public Public Public Public Private

Course CS1.5 CS1 CS1 CS1 CS0 CS1 CS1

Language Java Java Java Python Alice Matlab Java

Times Taught this Course 6 10+ 10+ 10+ 2 1 0

Courses Taught using PI 0 0 0 0a 10 3 1

Students Enrolled at End of Course 64 30 36 151 87 98 19

Survey participants 62 29 13 65 87 92 15

Percentage of CS majors 34% (decl.)
59% (ant.) 50% 29% (decl.) 70% (ant.) 1% 6.40% 44% (ant.)

Freshman 3% 40% 36% >95% 34% 34% 37%

Sophomore 40% 27% 42% N/A 45% 16% 26%

Junior 37% 27% 13% N/A 14% 33% 22%

Senior 21% 6% 9% N/A 8% 17% 16%

Percentage of Students who Previously used Clickers 77% 28% 22% 3% N/A 31% 25%

Avg. # of PI Questions per class 7 7 6 5 5 4 5

Length of class (min) 75 50 75 60 80b 50 80

(D)eveloped or (A)dopted Questions D D D D D D A

a  Instructor of course E-D had not taught a class using PI, but had been part of PI research and course development. As such, that instructor is considered experienced in PI.
b  30 minutes each week was spent on a practice code-writing quiz.
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The second trend is that the students in Course N-A per-
ceive PI considerably differently than students in other courses. 
Compared to students in other courses, the students in Course 
N-A recommend PI less often, felt discussion was less valuable, 
and generally reported less value from the PI process. Perhaps 
most striking is the large percentage (37%) of students who be-
lieve the value of a clicker question is only in having the correct 
answer. We will revisit this anomalous result in the Discussion. 

STUDENT PERCEPTION OF PI IMPLEMENTATION 
Table 3 indicates student satisfaction with how PI was imple-
mented regarding difficulty and timing. To express dissatisfac-
tion, students could respond either “too long”/”too difficult” or 
“too short”/“too easy.” 

The majority of classes saw high degrees of satisfaction with the 
PI implementation. Both Courses N-A and E-F stand out as having 
lower levels of satisfaction with the implementation, but recall that 
only Course N-A experienced the overall lower value of PI.

Question Difficulty. In Course N-A, some students (23%) 
felt that questions were too difficult. Only two other courses 
had more than 4% of students who reported that questions were 
too difficult: Course E-F with 14% and Course E-G with 13%. 

Question Time Allowed. In general, if students were unsat-
isfied with the time allowed for the initial vote, then they felt that 
they had too little time (notably in Courses N-A, N-C, E-D, E-E, 
and E-G) rather than too much time. Course N-A was again an 
outlier with 21% of students responding that they had too little 
time relative to 7% who felt they had too much time. Although 
instructors set the questions (and drive the pace), it is critical for 
students to be given time to think through the questions on their 
own. Question design (e.g. word choice, clarity, answer options) 
can seriously impact student time needed to read the question. 

Discussion Time Allowed. An interesting trend appears 
regarding time allowed for peer discussion. Of those students 
who were not satisfied with the time allowed for peer discus-
sion in the courses of all four experienced instructors, more 
students felt that too much time was allowed. A possible reason 
for this is that experienced PI instructors are more comfort-
able spending time on peer discussion, and may have personal 
evidence suggesting the value of providing students with more 
time to talk among themselves. For novice instructors, time 
circulating in the classroom or silently standing up-front can 

goals of this “general education” course in computing include 
computational thinking and communicating and collaborating 
about computational artifacts (in this case Alice programs and 
Excel sheets). 

Course E-F: CS1—Introduction to Programming in Mat-
lab: This course is an introduction to MATLAB programming 
for the Cognitive Science department and uses the Media Com-
putation approach [3]. Students study foundational program-
ming constructs such as data manipulation, conditional state-
ments, for-loops, while-loops, and various types of vector and 
matrix indexing. 

Course E-G: CS1—Computer Science I: This course is a 
required course for CS and Mathematics majors taught using 
Media Computation [3]. Concepts include variables, objects, 
methods, loops, conditionals, and class design. 

One instructor, experienced in teaching PI, is known by all 
instructors and actively assisted the novice instructors in week-
ly half-hour Skype meetings during their first PI term. The in-
structors surveyed their students using a common instrument, 
which enabled comparison of responses across courses. 

RESULTS 
In student self-report surveys, we asked for views on the value 
of the PI approach in supporting various aspects of the learning 
experience and views on the instructor’s implementation of PI 
in the classroom. 

STUDENT PERCEPTION OF THE VALUE OF PI 
Students reported on their perception of the value of PI (see 
Table 2). For all but one question (denoted with a *), higher 
percentages are better. Responses below 80% positive are high-
lighted. We note two trends in Table 2. The first trend is that 
students overwhelmingly value PI. They report that they pay 
better attention in class, believe it helps them identify weak-
nesses earlier, and believe the process helps them learn. As a 
result, the vast majority of students (91% per class on average) 
recommend that more instructors use PI in their courses. In 
two classes, 100% of students would recommend that other in-
structors use PI. These results demonstrate that across a wide 
range of institutions and instructors, students both value PI and 
desire that PI be used by more instructors. 

Table 2: Student feedback on the value of PI. Percentages reflect student agreement. Agreement values under 80% are highlighted.

Question/Identifier N-A N-B N-C E-D E-E E-F E-G 

Thinking about clicker questions on my own, before discussing with people around me, helped me learn the 
course material. 68% 86% 100% 94% 95% 95% 100%

Most of the time my group actually discusses the clicker question. 90% 93% 100% 88% 98% 97% 100%

The immediate feedback from clickers helped me focus on weaknesses in my understanding of the course material. 74% 96% 100% 95% 99% 91% 100%

Knowing the right answer is the only important part of the clicker question.* 37% 14% 15% 12% 23% 17% 20%

Generally, by the time we finished with a question and discussion, I felt pretty clear about it. 69% 90% 100% 94% 97% 84% 93%

Clickers helped me pay attention in this course compared to traditional lectures. 58% 93% 100% 95% 90% 90% 100%

Clickers with discussion is valuable for my learning. 74% 93% 100% 100% 94% 91% 93%

I recommend that other instructors use this approach (reading quizzes, clickers, in-class discussion) in their 
courses. 71% 90% 100% 98% 93% 87% 100%
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explained the use of clickers well or did so too much. Instructor 
N-A had a considerably larger percentage of students reporting 
that they were unclear why they were using clickers. The other 
anomalous course result was Course E-G, where 20% of students 
felt that the instructor explained the use of clickers too much. 

DISCUSSION

VALUE TO STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS 
Our results suggest that PI can be successfully adopted at a 
variety of institutions in introductory computing courses. At 
least 71% of students (avg. 91%) would recommend that other 
instructors use this approach in their courses. 

The seven instructors in this work all reported a dramatic 
change in their usual classroom experience upon implementing 
PI. These instructors varied in terms of reasons for adoption, 
amount and type of adoption support, and teaching experi-
ence. Instructors had varying comfort levels with the courses 
and varying support for developing and implementing clicker 
questions. In fact, some had no more to go on than a notion of 
allowing students to “test” their knowledge. Some read publica-
tions on its use, some reviewed clicker slides prepared and used 
in computing courses, and some had the opportunity to TA for 
or repeatedly observe an experienced PI instructor. Indepen-
dent of these background factors, all instructors report that the 
next time they teach this class, they will teach it with PI. 

be initially unnerving, and at the very least is a change in their 
teaching style. However, results in Course N-A more closely 
match those of courses taught by experienced instructors in 
that unsatisfied students felt that too much time was allowed. 
As can be observed from Figure 1, this may be related to the 
comparatively fewer students in Course N-A who report always 
discussing with their peers: if some students are not discussing, 
then they are waiting for class to move forward. 

Class-wide Discussion Time Allowed. Regarding class-
wide discussions, unsatisfied students felt that they had too 
much time in Courses N-A, E-D, E-E, and E-F. Course E-F had 
the most students reporting that too much time was spent on 
class-wide discussion (26% too much compared with 11% too 
little). This instructor had little experience with the program-
ming language used in the course; it is possible that this caused 
a mismatch between where students struggled and where the 
instructor anticipated struggles. 

Student Behavior during Discussion. Figure 1 provides the 
breakdown of student responses regarding their discussion habits. 
For all but one course, the majority of students reported valuing the 
discussion with their group as it helped them learn. For all courses, 
only a small minority of students either did not discuss because 
they did not value discussion or because they were too shy. 

Explanation of the Purpose of PI. Figure 2 provides the 
breakdown of student responses regarding the explanation from 
the instructor on why clickers were being used. For all but Instruc-
tor N-A, more than 90% of students thought that the instructor 

Table 3:  Student feedback on the implementation of PI. Percentages reflect students responding “OK” or “About right”.  
Values under 80% are highlighted. 

Question/Identifier N-A N-B N-C E-D E-E E-F E-G 

From the point of helping me learn, the content of clicker questions was: (too hard, okay, too easy) 76% 83% 100% 88% 94% 78% 80%

In general, the instructor gave us enough time to read and understand the questions before the first vote: (too 
short, about right, too long) 72% 89% 92% 81% 87% 78% 87%

The amount of time generally allowed for peer discussion was: (too short, about right, too long) 89% 87% 92% 79% 86% 77% 73%

In general, the time allowed for class-wide discussion (after the group vote) was: (too short, about right, too long) 70% 86% 100% 64% 81% 63% 93%

Figure 2: Student responses to the prompt: The professor explained the 
value of using clickers in this class.

Figure 1: Student responses to the question: Which of the following 
describes your discussion practices this term?
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differently than the other courses through open-ended student 
responses. For example, a student in Course N-A reports:

In this lecture I am more focused on trying to guess the 
answers to the questions than on internalizing and un-
derstanding the course content. In standard lectures I am 
focused on taking clear and thorough notes and absorbing 
the material. –Student in Course N-A 

A quote from a student in Course E-G may provide more 
insight into the importance of the grading structure, based on 
their report of clicker use in a different class: 

I have another clicker course, this one is far better. In the 
other course, every clicker question is graded. It feels too 
much like the professor just wants to play game show host 
and puts to [sic] much weight on the correct answers and 
not the process of getting the answer. This is opposite for 
this course. I feel like participation should just be graded. 

–Student in Course E-G 

Given this criticism of grading on correctness, it is essen-
tial to examine Course E-E. Like Course N-A, Course E-E had 
a correctness requirement, but it was differently implemented 
in a manner that reinforced the role of clicker questions in the 
learning process rather than the assessment process. In Course 
E-E, students were graded on participation, but they had to get 
at least 50% of all questions (including individual and group re-
sponses) in each lecture period correct to get those participation 
points. This approach was devised based on experience in an 
earlier offering of the course, which required only participation 
and where students were noted answering randomly and engag-
ing in unrelated activities in the classroom. The instructor be-
lieved that a change in policy was needed based on the fact that 
the course was a required, non-majors course. Students gener-
ally did not start the course with a great deal of enthusiasm, nor 
much understanding of what value the course held for them. In 
explaining the “half correct” policy, the instructor was able to 
reiterate that clicker questions are for helping students engage in 
developing expert analysis and argumentation skills. The policy 
reinforced Instructor E-E’s primary course learning goal: getting 
students to learn how computing people see problems. 

A student from Course E-E discusses this policy, noting his/
her need to prepare, but expressing satisfaction with the award-
ing of discussion points: 

This class was very different from my other classes as it 
truly made me be on top of my game. I did like the grading 
structure and how participation points were fair. 

–Student in Course E-E 

And some students did appear to get the message that their 
engagement in reasoning about the question, not simply getting 
points, was the goal. 

[I]n [this course], discussion and proof of understanding is 
a vital part of lecture. With clicker questions, as a student, 
I was able to engage in thoughtful reasoning. 

–Student in Course E-E 

This said, one course (N-A) stands out as yielding poor sur-
vey results compared to the other courses. We next reflect on 
why this may be the case. 

EXPLORING COURSE N-A DIFFERENCES 
Differences between N-A and the other courses can be seen 
fairly uniformly in both the valuation and implementation sur-
veys. Through reflective discussion and our reading of PI re-
ports in other disciplines, we highlight two structural issues 
for discussion. First, the instructor required correctness for a 
portion of the PI grade (each question was worth 2 points: 1 
for correctness and 1 for participation). Second, a notable 25% 
of the class felt that the instructor did not sufficiently explain 
why clickers were being used. Together, we posit that these two 
issues contributed to a very different classroom culture regard-
ing PI, as evidenced by the markedly different student survey 
responses. In sum, students in Course N-A (more than those at 
other institutions): 
1.  Felt that clicker questions were too hard 
2.  Felt that too little time was allotted to read and understand 

questions 
3.  Did not always discuss with their peers 
4.  Did not find value in hearing other students provide 

explanations in class-wide discussion and, 
5.  Reported lesser perception of the value of PI for their 

learning. 

GRADING ON CORRECTNESS 
We suspect that the change from grading on participation to 
grading on correctness fundamentally changes the atmosphere 
of the course. Consider the first four points in the above list. 
This kind of student affect — feelings that questions are too 
hard and that discussion is not useful — make sense if students 
perceive PI questions as “standard quiz” questions rather than 
peer discussion questions. The fact that Instructor N-A gave 
points for correctness, even though he/she also gave points for 
participation, may have factored into students perceiving ques-
tions as a test of something they should already know, rather 
than tools designed to build their understanding. 

There are two other concerns related to grading on correct-
ness rather than participation. The first is that students become 
concerned about arguing their interpretation of the question, 
and this can disrupt the learning process. A focus on learning 
is hampered when an incorrect answer in the learning process 
itself has grade-based implications. The second, related issue, 
is that questions cannot be too difficult or will be viewed as 
unfair. This is problematic when the recommended correctness 
range for the individual vote on PI questions is 35-70% [1] and 
when there is evidence that students benefit considerably more 
from difficult questions [15]. Instructors who both grade on 
correctness and recognize the limits that this poses on difficul-
ty may respond in-kind by offering easier questions. This shying 
away from difficult questions may explain why many students 
thought that PI was not beneficial for their learning. 

We can see evidence of students experiencing Course N-A 
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considerable PI teaching and development experience. Second, 
it is important to evaluate adoption decisions. A pedagogy so 
widely-applicable as PI will inevitably engender debate over 
the particulars of day- to-day implementation and interaction 
with students. We encourage all PI instructors to reflect on and 
make explicit the reasons undergirding their PI-based decisions 
so as to maximize the value of PI for students.  
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EXPLAINING PEDAGOGICAL CHANGE 
It is critically important to explain (repeatedly) to students any 
deviation from expected classroom norms. Students have both 
experience with and expectations of college classroom learning. 
They know what happens in a lecture and have techniques that 
they expect to use in order to learn and measure their progress 
toward success. From our collective experience, we can report 
that students claim that they “have to sit at the front of the class” 
in order to learn/stay awake, want the instructor to “just explain 
it,” or complain that the lack of lecture “forced me to learn it all 
myself.” PI completely pulls the rug out from under the students 
by challenging them to re-examine their established, comfort-
able, and often perceived successful learning habits. 

In a popular 2-page “Tips for Successful Clicker Use” summa-
ry, Douglas Duncan (Univ. of Colorado, Astronomy) lists as his 
second tip: “You MUST MUST MUST explain to students why 
you are using clickers. If you don’t, they often assume your goal 
is to track them like Big Brother, and force them to come to class. 
Students highly resent this.” (emphasis original)[12]. Perhaps 
more tellingly, the first item on his list of Practices that Lead to 
Failure is “1. Fail to explain why you are using clickers.” [2] 

In Course N-A, 74% of students report that their instructor 
explained to the class why he/she was using clickers. However, 
the remaining 26% of students who felt that clickers were not ex-
plained adequately (or at all) was the highest percentage among 
the courses. This emphasizes the importance of explaining the 
value of PI not just once and in not just one way. Moreover, for 
Course N-A, it is likely that students were especially sensitive to 
this issue as most students had previously taken an introducto-
ry course where the instructor used clickers to take attendance. 
The presence of these kinds of non-pedagogical uses of clickers 
only heightens the need to explain the pedagogical goals of PI. 

OTHER FACTORS 
Note that, in addition to the two structural issues we have high-
lighted, Course N-A also differs from other courses in other ways. 
The course is a CS 1.5 course (not a CS1 course), many of the 
students used clickers in the past, and the proportion of fresh-
men is lower. There is little precedence for these differences con-
tributing to the outlying survey results for this course, however. 
The earliest experience reports of PI in CS report on successful 
adoption in CS1.5 courses [10], and we know of no evidence sug-
gesting that any novelty of clickers wears off after a single course. 

CONCLUSION 
In this multi-institutional study of student satisfaction in Peer 
Instruction (PI) courses, we find further evidence of PI being 
highly valued by students. We also find that one course yielded 
lower student satisfaction than the other courses. We have ar-
gued that this lower satisfaction may have stemmed from two 
adoption decisions: grading on correctness, and not convinc-
ingly arguing to students why clickers and PI are being used. 
We offer two conclusions here. First, new adopters of PI can 
expect levels of success similar to those reported by others with 
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Comparing Scratch [4] to Pencil 
Code [3] for teaching computing 

through music immediately reveals a 
major difference: Scratch represents 
notes as MIDI numbers, while Pencil 
Code represents notes as letters using 
ABC notation [1]. To someone who 
reads music, Pencil Code is clearly pref-
erable because it is far easier to map, 
for example, a major third to C and E 
than 60 and 64.  But to those who gen-
erate music algorithmically, ABC is not 
as easy as MIDI.  For example, a major 
third in the key of D is not D and F, it is 
D and F#.  Using MIDI values, however,  
the interval is always 4 semitones:  
62 (D) + 4 = 66 (F#), just as before.

The Problem:  Pencil Code is writ-
ten in CoffeeScript [4], “a little language 

that compiles into JavaScript.” Thus, one 
would think to use the String.fromChar-
Code function to convert numeric MIDI 
to alphabetic ABC.  Unfortunately, the 
conversion is not that straightforward, 
because ABC notation is based on a 
C scale, with A and B above G.  That 
throws out a simple conversion.  The 4th 
octave, the one that begins on middle C, 
is represented by all capital letters: C D E 
F G A B.  For the 5th octave, apostrophes 
are added: C’ D’ E’ F’ G’ A’ B’.  For the 6th 
octave, two apostrophes are added, and 
so on to the higher octaves.  For the 3rd 
octave, the one below middle C, com-
mas are added: C, D, E, F, G, A, B.  And, 
as you can probably guess from the pat-
tern, for the 2nd octave, two commas are 
added and so on to the lower octaves.

A Solution:  If one wants both the 
clarity of ABC notation and the algo-
rithmic power of MIDI values, a con-
version is indeed necessary.  The code 
below runs in Pencil Code and plays the 
chromatic scale from C3 to C6 by pass-
ing MIDI values 48 (C3) through 84 (C6) 
to a MIDItoABC function that is gener-
alized to convert any MIDI value to its 
proper representation in ABC notation 
and play it for a specified duration.  

A Note on ABC Duration Notation:  
Unrelated to MIDI but germane to ABC, 
duration strings are based on quarter 
notes, which have a duration of 1.  A half 
note has a duration of 2, and a whole 
note a duration of 4.  Going the other 
way, an eighth note has a duration of 1/2, 
designated as “/2”.  Similarly, a 16th note 
has a duration of “/4”, and a 32nd note 
has a duration of “/8”.

The code below includes a test rou-
tine to play the chromatic scale from C3 
to C6 with random note durations from 
a half note (“2”) to a 32nd note (“/8”).  
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 1  # PencilCode script to convert MIDI numbers to ABC notation notes
 2  # by Jesse M. Heines, UMass Lowell, Version 4.2, February 2, 2016
 3  
 4  # define an array of  chromatic notes beginning with middle C
 5  MIDImap = [“C”,”^C”,”D”,”^D”,”E”,”F”,”^F”,”G”,”^G”,”A”,”^A”,”B”]
 6  
 7  # function to convert a MIDI number to an ABC note
 8  MIDItoABC = ( midi, duration=1 ) ->
 9    # test that a MIDI number has been supplied
10    if midi? and parseInt(midi) != NaN
11      # compute desired octave (octave 4 starts at middle C)
12      octave = parseInt((midi-12)/12,10)
13      # initialize the suffix string of commas or apostrophes
14      suffix = “”
15      # add , or ‘ as appropriate for desired octave
16      if octave < 4
17        suffix += “,” for [1..abs(octave-4)]
18      else if octave > 4
19        suffix += “’” for [1..octave-4]
20      # return value
21      MIDImap[midi % 12] + suffix + duration
22  
23  # test: play chromatic C3 to C6 with random note durations
24  for k in [48..84]
25    duration = random [“2”,”1”,”/2”,”/4”,”/8”]
26    play MIDItoABC(k,duration)
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